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Chapter 1

Introduction

It is the desire for many modelers to have a modeling method that exhaustively captures all required information in a systematic yet simple and comprehensible manner. This is because having explicit and comprehensive models may lead to increased use and applicability of the method. Although this is hard to accomplish, we believe that through combining different modeling methods it can be achieved. Combining of methods can be viewed as an improvement of both the methods and process development. This is because concepts from different approaches supplement each other; hence the weaknesses of one approach are overcome by the strength of the other. The combining process requires precise understanding of the relations among or between different constructs, which then lead to reliable scrutiny, transformation and understanding of the underlying principles, hence a more principled description of the method(s) is attained. Through this process, system modeling and underlying principles of complex systems could become easier to conceptualize. In this study therefore we put a domain modeling method Object-Role Modeling (ORM) to work in the context of the creation of System Dynamics (SD) models. The art of SD modeling lies in determining and representing the feedback processes and other elements that determine the dynamics of the system (typically, a process in an organization). However, SD shows a lack of instruments for discovering and expressing precise, language-based concepts in domains. At the same time, the field of conceptual modeling has long since focused on deriving models from natural expressions. We therefore turn to ORM as a prime example of this school of thought to integrate its strong natural language based modeling approach into the creation of SD models. This was inspired by an observed lack of concept-level modeling power in SD. We set out mainly to augment SD modeling by first laying down a sound foundation of domain concepts by means of fact-based ORM modeling. This eventually enables us to link the ORM model to the SD stock-flow diagram.
1.1 Identification of the problem area

Over the years, system dynamics modelers have developed models to increase understanding of the dynamics in a system and for decision makers to have a basis for their decisions on identified complex problems. But these models have been criticized for their lack to capture the structural views which are found at the operational (who and when aspects of the ongoing operations?) and tactical (how will it be done?) levels of the information system pyramid [176, 120]. Their concentration at developing models capturing strategic (what has to be done?) views makes the use and reliability of developed SD models undeniable. If information at all levels of the decision pyramid was captured, better models would be derived although the task entailed is not easy. Secondly, organizational settings are complex in nature which makes them hard for SD modelers to define and conceptualize because the number of variables to consider are many and the question of causation is complicated to untangle [233].

In [13, 117, 140, 148, 164, 176] it is stated that SD as a method has a number of issues among which are ambiguity and lack of detail [13, 140, 176], these make transformation of Causal Loop Diagram (CLD) variables into Stock and Flow Diagram (SFD) hard [140, 164, 176]. Richardson [164] particularly states that; “...of the three tasks-model conceptualization, model formation and model understanding. Unquestionably the two most difficult are the two that are least formal- conceptualization and understanding. The future of the field needs software support for understanding the links between stock and flow/feedback structure and dynamics behavior.” On the other hand Sharif [183] also states that; “...there is a strong case for starting to apply systems dynamics methods more openly in the BPM and MIS research fields, as I feel the tools and techniques available are vastly under-rated in terms of their applicability and capability to provide novel representations of real-world situations...”. These statements are the school of thought for this research.

The identified key issue here is SD model conceptualization as stated in [117, 148, 140, 164]. In order to address this issue, different scholars have put in efforts by advocating for better tools and methods to support SD modeling for example; [140, 164] suggest the mapping of tools to represent SD structure and [175, 193] suggest techniques to analyze reference modes. Here, we join scholars like [49, 105, 118] who have devised efforts to support the SD conceptualization process with tools and techniques used in other scientific disciplines. In our case, we address this issue by using support of a domain modeling method ORM whose focus is on domain conceptualization through data modeling [71]. One of the important features of ORM is its foundation in natural language analysis which makes it resistant to changes that cause attributes to be remodeled as object types or relationships [100]. To position this research, we present a logical framework in figure 1.1 where we show the strength and gaps in both ORM and SD.

In this framework we itemize (allocate an identification character) each method for easy of use in the explanation. We combine method M-1 with method M-3 to arrive at artifact M-2. The gaps and strengths identified in methods M-1 and M-3 are what we use as a basis for our study. We further present the importance or achievements of combining M-1 and M-3 in M-2. As an output of M-1, M-2 and M-3 is the main advantage for
1.2. MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION

From the identified problem, we come up with a main research question.

How can we combine system dynamics with a domain modeling method?

Specific research questions

In order for us to realize the stated main research question, we further come up with smaller manageable sub questions (specific questions).

Concepts: What are the existing SD and ORM constructs?

Relationship: What relationships exist between these two methods? How can we best represent the interactions in these methods?

Procedure: What is the procedure for combining these two methods?

Evaluation: How can we evaluate the procedure(s) for combining system dynamics with ORM and the resulting model?
Guideline: How can the modeling procedure(s) be embedded in a modeling tool(s)?

1.3 Justification for this study

In order to conceptualize a given SD scenario, it is important that the ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions are well answered. In SD however, concentration is drawn to the ‘what’ of the dynamics behavior but not ‘how’ the model elements should be reconfigured to yield a desired behavior [58]. That is why a similar case or model of reality can be depicted (interpreted) in different ways by different SD modelers. The ‘how’ can however be captured in SD models if integrated with domain modeling. This is because domain methods capture a detailed representation of the system in terms of system elements and their interactions to provide a means of understanding a given scenario. Secondly, domain methods have a precise and consistent mechanism for conceptualizing reality, based on which a stock and flow diagram can be realized [58, 156]. Therefore, having domain modeling work in context of SD model building makes SD models more understandable and well focused.

To policy makers: System dynamics modelers build models that are mainly used by policy makers (strategic decision makers) but these models do not capture tactical (responsible for generating procedures) and operational (execute those procedures) views. This affects decisions made by policy makers at the strategic level because SD models derived are loosely coupled. For best results therefore, policy makers should use models that cut across all levels i.e. built with strategic (SD), tactical (domain modeling) and operational (domain modeling) understanding. This can only be achieved if the action distance between ‘knowing’ and ‘doing’ is reduced.

Why the combination: we combine SD with a domain modeling method because domain modeling methods help to identify relationships among entities within the scope of the problem domain and provide a structural view of the domain. This therefore means that the addition of a domain modeling method in the process of developing SD models may improve SD model conceptualization, make SD variable names explicit, and enable transformation and reuse of information. We use ORM in particular as an example of a domain modeling language because of its conceptual focus and roots in verbalization, graphical expressiveness and well-defined semantics. The main advantage of improving SD’s conceptual foundation through ORM is that SD models can be more soundly and readily linked to databases. Secondly, combining SD with ORM provides complementary added value: SD Studies the behavior of a system in terms of discrete quantities of things (stocks and flows) while ORM underpins the models in terms of underlying ontology of the domain. Halpin and Wagner note that “although ORM supports modeling of business terms facts, and many static integrity constraints and derivation rules, it cannot model the reactive behavior of systems which can be described using dynamic integrity constraints”. Therefore, it is the intension of this study that this integration enables stakeholders attain a level of understanding of the dynamics and statics within the SD developed models.
1.4 Scope

We limit this study to combining system dynamics with a domain modeling method ORM. In the process of executing this combination, we opt to use the following route (see figure 1.2). First we transform a Causal Loop Diagram (CLD) model into an ORM model and then from an ORM model into a Stock and Flow Diagram (SFD). In so doing, we are able to improve SD model conceptualization and make the SD variable names explicit. Other alternative routes to combining ORM and SD are highlighted in chapter 7 (figure 7.14).

1.5 Research approach

Before presenting our research approach, we would like to first of all expound on its basing. In this study, we combine two methods. To achieve this combination, we follow the design science (DS) methodology as defined in [86]. But not all is done the design science way, instead we tailor this methodology to fit our way of working (see figure 1.3). Design science is prescriptive and may apply to both nomothetic (attempts to establish general patterns of behavior that can be extended to all elements in a given domain) and idiographic methods (focuses on a unique or individual domain) [125], aims to develop artifacts of heretofore unsolved problem [23, 150, 86]. As an artifact, we define Grounded System Dynamics (GSD) a combination of two existing methods (system dynamics and object role modeling). By combining these two methods we generate synergy effects by using already existing modeling methods and by so doing we overcome some of the weaknesses of SD model building.

To accomplish this, we first of all clarify the goals of the GSD artifact (environment). Thereafter build and carefully evaluate the utility of GSD (design phase), and to a lesser degree, its reliability and validity using analytical and experimental evaluation methods [86]. The design science approach places additional emphasis on the iterative construction and evaluation of artifacts which in our case took place at the evaluation phase where ORM and SD practitioners were asked to experiment and critique both the given steps and the resulting models.

In general, our research methodology was made up of six phases as shown in figure 1.4 and these included: problem identification, requirements specification, conceptualization, design, implementation, and evaluation.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3: Cycles in the adopted research methodology were based on [86, 85]

Figure 1.4: Research methodology

In phase 1, we identify the problem area by reviewing existing literature. In phase 2, we define requirement specifications that we use to arrive at the new artifact. In phase 3, we define constructs in both methods with their underlying principles and thereafter identify relations between constructs. To gain insights into the relations, we review literature and conduct evaluations on the defined relations. In phase 4, we define the new artifact and apply it using examples. In phase 5, we use case studies to experiment and analytically evaluate the GSD artifact. In this same phase, we also present ORM to SD update behavior(s). Note that between phase 4 and phase 5, we have an iteration because after evaluation, the new artifact is refined. In phase 6, we present suggestions for organizational and tool support. To attain comprehensive suggestions, we review related literature inline with our study and finally draw conclusions.

Evaluation methods used in this study are experiments, analysis and a case study. Case study as defined in [44] is a research strategy which focuses on understanding the dynamics present within a single setting. Case study may involve either single or multiple
cases and numerous levels of analysis [230]. It combines data collection methods such as archives, interviews, questionnaires and observations. In this study we used case study methodology to obtain information on a given problem domain. This information is what was used to derive models that were applied in experimental and analytical evaluations. To collect case data, we used observation, archives and interviews. Experimental evaluations were used in a focus group setting. A focus group is defined by [194] as a moderated discussion among six to twelve persons discussing a topic under the direction of a moderator whose role is to promote interaction and keep the discussion on the topic of interest. We used focus group discussions to allow us obtain participants feedback on the relations and GSD procedural transformation steps. For analytical evaluations, we used structured walkthrough sessions and questionnaires which enabled us get an in-depth analysis of the GSD transformation steps and derived models. In table 1.1 we summarize the relationship between figure 1.3 and figure 1.4.

Table 1.1: Cycle verses Phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycles in figure 1.3</th>
<th>Fig. 1.4 Research methodology phases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relevancy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.6 Thesis outline

In this section, we present both the thesis layout and thesis outline as shown in figure 1.5 and table 1.2 respectively. In figure 1.5 we depict an overview of the thesis chapters plus what they contain. In chapter 2, we present existing literature relevant to the study. In chapter 3, we present the specified requirements. In chapter 4, we present SD and ORM constructs with their underlying principles. In chapter 5, we present the relations between ORM and SD constructs. In chapter 6, we present the steps for grounding system dynamics with Object-role Modeling. In chapter 7 we present evaluations for Grounded System Dynamics steps. In chapter 8, we present ORM and SD update behaviors. In chapter 9 we present suggestions for organizational and tool support. In chapter 10 we draw conclusions and make recommendation for further research.
Having shown the thesis layout, we now present the thesis outline in table 1.2 with an overview of the research questions, how or what activities were carried out and where they are captured within the thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>How (Activities)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>Reviewed literature to identify conceptual link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td>Reviewed literature, identified and evaluated construct relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure</td>
<td>Expert opinion and reviewed literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Conducted analytical and experimental evaluations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions</td>
<td>Reviewed literature, analytical study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Research questions and thesis outline

In the process of this study, obtained results were presented as follows; in [207], we used ORM to integrate its strong natural language based modeling approach into the creation of SD models in a two-step schema based approach. By transforming an ORM domain model into a SD stock and flow diagram, we were able to identify the conceptual link between SD and ORM. We further discussed how typical ORM conceptualization can be linked to SD conceptualization and with use of examples showed how such a transformation can be performed. Thereafter, we investigated the basic building blocks of these methods using examples [206]. Investigating the foundation of the two methods enabled us to better understand the underlying concepts and differences in update behavior of the methods that are caused due to state and decision changes. Next we present a procedure which we refer to as GSD (Grounded System Dynamics) a combination of both methods. In this procedure, we outline and define steps on how to underpin an ORM model with a system dynamics model [208].

1.7 Publications

Most of the works presented in this thesis, are extended versions of our publications. These publications were in form of Journals, Conferences and Workshops. Below is a list of the publications.


4. Tulinayo, P. F, (2009) Integrating System Dynamics with Conceptual and Process Modeling. In proceedings of the CAiSE '09 16th Doctoral Consortium held in conjunction with the CAiSE '09 conference, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 8th -12th


Chapter 2

Literature

Having provided an introductory chapter to this study, it is important that we establish what we have based our study on, to offer both a coherent and a shared justification. As already stated, we combine two existing methods, these two methods have a lot to be desired but differ in every aspect of modeling. One of the methods has static properties (ORM) while the other has dynamic properties (SD). The static method captures the structure of the system while the dynamic method captures the runtime behavior of a system. In this chapter, we review existing literature to identify the knowledge gap, and acknowledge the work of others in the relevant research area(s). This chapter is made up of two main sections 2.1 and 2.2. In these sections we present existing literature on Ontology Modeling and System Dynamics modeling. This allows us give a clear overview of what is and what was of the methods. Under section 2.1 we define what an ontology is, its use and the ontology domain method we opt to use in this study. In subsection 2.1.1 we present literature on different domain modeling method and also state ORM as our preferred choice for this study. In section 2.2 we present literature on system dynamics, its way of working and areas where it has been applied. Within this section, we also present literature on the two diagrams most commonly used in SD. Finally, we draw conclusions in section 2.3.

2.1 Ontology modeling

The word ‘ontology’ has been defined by different scholars in a number of ways; in [61] Gruber defines an ontology as a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization of a certain domain. On the other hand, Guarino in [63] refers to an ontology as an engineering artifact, comprising of a precise vocabulary used to describe a certain reality (universe of discourse) with a set of explicit assumptions regarding the intended meaning of the vocabulary. Both of these definitions are somewhat similar because the term ‘Conceptualization’ refers to the process of identifying the meaning of particular terminologies (vocabulary as Guarino puts it). The words in the vocabulary appear as
unary, binary or ternary predicates commonly known as relations. In computer science ontology has been redefined as a branch of knowledge engineering, where agreed semantics of a certain domain is represented that enables sharing between information systems [102]. In other words ontology describes a hierarchy of concepts related by subsumption relationships. These relations are added with the aim of expressing other relationships between or among concepts and to limit their interpretations [63, 30, 48]. Guarino further stresses that an ontology is language dependent (application autonomous as Meersman puts it in [134]), and somewhat represent a domain while a conceptualization is language-independent. In [133] Meersman gives clarifications of ontology terminologies detailing its originality, use and how it has been used by other scholars.

Ontologies define a set of constructs used to represent real-world and are used in many ways: 1) to study the type of things that exist or may exist in domains, 2) as general information representation formalisms and overtly during design process to represent knowledge about a particular domain, 3) to describe the semantics in the source of information and to make contents explicit in integration tasks, 4) to facilitate an interaction between domain experts and computer interviewer for knowledge acquisition and 5) for reuse in building a problem solving engine that simulates the problem solving behavior of a domain expert [137, 192, 65, 195]. Their main aim is to capture static domain knowledge in a generic way and provide a commonly agreed upon understanding of that domain, which may be reused and shared across applications. Ample research has been done on ontologies: its philosophy, disciplines where it has been applied [152, 64, 192, 48], issues [153], mapping [43, 104] and integrations [151]. We would like to point out that we do not intend to get into the details of ontology, the references provided in this section exhaustively cover this topic.

Ontologies take on several tasks in three different directions as stated in [219] and different types of ontologies exist for example: 1) Task ontologies; Mizoguchi defines a 'task' as a sequence of problem solving steps and a 'task ontology' as a system of vocabulary for describing problem solving structure of all the existing tasks domain independently [137]. In [98] Ikeda interprets task ontology in two ways; one as an ontology for specifying problem solving processes (this definition is close to the domain ontology definition) and two as a task-subtask decomposition together with task categorization. In task ontology, structures of real world problems are analyzed which helps in overcoming the limitations of generic tasks [137]. 2) Method ontologies on the other hand provide terms specific to particular problem solving methods. Methods and tasks are two distinct terms in knowledge engineering [29]. 3) Application ontologies are specializations of a more general library which includes task and method ontologies as well as domain ontologies [62], etc. In this research however we focus on domain ontologies that specify conceptualizations specific to a domain [195]. Domain ontologies are used to describe concepts or objects in a particular domain by means of their properties as well as their relationships [63]. As a domain ontology modeling method we choose to use ORM essentially as a graphical front-end to Web Ontology Language (OWL) [96, 2, 36, 192] rather than the 'Database design way' [78, 71, 77] as is traditionally done. OWL is a logic-based language that is used to formalize a domain of knowledge [4]. It was developed as a follow on from Resource Description Framework (RDF) and RDFs [20, 111], as well as earlier ontology language projects that included Ontology Interface Language
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(OWL) [47], DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) [83] and DAML+OIL [95, 130].
OWL is intended to be used over the World Wide Web and all its elements are defined as
RDF resources and identified by Uniform Resource Identifier (URIs) [12]. There exists a
number of conceptual/domain modeling methods some of which we discuss below;

2.1.1 Conceptual modeling

Conceptual modeling is a design activity that is influenced by both application and pro­
cess knowledge [182]. It models part of the world in an information base referred to as
the Universe of Discourse (UoD). Understanding the real world and representing it in a
way it can be translated into design is one of the objectives of conceptual modeling [195].
Conceptual modeling is directly related to knowledge representation and validation [186].
In knowledge representation, conceptual models are created to map real-world needs and
in validation, stakeholders verify whether their needs have been correctly specified by
looking at the generated conceptual models. Therefore the quality of a conceptual mod­
eling method has an effect on the quality of the conceptual model [139, 182, 138]. The
outcome of the conceptual modeling process is a conceptual model sometimes referred to
as a domain model. The conceptual model is independent of design or implementation
concerns, aims at expressing the meaning of terms and concepts used by domain ex­
erts while discussing the problem, and to find the correct relationships between different
concepts. There exist various conceptual modeling notations and methods for example;
Unified Modeling Language [17, 174], Entity-relationship diagrams [33], Object-Role
Modeling [77], etc. The goal of these conceptual modeling methods, is to provide a pre­
cise and unambiguous representation of information that performs efficiently and whose
logical structure is easily understood [229]. In more detail:

Entity relationship diagrams

Entity-relationship (ER) diagrams describe the stored data layout of a system and are
made up of entities and relationships [33, 231]. In ER notation, the conceptual model
is described with an ER Diagram in which entities represent concepts and associations
between entities represent relationships. An entity is defined as an object in the real world
with independent existence distinguishable from other objects. A relationship is a tuple
of entities and represents an association between entities [33]. A set of relationships
refers to a set of instances representing an association among different combinations of
instances of entities that participate in that relationship and the arity of a relationship
is the number of ER-roles. To restrict the number of times each instance of an entity
is allowed to participate in the relationship, constraints are attached to ER-roles. These
constraints specify the functionality of relations [25]. Entities are described in a database
by a set of attributes. Such separation of data and operations may be necessitated in cases
where the data and their interrelationships are sufficiently complex [106]. ER models
focus on the structural aspects of database schemas, as opposed to their behavioral aspects
and their purpose is to analyze and describe the database schema of a computer system
[59]. Since they focus on data and their interrelationships, they therefore provide no
constructs for modeling other process elements and provide no information about the functions that make or use this data. They are entirely static representations, providing no time-related information that could drive analysis and measurement [57]. ER diagrams pose limitations similar to Data flow diagrams (DFDs).

The DFD technique was originally described in [37, 231]. It depicts a system network of functional processes interconnected through data flows. They are mainly applied at the analysis phase of the project to describe how the process aspects of information systems work. Their precedence relation is an abstraction of functional semantics. Although DFDs are a useful description for modeling processes, they have a number of limitations; (1) they do not allow sufficient information to describe a problem, (2) they depict the situation from the data point of view and merely show the possible paths taken by an item of data i.e their primary concern is placed on data flow rather than the process [3], (3) they provide no modeling constructs on which to base representation of work flow, people, events, and other business process elements, (4) they provide no information on decisions and event sequences (temporal or precedence relationships), (5) they do not have beginning points, end points and execution paths that is to say, they are static in nature so they do not lend themselves easily to analysis or decision making. To facilitate such analysis, data flow diagramming sometimes is complemented by structured textual descriptions of procedures in which data is to be used; these descriptions are called process specifications [231]. The next conceptual modeling method we discuss is Unified Modeling Language (UML).

Unified modeling language

UML is a graphical modeling language that was adopted by Object Management Group (OMG) for object oriented (OO) analysis and design. It specifies, visualizes, constructs and documents the artifacts of systems [17, 174]. In UML notation, the conceptual model is described with a class diagram in which classes represent concepts, associations represent relationships between concepts and role types of an association represent role types taken by instances of the modeled concepts in various situations. UML class diagrams provide an extended Entity-Relationship (ER) notation that can be annotated with database constructs [73]. They are widely used to describe elements of an information system during the design phase, can be applied to all application domains and used with all major object and component methods. The usability of UML as a language for describing the real world is examined in [46]. The UML notation, models different perspectives of an application using collaboration diagrams, object diagrams, state charts, sequence diagrams, component diagrams, class diagrams, use case diagrams, deployment diagrams, etc. Although UML is popular for designing OO diagrams, it is less suitable for developing and validating a conceptual data model [17]. As already stated conceptual modeling is the activity of formally describing some aspect of a physical and social world around us for purposes of communication and understanding [145]. In order to state or describe what exists in the real world, and to make specific assumptions about how ‘things’ behave, an ontology model is developed. As already stated subsection 2.1, an ontology deals with what exists or assumed to exist [192, 65].
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Object-role modeling

As opposed to other data modeling methods, Object-Role Modeling (ORM) evolved from NIAM (Natural-language Information Analysis Method) [226]. It was developed in the early 70's as a fact-oriented approach for modeling information and querying the information content of a business domain at a conceptual level [78]. Originally, ORM was conceived for data modeling purposes and takes a static perspective on the domain in the sense that it aims at capturing the fact types and entity types that play a potentially role in the (dynamic) domain [71]. Fact-orientation means that it includes both types and instances in its models; types are called ‘fact types’, instances ‘facts’. It supports n-ary relations, has an expressive and stable graphical notation. Its diagrams can be automatically verbalized into pseudo natural language sentences which makes it resistant to changes that cause attributes to be remodeled as object types or relationships [100]. Its formal specification and semantics are defined in [69, 211, 222]. ORM is comparable to Entity Relationship (ER) diagrams in use [33]. It is claimed to have a graphical constraint notation that is far more expressive for data modeling purposes than Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagrams or Entity Relationships diagrams [78]. For a detailed treatment on the comparison between data modeling in UML and ORM see [72, 73, 75]. Although ORM was originally used as a database modeling method, it has been applied to other areas like requirements engineering [45], business rules [70] and also used as a graphical notation in XML-schemes to share information, exchange and process ORM schemas on the internet [14]. In this study however, we use ORM to model a domain ontology as scholars [189, 190, 101, 100] do. Unlike UML, ORM language was built to communicate, clarify, minimize the impact of change and to scope views of a relevant task. Secondly, ORM can be used for abstraction, has a validation mechanism and formal foundations [73]. It is for these decisive factors that we opt to use ORM over other conceptual/ontology modeling methods. More details about ORM can be found in [77].

2.2  System dynamics modeling

Another method we use in this study is system dynamics. System Dynamics (SD) comprises of two concepts: a *system* which is defined as a collection of organized set of interrelated elements and *dynamics* which refer to change over time. System dynamics therefore, seeks to understand how a collection of organized set of interrelated elements change over time. SD as a method dates as far back as 1961, developed by Jay Forrester to handle socio-economic problems with a focus on the structure and behavior of systems composed of interacting feedback loops. A review and history is given in [51]. Although SD has a number of problems [140, 164, 117, 148, 126], it is acknowledged as an excellent medium for exploring and identifying knowledge gaps [181, 34, 167, 227].

In SD it is recognized that, most of the information available to modelers is not numerical in nature, but qualitative [126]. This qualitative data resides in the mental database inform of written text [53, 41]. The underlying assumption is that human mental models are admirable in scrutinizing the basic actions out of which a system is composed, but unable to understand the dynamic implications resulting from these actions. These
mental models are used as a basis and first step in the SD modeling process [132, 41]. They give a description of reality that is usually expressed by a set of sentences in natural language where they portray interactions among elements within the system together with their external influences [41]. In [213] they point out three important attributes of mental models which are: 1) they are not fixed 2) they are not simple and 3) the subject information provided by mental models is usually reliable. To help modelers transfer their mental models into real models, scholars like Richardson and Pugh [167], Randers [159], Roberts et al. [169], Wolstenholme [227] and Sterman [193] came up with steps to guide in SD model building. In table 2.1, Wolstenholme [227] gives three stage; in [167] Richardson gives seven different steps; in [159] Randers categorizes the activities in four steps; in [193] Sterman categorizes the activities into five steps and in [169] Roberts categorizes the SD modeling activities in six steps. Although the processes in these studies are sequentially stated, scholars agree that the SD modeling process is an iterative process that begins and ends with understanding. The greatest strength of this approach is its ability to represent the evolving state of a system through time [126]. Wolstenholme’s reason for sequencing the SD model building process is to capture both quantitative and qualitative analysis because both approaches have important contributions to the ultimate success of any system dynamics study [228].

Numerous attempts have been made to compare and combine SD with other methods. In [24] they briefly discuss how to relate SD with multidimensional data modeling. Their focus however is on the conceptual properties of SD modeling language. They argue that an elaborated meta-model should be related to multidimensional data modeling to enhance the applicability of SD in modern business intelligence. In addition, there has been a lot of interest to compare system dynamics with Discrete Event Simulation (DES) [19, 18, 198, 197]. In all of these studies they aim at knowing which of the two modeling methods should be applied, when and why i.e. for a particular problem [143]. By answering this question, they make sense of the puzzling dynamics. In conclusion to their study, they state that the two methods are complementary but not opposing each other. On the other hand other scholars like [178, 18, 177] embarked on comparing SD with Agent Based Modeling (ABM). In [178] Scholl makes a call for a cross study and joint research on Agent-based and System Dynamics Modeling. In his paper he gives a brief description of each method, areas of applicability, states how the two modeling techniques fit together, their strengths and weaknesses. In [18] however, they compare the three simulation modeling methods (SD, DES and ABM) showing in detail how an ABM can be built.
from an existing SD or DES model. Although their study had not adequately matured, they concluded that by using the ABM approach one is able to capture phenomena than with SD or DES approach.

Other comparative studies have been made with modeling methods that are ostensibly less similar to SD. For example, in [42] Duggan gives a comparison of Petri Net and System Dynamics. He particularly sets out to explore whether Petri Nets could replicate the classic behavior of the standard SD models. In [31] an attempt to integrate SD with UML is done. In this study, scholars note that SD cannot be integrated well with information systems in organizations because it belongs to a specific field of modeling. In [58] SD and enterprise modeling are integrated to address dynamic and structural complexities of a choice situation. In their study, they state that the inability for enterprise managers to come up with good decisions is hampered by their cognitive limits in understanding and addressing the dynamic and structural complexities residing in choice situations. Therefore they came up with a methodology to equip 'them' with the ability to conceptualize and design the architectures at different levels of abstraction. They used SD to create the possibility of problem identification and solution validation through simulation of scenarios. In this study however, we join scholars like [49, 118, 105] who have devised efforts to support the SD conceptualization process with tools and techniques used in other scientific disciplines. In SD two diagrams are most commonly used; Causal Loop Diagrams (CLD) and stock-flow diagrams (SFD). CLDs are qualitative in nature while SFDs are quantitative.

### 2.2.1 SD qualitative modeling

The qualitative phase of system dynamics involves the construction of 'influence diagrams' also known as 'Causal Loop Diagrams'. Causal Loop Diagrams are a visual representation of dynamic influences with inter-relationships amongst a collection of SD variables [188]. They are used to brainstorm on a given problem and to qualitatively capture structures and interactions of feedback loops [221] hence, allowing SD modelers understand how changes manifest in a problem domain. In earlier studies of SD (industrial dynamics) there were no CLDs. CLDs first made an appearance in 1968 in Forrester's book 'Principles of System Dynamics'. In this book he details a description of theoretical definitions and practical applications of the approach as a means of summarizing and explaining the behavior of fully specified simulation models [52].

In [228] Wolstenholme identifies some of the advantages and disadvantages of CLDs which we summarize here starting with advantages: 1) They contain a limited number of symbols with concentration on loop structure. 2) As a conceptualization tool they are easy to understand and use even for non-technical persons. 3) They are very compelling and persuasive. The disadvantages of CLDs include: 1) They do not clearly explain how flows influence stocks. 2) CLDs may lead to mislabeling of loops. 3) When CLDs are used in conceptualization, the resulting diagrams do not provide a sound basis for the rigorous deduction of behavior. Within the SD community there is consensus on the importance of qualitative data during the development of a system dynamics model, but there is not a clear description about how or when to use it. The lack of a defined
systematic procedure on how to obtain and analyze qualitative information creates a gap between the problem modeled and the model of the problem. This causes difficulty in “understanding the links between the observations of reality and the assumptions or formulations in the model especially when the model contains soft variables” [126].

2.2.2 SD quantitative modeling

The quantitative aspect of system dynamics entails the development of a stock and flow diagram where sets of equations are input into the model resulting into simulations. Graphically, the quantitative aspect displays the relationships between stocks and flows that contain underlying information of the model. Secondly, they offer a basis for rigorous deduction of dynamic behavior because their variables and link distinction can be used to explain a wider range of counter intuitive dynamic phenomena than CLDs [116]. SFDs bring together the modeler’s creative thinking ability and their data manipulation ability because they add the dimension of data to mapping of structures which then leads to computer simulation of systems to ascertain the model behavior over time [110, 228]. The derived simulations provide quantitative estimates of system effects and as such, models can be used in a “what if” mode to experiment with alternative configurations, flows and resources [108, 109, 110, 135].

The original concept of system dynamics was purely a computer simulation method centered on bringing the emerging power of computer simulation to analysis of complex socio-economic issues [228]. Computer simulation is a step by step operation of the model structure over compressed time and contains the dynamic behavior of the model [9]. The two main purposes of computer simulation are foresight and insight [177]. To arrive at these simulations, the modeler is expected to have input parameters into the model. These input parameters are inform of equations and must have real-life meaning, be dimensionally consistent, yield valid results, must not unrealistically assume optimality or equilibrium and realism should not be sacrificed for mathematical simplicity [81, 9]. SD simulations also use integral equations and aggregated viewpoints [177, 163, 51]. Two vital questions that may guide a modeler while conducting the simulation experiments are provided by kleijnen in [109] and these include: 1) which combinations of inputs should be simulated? 2) How can the resulting output be analyzed?

After obtaining the simulations, the next step is to conduct sensitivity analysis commonly known as ‘what if’ analysis in SD. Sensitivity analysis is defined as a systematic examination for simulation responses to extreme input model values [110]. Sensitivity analysis is divided into two phases; the pilot stage and regression analysis. The pilot stage searches for the important factors and the second stage approximates the input/output transformation that is implied by the simulation model. Better results are obtained from regression analysis if the simulation experiment is well designed. Sensitivity analysis answers two main questions; 1) what are the effects of changing input values? 2) Are there interactions among inputs? [109].

Tools used in developing SD models include; STELLA, Vensim, Powersim and iThink. These tools provide a practical way to dynamically visualize, communicate how complex systems really work and to derive simulations. They for example allow sim-
ulation 'run' systems over time, sensitivity analysis which reveals key leverage points and optimal conditions, partial model simulations which allows focus analysis on specific sectors or modules of the model. Results from these simulations are presented as graphs, tables and animations. Their files and dynamic data can be imported/exported to Microsoft Excel. The SD tools also contain some aggregation operators like SUM, MIN, MAX etc. to combine values of two or more quantities.

2.3 Conclusion

At the beginning of each section, we have defined the terminologies used. To a small extent, we have also discussed ORM and the two system dynamics representations intentionally leaving out their building blocks for they are presented in chapters 4. In the literature, we have stated the importance of combining methods, the use of ontologies in general, mentioned some of the existing ontologies, briefly discussed ontology integration, and presented literature on Object-Role and System Dynamics modeling.

As stated in the literature, SD offers a systematic approach of qualitative and quantitative analysis which include mapping systems in terms of feedback loops and then translating these maps into quantitative simulation models [122]. Secondly, SD also demonstrates how to identify policies that can improve a given scenario because as a method, it models, simulates and controls complex dynamic systems [141] and is supported by software that allows for process simulation. In the context of enterprise modeling SD is typically used in process analysis design and optimization.
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Requirements for this study

Requirements can be seen as high-level abstraction of services with precisely stated constraints that are provided by a method under which it functions [68, 218]. Vessey asserts that, since humans have limited information processors, decomposing the problem under study into sub-problems is of great importance [218]. He further says that, the key to successful problem decomposition is to structure the problem into sub-problems that can be integrated to form a complete solution. In this chapter therefore, we break the main problem into smaller manageable problems which we define in form of requirements. To start with, we present general requirements for combining methods in section 3.1 followed by specific requirements for this study in section 3.2. Combining methods can be viewed as a way of improving process development and its outcome. In our study however we combine System Dynamics with Object-Role Modeling. ORM is excellent at conceptualizing and explicitly representing processes in a problem domain while SD is good at analyzing and optimizing processes. Note that the former is in accordance with data modeling and the latter with process modeling. Although these two methods used in this study are applied and used differently, they are very important and play key roles in articulating and analyzing problems.

3.1 General requirements

As we stated in chapter 1, this study aims at combining system dynamics with a domain modeling method. In this section however, we provide some of the general requirements for combining methods. To arrive at these requirements we reviewed numerous scholarly works among which are: [21, 48, 68, 113, 124, 136, 147, 152, 224]. In these studies, scholars were looking at integrating various concepts or methods e.g. method integration, data integration, ontology integration etc. But since they all had a common interest in integration, we were able to use their approaches, insights and findings to arrive at the general requirements stated in this section. From the defined general requirements we derive specific requirements for this study and we present in section 3.2.
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**GR-1:** The methods and their underlying concepts should be explicitly defined.

A method is defined as an approach for performing system development projects based on a specific way of thinking. It consists of directions, rules, a well defined sequence of elementary operations and when executed, certain results are achieved [21, 136]. It is therefore important that the methods being combined are clearly defined and their constructs are well stated. By explicitly defining these methods, one is able to better understand their way of working, their origin (background), applicability and their constructs. Hence, a good starting point for the combining process since principles pertaining to each particular method are stated.

**GR-2:** The importance and boundary for combining the methods should be clearly stated.

Research on combining methods is conducted to solve existing problem(s). It is therefore important that the problem under study is well defined and backed with existing literature to avoid duplication and misunderstanding of the study. Secondly, the rationale for combining the methods should also be clearly stated and of what use the resulting combination is to the body of knowledge. The identification of the scope and purpose, serves to provide a reasonably well defined target for combining the methods. By scope we mean how far (extensive and detail of study) the researcher intends to go with the combining process. When the importance and boundaries for combining the methods are clearly stated, the researcher is able to 1) plan and schedule his activities 2) exclude unnecessary requirements 3) give the reader a clear guide on what the study is to cover 4) state the value or use of the study.

**GR-3:** A systematic way of working should be defined.

Way of working is discussed by different scholars [180, 170]. Defining the way of working (mode of operation) is important in guiding both the researchers and users (modelers) on how the researchers arrived at the results [170]. This mode of operation should be backed up with an existing methodology. Here we use the term methodology as the study of methods conducted methodically [21, 136]. To systematically combine methods, one is required to not only understand the methods but also have a clear view of the type of methodology to apply. The chosen methodology should be backed with existing literature to give a firm foundation to the study. Such a methodology may contain a number of step or guidelines. These steps should be followed systematically and the techniques applied should be well stated. If at all the researchers make changes in the referred methodology, they should clearly state it and give reasons if necessary. Note that an informative and clear description of the combination leads to better results and easy evaluation.

**GR-4:** Requirements for the study should be specified.

As stated at the beginning of this chapter; requirements can be seen as high-level abstraction of services with precisely stated constraints that are provided by a method under
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which it functions [68, 218]. In GR-4 however we refer to requirements pertaining to the procedure of combining methods. There exist numerous requirements but not all of them are relevant for a particular study therefore, it is important that the researcher specifies the requirements for his/her study. While identifying these requirements, the scope and objectives of the study need to be highly considered that way requirements defined are fit for the aim of the study.

**GR-5:** *The syntax and semantic of the constructs in each method should be clearly stated.*

Syntax have been defined in [187] as the way symbols may be combined to create well-formed sentences in the language, and semantics as correlating sentences and phrases with objects, thoughts and feelings of our experiences. For programming languages, Slonneger states that a computer follows a certain behavior when executing a program therefore the semantics describe this behavior [187]. Describing a step-by-step explanation of how a method will be executed (combined) is of great importance. As opposed to the semantics, the syntax defines the formal relations between the constituents of a method and provide a structural description of the various expressions that make up the method. The combined methods most times differ in some ways. But by defining the syntax and semantics in these methods the researcher is able to 1) understand the underlying principles better 2) identify the relationships between or among the method 3) provide a catalogue of all constructs in the methods.

**GR-6:** *The identified relationships between or among the methods should be explicitly defined.*

Defining the relationships between or among these methods help to bridge the existing gap and finding a common link between or among the methods [68]. Secondly, they help in identifying transitional statement for each construct relationship. It would be good to have all constructs in one method relating to constructs of another method but that would mean having the same method relating to another. In most cases however, some of the constructs have identifiable relations but not very concrete. Therefore being unable to relate all constructs may lead to a number of problems e.g. ambiguity (a construct from one method may be mapped to several other constructs in another method), inconsistency (existence of contradicting relationships), incompleteness (some constructs may not be mapped to any construct in another method) and incorrectness (constructs considered to be appropriate for the combination) [104].

**GR-7:** *A procedure for combining these methods should be defined.*

In [22] it is stated that bringing together a meaningful method requires a procedure to enforce some constraints or rules on the process. Through defining the procedure, a new method is derived. This method may comprise of different phases with numerous steps [86, 85]. A method from the process perspective usually consists of stages, which stages are further divided into individual steps [22]. By stating the existing phases and their steps, the researcher is able to 1) Plan on how to tackle each phase 2) Draw objectives for each phase 3) Decide on the evaluation procedure.
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GR-8: *The method(s) or techniques applied within the combining process should be explicitly defined.*

In the process of combing methods there are numerous sub-processes among which is application and evaluation. In order to complete each of these sub-processes, certain criteria need to be followed where methods and techniques are applied. The methods we are referring to in this requirement are not similar to the ones mentioned in GR-1. Examples of such methods are used at the application and evaluation phase, and may include: case study, analytical methods, experimental methods etc [201, 136]. Within these methods there are various techniques e.g. observation, structured walkthrough, interview, questionnaire, focus group etc. These techniques should also be clearly defined and backed with literature as to why they are being used and of what importance they are to the study.

GR-9: *For each phase in the combining procedure, guiding steps should be provided and evaluated.*

Evaluation is a more inclusive term often making use of assessment data in addition to other data sources. It is the process of determining the worth of the study [40]. Evaluating the procedure guidelines and the resulting model(s) is the ultimate goal of making the study’s worth and may lead to refinement of both the guidelines and the resulting model(s). The importance of evaluation is to determine or gauge how well the results (new combination) work and requires the development of a metrics. These metrics must be scrutinized by experimental analysis [127]. By refining the resulting combination, the earlier results are modified and more details added. This however does not change the intention of the evaluated results; it instead corrects them, and makes them more accurate. Therefore, refinement can be seen as the process of improving something or the process of removing impurities. Basing on the refined method, guidelines for tool support can be realized.

3.2 Specific requirements

Having identified some of the general requirements for combining methods, we now present requirements specific to the study (combining system dynamics with a domain modeling method). Most of these requirements are derived from the general requirements presented in section 3.1.

R-1: *The constructs and underlying principles of both methods (SD and ORM) should be explicitly defined and the identified relationships should be well documented.*

In our study, we started off by reviewing considerable literature that conforms to the methods we are combining. This enabled us to: understand the concepts in both methods, identify relationships in the methods, have a clear understanding of the methods background, know areas where they are applied and how, importance or use of the methods,
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and strengths and weaknesses in these methods. Part of the literature is presented in chapter 2 and the other part is scattered all over the thesis chapters.

In chapter 4 we present ORM and SD constructs. After defining these constructs we identified the relationships and transformation statements that exist in-between these methods presented in chapter 5. By identifying the different constructs we were able to better understand SD and ORM underlying principles.

R-2: Methodically define a procedure for combining the two methods.

Following the design science methodology (DSR) guidelines provided by Hevner in [86] see table 3.1, he identified designing an artifact as the first step. As we stated in chapter 1 section 1.5, we tailor the DSR methodology to suit our way of working without tampering with it. In this study therefore before we define the artifact we had to define the constructs and underlying principles for both methods thereafter identify the existing relations between the method constructs. Having identified the relations we then defined the new artifact which we refer to as Grounded System Dynamics (GSD). GSD is made up of two phases each with guiding steps. System dynamics as mentioned in chapter 2 is made up of two diagrams CLDs and SFDs. To underpin SD with ORM we considered both diagrams leading to two phases in the GSD method. In chapters 5 and 7 we apply various evaluation methods for both the relations and the GSD procedure. Through these evaluations we were able to obtain feedback that was used to refine the relations and the GSD procedure. Guideline 6 states that the search for an effective artifact requires utilizing available means to reach a desired goal. In this study therefore we have used available methods to study the combination of SD with ORM without introducing new techniques or methods. In our evaluations we used practitioners and academicians as our audience for this study.

R-3: The new method must have a theoretical foundation to enable consistent derivation of an evaluation statement.

In this study we follow the design science methodology. A methodology often comprises of various methods and techniques [136]. Here we use the term ‘methodology’ as used in [21, 32, 136] which is: the study of methods with structured sets of guidelines aiming to assist in producing valid and dependable research. In the design science research methodology there are various evaluation methods among which are experimental and analytical evaluation methods [86]. For analytical evaluations we used structured walkthroughs [184] and questionnaires that enabled us have an in-depth analysis of the GSD steps. For experimental evaluations, we used focus group discussions and provided questionnaires to participants to evaluate the GSD transformation steps (for results see chapter 7).

The DSR methodology contributes towards innovation and utility of constructed artifacts [128, 86]. In DSR, artifacts are derived as a final output of the process. They are defined as constructs, models, methods, and instantiations created to enable representation, analysis, understanding, and development of successful information systems within
organizations [128, 127]. To attain these artifacts, March provides six requirements (1) identification and clear description of a relevant organizational IT problem, (2) demonstration that no adequate solutions exist in the extant IT knowledge-base, (3) development and presentation of a novel IT artifact (constructs, models, methods or instantiations) that addresses the problem, (4) rigorous evaluation of the IT artifact enabling the assessment of its utility, (5) articulation of the value added to the IT knowledge-base and to practice, and (6) explanation of the implications for IT management and practice [128]. In addition to the requirements, Hevner defines a list of seven guidelines as presented in table 3.1 and three design science research cycles in [85]. Considering the six requirements, the three DSR cycles and following the design science guidelines; the requirements for a DSR project can be met. Note that in design science the how, where and when to apply these guidelines is left to the researcher(s). Minus the design science methodology, in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guideline 1: Design an artifact</th>
<th>Design Science Research (DSR) Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSR must produce a viable artifact inform of a construct, a model, a method or an instantiation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guideline 2: problem Relevance</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The objective of DSR is to develop technology-based solutions to important and relevant business problems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Guideline 3: Design Evaluation | The utility, quality and efficacy of a design artifact must be rigorously demonstrated via well executed evaluation methods. |

| Guideline 4: Research Contributions | Effective DSR must provide clear and verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artifact, design foundations and/or design methodologies |

| Guideline 5: Research Rigor | DSR relies upon the application of rigorous methods in both the construction and evaluation of design artifacts. |

| Guideline 6: Design as a search process | The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing available means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the problem environment. |

| Guideline 7: Communication of research | DSR must be presented effectively both to technology oriented as well as management oriented audiences. |

this study we also put into consideration requirements for combining methods, method integration [147, 113] and system dynamics model building requirements [193].

R-4: The phases in the new method should be explicitly defined, evaluated.

As already stated, GSD method is made up of two phases. In each phase there are guiding steps on how to transform one method component into another method component (see chapter 6). In chapter 7, we present evaluations for the GSD method were a group of practitioners and academicians from both methods are asked to critically review the steps in each phase and support their answers in structured walkthrough and focus group sessions. To apply and evaluate the guiding steps, both examples and cases were used.

R-5: The stock and flow diagrams derived must have valid input parameters and a logical explanation for the resulting simulations should be given.

In system dynamics stock and flow diagrams, a modeler has to input parameters in each variable. These parameters are quantities that are not directly observable and through influences from other variables a behavioral relationship is created. These input parameters
determine the simulation results obtained from the model. The parameters must conform to the variable input requirements which are dependent on a number of factors e.g. influences to a specified variable, role of the variable etc. The behavioral relationships are what we refer to as simulations. These simulations are meant to be more realistic and reliable. For each example and case presented in this study, we present a sample of the resulting simulations and briefly discuss their behavioral relationship.

**R-6: Suggestions for organizational and tool support should be provided.**

In [170] it is stated that method guidance is important and acknowledged. Under this requirement therefore, we discuss organizational involvement in the modeling process, some of the approaches used in organizational modeling and how the derived artifact can be operationalized (see chapter 9). As stated in [35], organization involves arranging concepts into spatial relationships that represent conceptual relationships. Organization activities involve abstracting or creating to identify a set of high-level concepts around which existing concepts can be organized [35]. As a final step to this study therefore, we provide some suggestions for organizational and tool support. This step is important because it facilitates the application of an evaluation approach in practice and provides views on what directions the research should take in future.

### 3.3 Conclusion

In conclusion, since DSR is the key methodology used in this study, we found it fit to give a brief overview of DSR guidelines and requirements. With the provided list of requirements and guidelines, DSR derived artifacts are said to be rarely full-grown information systems that can be used in practice. But they are innovation that define ideas through which implementation and use of information systems can be accomplished [86].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Type</th>
<th>General Requirements</th>
<th>Specific Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methodological</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related work</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Experience</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 3.2 we summarize the requirements presented in this chapter. Alongside the requirements, we present the type of question a particular requirement captures. These requirements are mainly derived from existing related works and practical experiences. Basing on the general requirements presented in section 3.1, we have presented and discussed the requirements specific to our solution approach in section 3.2. In chapter 9, we present some of the suggestions for organizational and tool support. Under the same chapter we give insights to future works where we elaborate on what we have been able to achieve and what more should be done.
Chapter 4

Constructs and underlying principles

In this chapter, we present the constructs and underlying principles of Object-Role Modeling and System Dynamics. Each of these modeling methods uses a specific way of thinking, rules and directions on how to model an aspect of a system [21]. These rules and directions are what we refer to as *constructs*. They specify what can be modeled with a given method and define the world view of the method [180, 185]. Here we use the term constructs as concepts, ideas or images specifically conceived for the purpose of organizing and representing knowledge of interest of a given modeling method [86]. As stated in [224], understanding the underlying ideas of different methods helps in defining their transition and relations. If we identify the common core of System Dynamics (SD) and Object-Role Modeling (ORM), then their differences are also identified. In every modeling method there is a set of constructs that define the vocabulary of the method. We therefore believe that before we identify the relations in System Dynamics constructs with Object-Role Modeling constructs, it is important that we identify the constructs used in each method and also explain their underlying principles. This is because they state what can be modeled in a given method and what it entails. To start with, we present constructs that exist in Object-Role Modeling followed by System Dynamics constructs.

4.1 ORM concepts and constructs

The philosophy behind ORM is that it tries to describe a Universe of Discourse (UoD) by describing the communication between its members. An ORM scheme basically is a grammar describing that communication. This grammar is also referred to as information grammar. The general construction of an information grammar is as follows. There is a set of syntactic categories (in ORM terminology: object types) and a set of grammar rules (in ORM terminology: fact types) that describe how these syntactic categories are constructed from other syntactic categories. A grammar rule basically indicates what
object types are involved in a fact type and in what role. The term predicator is used to indicate such a role. Therefore, in ORM a fact type is seen as a set of roles.

The information grammar describes the elementary sentences that are valid in the associated UoD. From these sentences other sentences may be formed. Object Role Calculus (ORC) ([88]) and ORM2 ([76]) are examples of such generic systems for constructing sentences. These sentences will be referred to as information descriptors. The notion of information descriptors was introduced under LISA-D (Language for Information Structure and Access Descriptions) which is based on PSM (Predicator Set Model) in [88]. ORC linked things more explicitly to logic. ORC is the base for formal reasoning about the UoD. A major aspect during the design phase may be a (quantitative) simulation of the model in order to find bottlenecks for the implemented system. Such simulations are quite common in construction technology, for example to prohibit a bridge from destruction by a too heavy load.

ORM's basic building blocks include: entity types, value types and roles [77]. An object type is a collection of objects with similar properties, in the set-theoretical sense. Objects are things of interest, they are either instances of entity or value types. Entity types are designated by solid-line named ellipses in the graphical reproduction of the information grammar. All entity types have a reference scheme, which may be simple (either a reference mode, or an entity to entity relationship) or compound. These reference schemes indicate how a single value relates to that entity type. Value types on the other hand have instances with a universally understood denotation, and hence require no reference scheme. They are identified solely by their values, their state never changes and they are designated by dotted ellipses. The semantic connections between object types are depicted as combinations of boxes and are called fact types. Each box represents a role and is connected to an object type or a value type. The roles denote the way entity types participate in that fact type. To represent some of these definitions let us use an example of the procedures a paper might go through en route from writing to publication. The procedures are stated as:

S1 A person (author) communicates the intent to submit. This can be in the form of an abstract.
S2 Then the content (text of the paper) is submitted, whereby the paper becomes a submitted paper.
S3 Each submitted paper receives a classification.
S4 Each submitted paper is reviewed.
S5 Some submitted papers are accepted, the others are rejected
S6 For each accepted paper a final version is submitted, making the paper a published paper.
S7 Rejected papers are not further processed.

---

1For ORM terminologies in this study, we used Halpin and Morgan [77]; and to model ORM models we used Natural ORM Architect (NORMA).
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Figure 4.1: Various paper states

Note that the procedure basically describes the various subsequent states recognized for the object type Paper. It is this notion of state that we want to further explore in this thesis, and how states come in naturally during the modeling process. For the above example, the states are displayed in figure 4.1. The conceptual structure of this example is represented on an ORM diagram in figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Paper flow concepts in ORM

The numerous ORM symbols and constraints used in figure 4.2 can be verbalized as follows:

C1 (Exclusive): For each Paper, at most one of the following holds: that Paper is rejected or that Paper is accepted.
C2 If some Paper is published then that Paper is accepted.
C3 (mandatory): each paper is submitted by at least one academic.
C4 (mandatory): each paper is written by at least one academic.
C5 If some Academic submits some Paper then that Academic writes that paper.
C6 (Exclusive): For each Academic and Paper, at most one of the following holds:
that Academic writes that Paper; that Academic is assigned to review that Paper.
The number of roles in a fact type are referred to as fact type arity and the semantics of the fact type are put in a fact predicate. A predicate is basically a sentence with object holes in it, one for each role. These predicate names are written beside each role and are read from left to right, or top to bottom. It is through predicates that entity types relate to each other.

Minus the building blocks, ORM also has numerous constraints. Some of these constraints are depicted in figure 4.2 (subset constraint, exclusive constraint, uniqueness constraint and mandatory role constraint). A mandatory role constraint (represented as a dot) means that every instance in the population of the role’s object type must play that role. The uniqueness constraint (internal) means that instances for that role in the relationship type population must be unique. For example, adding a uniqueness constraint over role ‘is classified’ in figure 4.2 means that each paper is classified in at most one class. The subset constraint between roles ‘is accepted’ and ‘is published’ means that if some paper is published then that paper is accepted. Here we do not exhaust all ORM constraints but a detailed explanation of these constraints can be found in [77].

4.2 SD concepts and constructs

As already stated in chapter 2, SD is made up of two notations, Causal Loop Diagrams (CLDs) and Stock and Flow Diagrams (SFDs). Each of these diagrams has a number of constructs with underling principles. In subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively, we present their basic building blocks and underlying principles.

4.2.1 Causal loop diagrams

A Causal Loop Diagram is made up of variables, signs (either a positive or negative) and causal links with arrows representing the causal influence. The arrows are drawn in a circular manner indicating the cause and effect leading to a feedback loop which is a closed sequence of causes and effects sometimes referred to as a closed path of action and information [167].

Constructing a causal loop diagram

To construct a CLD there are different design rules that can be followed. An illustrative summary of these rules is presented in table 4.1. To clarify these rules, let us take figure 4.3 which is an annotated Causal Loop Diagram for a simple process a paper might go through from writing to publication as an illustrative example. This diagram includes elements, arrows (which are called causal links) and signs (either + or -) placed at the arrow tip of the arrows. These signs have the following meanings:

\[\text{For SD terminologies used in this study we use Sterman [193]. All SD stock and flow diagrams are drawn using an SD software called STELLA and all Causal Loop Diagrams were drawn using Vensim. This is because the two platforms are easy to use and offer a practical way to dynamically visualize and communicate how}\]
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Table 4.1: A summary of the causal loop diagram rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>All else equal: A change in A leads to a change in B in the same direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>All else equal: A change in B leads to a change in A in the opposite direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A loop is reinforcing (with an 'R' sign in parentheses) when the number of negative links (polarities) is even.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A loop is balancing (with a 'B' sign in parentheses) when the number of negative links (polarities) is odd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>All else equal: A change in B leads to a change in A in the opposite direction. However, there is a time lapse (lag) before the actual change in A is noticed/evident.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Details:
- Influence arrow
- Reinforcing Loop
- Balancing Loop
- Polarties

Figure 4.3: A demonstrating example of a causal loop diagram

Starting from element Written papers at the top of the diagram, if the number of Written papers increase, the number of Submitted papers also increases thus a positive sign is added to the link i.e. if Written papers increase, Submitted papers will always be higher than they would have been (for further explanation see [193] pg. 141). An increase in Submitted papers leads to an increase in Reviewed papers thus a positive sign is added to the link. If the Reviewed papers increase, both Accepted Papers and Rejected papers also increase. An increase in Accepted Papers leads to an increase in Published papers thus a balancing loop (B) is created. On the other hand if the number of Reviewed papers complex systems and ideas really work.
increase, the number of *Rejected papers* also increases. Thus a positive sign is added to the link between these two elements. However, an increase in the number of *Rejected papers* leads to a decrease in the number of *Published papers* thus a negative sign is added to the link from *Rejected papers* to *Published Papers*. i.e. if *Rejected papers* increase, *Published Papers* will always be lower than they would have been *(for further explanation see [193] pg. 141).* This then is aligned with the example description from section 4.1.

Considering the reinforcing loop in figure 4.3, a typical start for the reinforcement loop is when more papers are being written. But in this example the reinforcing loop starts from *is submitted by* (submitted papers).

Note that there is a delay mark (denoted by two short lines across the causal link) on the arrow from variable *Published papers* and *Submitted papers* indicated with double slashes. This delay mark implies that there is a time lapse (lag) before the actual increase in *Submitted papers* is noticed (becomes evident). That is to say, there is a time delay between the action (increase in published papers) and the observation result (increase in submitted papers) of this action. This delay is a vital determinant of system dynamics behavior and is as a result of various factors in the system [193]. Before we conclude our discussion on CLD constructs, We present a summary of the design rules for a CLD.

**Design Rule 1 (Positive sign):** A causal link from one element ‘A’ to element ‘B’ is positive (+) if either ‘A’ adds to ‘B’ or a change in ‘A’ makes variable ‘B’ change in the same direction. Using figure 4.3 as an example, a causal link from variable *Written papers* to variable *Submitted papers* is positive because an increase in the number of *Written papers* leads to an increase in *Submitted papers* i.e. each time *Written papers* increase, *Submitted papers* also increase so they move in the same direction. Sometimes instead of using a positive sign and a negative sign, either an ‘S’ (Same) or an ‘O’ (Opposite) is used. An ‘S’ means the same as a positive sign and an ‘O’ means the same as a negative sign. Both representations are accepted by the system dynamics community.

**Design Rule 2 (Negative sign):** A causal link from one element ‘A’ to another element ‘B’ is negative (-) if either ‘A’ subtracts from ‘B’ or a change in ‘A’ makes ‘B’ change in the opposite direction. Using the same example in figure 4.3, a causal link from variable *Rejected papers* to variable *Published papers* is negative because *Rejected papers* subtract from the *Published papers*. Therefore a change in *Rejected papers* causes the *Published papers* to change in an opposite direction.

In addition to the signs on each link, is a complete loop sign (either a positive (Reinforcing) or negative (Balancing)). The sign for a particular loop is determined by counting the number of minus (-) signs on all the links that make up that loop.

**Design Rule 3 (Reinforcing Loop):** A feedback loop is called positive or reinforcing, indicated by a plus or ‘R’ sign in parentheses, if it contains an even number of negative causal links. For example in figure 4.3, a reinforcing loop starts from variable *Submitted papers*, to *Reviewed papers*, to *Accepted papers*, to *Published papers* and back to *Submitted papers*.

**Design Rule 4 (Balancing Loop):** A feedback loop is called negative or balancing, indicated by a minus or ‘B’ sign in parentheses, if it contains an odd number of negative causal links. For example in figure 4.3, a balancing loop starts from variable *Submitted papers*.
papers, to _Reviewed papers_, to _Rejected papers_, to _Published papers_ and back to _Submitted papers_.

Thus, the sign of a loop is the algebraic product of the signs of its links. Often a small looping arrow is drawn around the feedback loop sign to more clearly indicate that the sign refers to the loop. Further explanation on how CLD influences operate can be found in [176, 193].

**Design Rule 5 (Delay Mark/Time Delay):** Between variables ‘B’ and ‘A’ in table 4.1 and ‘S6’ and ‘S2’ in figure 4.3, is a delay mark. This delay mark implies that there is a time lapse (lag) between these variables before the actual change is noticed or becomes evident. Delays are of two types: material delays and information delays. Material delays represent a lag in the physical flow while information delays represent gradual adjustment of people’s belief. Identifying delays is an important step in the system dynamics modeling process because they often alter a system’s behavior in significant ways. The longer the delay between cause and effect, the more likely it is that a decision maker will not perceive a connection between the two [193]. A detailed explanation of delays can be found in [193] pg. 409.

**Formal definition of causal loop diagram**

At the beginning of this section, we stated that a Causal Loop Diagram is made up of _variables_ and _causal links_ with arrows representing the causal influence. Causal links have associated a _sign_ (either a positive or negative) and may have an associated _delay_.

A causal link expresses a causal relationship between two factors. If the link has an associated positive sign, then the link expresses a positive influence/relation. We write $F \rightarrow^+ G$ (see design rule 1) to express that a change in variable $F$ causes a similar change in variable $G$. We assume there is a time delay between the cause and its effect; this time delay does not have a lowerbound on its duration (which makes it different from the delay that may be associated with a causal link). When the causal link is effected at time $t$, then it relates the situation of the cause at time $t^-$ with the effect at time $t^+$ (using standard notation for calculus [200]). Note that in this section, we present lemmas and their proofs. These lemmas are only illustrative and are not part of our research results (not linked to any of our research questions). They are however provided as a service to the reader so (s)he can get a better appreciation of SD.

**Lemma 4.2.1** $\rightarrow^\sim$ is a transitive relation.

**Proof:**

Suppose $F \rightarrow^+ G$ and $G \rightarrow^+ H$. Then, because of $F \rightarrow^+ G$, a change of variable $F$ causes a similar change to variable $G$, which in turn leads to a similar change of variable $H$ hence $G \rightarrow^+ H$. Consequently, a change in variable $F$ leads to a similar change of variable $H$, or, $F \rightarrow^+ H$.

A causal link that has associated a minus-sign (see design rule 2) expresses a negative influence relation. So the sign of change in the effect variable is opposite to the change in
the cause variable. We use the notation $F \rightsquigarrow G$ for this case. However, the relation $\rightsquigarrow$ is not a transitive relation:

**Lemma 4.2.2** If $F \rightsquigarrow G$ and $G \rightsquigarrow H$, then $F \rightsquigarrow H$.

**Proof:**

Suppose $F \rightsquigarrow G$ and $G \rightsquigarrow H$. Then, because of $F \rightsquigarrow G$, a change in variable $F$ causes a change in variable $G$ in the opposite direction. This change of variable $G$, because of $G \rightsquigarrow H$, leads to a change in variable $H$ in the direction opposite to the change in variable $G$. Consequently, a change of variable $F$ leads to a similar change of variable $H$, or, $F \rightsquigarrow H$.

Next we consider the combination of positive and negative influence.

**Lemma 4.2.3**

If $F \rightsquigarrow^+ G$ and $G \rightsquigarrow H$, then $F \rightsquigarrow H$.

If $F \rightsquigarrow^+ G$ and $G \rightsquigarrow H$, then $F \rightsquigarrow H$.

**Proof:**

Suppose $F \rightsquigarrow^+ G$ and $G \rightsquigarrow H$. Then, because of $F \rightsquigarrow^+ G$, a change of variable $F$ causes a change of variable $G$ in the same direction. This change of variable $G$, because of $G \rightsquigarrow H$, leads to change of variable $H$ in the direction opposite to the change in variable $G$. Consequently, a change in variable $F$ leads to an opposite change of variable $H$, or, $F \rightsquigarrow H$.

Suppose $F \rightsquigarrow G$ and $G \rightsquigarrow H$. Then, because of $F \rightsquigarrow G$, a change of variable $F$ causes a change in variable $G$ in the opposite direction. This change of variable $G$, because of $G \rightsquigarrow H$, leads to change of variable $H$ in the same direction as the change of variable $G$. Consequently, a change in variable $F$ leads to an opposite change of variable $H$, or, $F \rightsquigarrow H$.

Let $F_1, \ldots, F_n$ be variables, such that $F_i \rightsquigarrow^+ F_{i+1}$ or $F_i \rightsquigarrow^+ F_{i+1}$ for each $1 \leq i < n$, then we call $[F_1, \ldots, F_n]$ a causal path from $F_1$ to $F_n$. This brings us to the following conclusion:

**Lemma 4.2.4** Let $P$ be a causal path from $F$ to $G$, then we have:

$F \rightsquigarrow^+ G$ if the number of negative influences in path $P$ is even

$F \rightsquigarrow^+ G$ if the number of negative influences in path $P$ is odd

**Proof:**

We prove the statement by induction on the length of the causal path $P$.

- For a length 1 path $P = [F, G]$, we have the following cases:
  1. $F \rightsquigarrow^+ G$: then also the number of negative influences on path $P$ is even
2. $F \not\rightarrow G$: then also the number of negative influences on path $P$ is odd

- Suppose the property holds for paths of length $n$, let $P$ be a path of length $n + 1$ from $F$ to $H$. Then we can decompose $P$ as a path of length $n$ from $F$ to some $G$, and path of length 1 from $G$ to $H$. We have the following cases:
  1. $G \not\rightarrow H$: then the number of negative influences on path $[F,G]$ is the same as on the path $[F,H]$. The property now follows from lemma 4.2.1, lemma 4.2.3 and the induction hypothesis.
  2. $G \not\rightarrow H$: this case is similar to the previous case.

A path $P$ from $F$ to $F$ is referred to as a causal loop. The following lemma formalizes design principles 3 and 4:

**Corollary 4.2.1**

If loop $P$ from $F$ to $F$ contains an even number of negative influences, then we can conclude $F \not\rightarrow F$. This means that any change of variable $F$ is reinforced by loop $P$. On the other hand, if path $P$ contains an odd number of negative influences, then any change of variable $F$ is damped by an opposite change by loop $P$.

**Proof:**

Direct consequence of the previous lemma.

Note that these lemmas are no fundamental contribution of the thesis, but are rather intended to aid in explaining the workings of SD.

### 4.2.2 Stock and flow diagram

The Causal Loop Diagram describes variables and how they influence each other. The stock and flow diagram is a materialization of the Causal Loop Diagram, as an easy to use framework for setting up differential equations. The stock and flow diagram is made up of the following building blocks: stocks, flows (inflow and outflows), converters (auxiliary and constant), sources and sinks.

**Constructing a stock and flow diagram**

*Stocks* are depicted as boxes and are defined as containers (reservoirs) containing quantities describing the state of the system. The value of stocks changes overtime through flows (inflows and outflows) [24]. There are different forms stocks can take (reservoir, conveyor, queue, oven) see table 4.2. In each of these forms, quantities held are in a different state as explained in the table.

*Flows* can be imagined as pipelines with a valve that controls the rate of accumulation to and from the stocks. They are represented as double solid lines with a direction arrow. The arrows indicate the direction of a flow into or from a stock. There exists two types of flows; uniflows and bi-flows as represented in figure 4.4. A uniflow means that
### Table 4.2: Forms of stocks, their functions plus their examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stocks</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir</td>
<td>A reservoir is a default stock type. A Reservoir is total number of quantities. It passively accumulates its inflows, minus its outflows at each DT.</td>
<td>Population, water in a tank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>Think of a Queue as a line of items awaiting entry into some process or activity. Queues are FIFO (first in - first out) in their operation. Stuff enters the queue, and remains in line, waiting its turn to exit the Queue.</td>
<td>Grocery store checkout line, airport ticket counter line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oven</td>
<td>Think of ovens as batch production system like a bakery process. It opens its doors; fills (either to capacity or until it is time to close the door); bakes its contents for a time (as defined by its outflow logic); then unloads them in an instant.</td>
<td>Elevators depend on door opening or closing to ride and can have a queue waiting to ride in it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyor</td>
<td>Think of a Conveyor as a conveyor belt. Material gets on the Conveyor, rides for a period of time (each DT) and then gets off.</td>
<td>Pregnant women, students in school (they ride in a particular class for a period of time and then ride off).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information in that flow moves (flows) in one direction only and the flow takes on non-negative values only. A bi-flow on the other hand, can take on any value and information flows in two directions. Flows originate from a source and terminate in a sink which are depicted as clouds.

A source represents systems of stocks and rates outside the boundary of the model and a sink is where flows terminate outside the system. A sink is located at the arrow tip of the flow and a source is found at the start of the flow arrow.

Converters either represent fixed quantities (constants) or represent variable quantities (Auxiliaries). Auxiliary variables are informational concepts bearing an independent meaning (add new information). The contained information is in form of equations or values that can be applied to stocks, flows, and other converters in the model [121]. Constants are state variables which do not change [24]. Both auxiliary variables and constants are depicted as small circles on the STELLA SD software. Information from converters and flows is shared through connectors (information links). Two types of connectors exist, the action connectors depicted as solid wires and information connectors depicted as dashed wires [199]. These connectors are immaterial and connect inputs to decision function of a rate. The underpinned meaning to these connectors is that information about the value at the start of the connector influences information at the arrow tip of that connector. Connectors can feed information into or out of flows and converters but only extract information out of stocks [121]. Lastly, we have the concept of sectors.
which are subsystems or subcomponents within a system. They hold/handle all decisions, stocks, information about a particular element or area and contain different information used in an information system. Sectors are not represented in any of the figures but are introduced in one of our later chapters.

Note that among converters we only mention auxiliary and constants but not exogenous variables as building blocks. This is because exogenous variables although they are part of the SFD model, their values are determined by factors outside the model. Secondly, not all SFD models contain exogenous variables, this means that a model can be complete without any external influence(s).

In conclusion, we present a summary of all the discussed stock and flow building blocks except sectors in figure 4.5 followed by some of the SFD design rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key:</th>
<th>Stock some scholars refer to it as a Level</th>
<th>Flow (Inflow or Outflow)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sink/Source</td>
<td>Converter/exogenous variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decision process (STELLA) and a Constant (Vensim)</td>
<td>Information connector/ link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4.5: A summary of SFD basic building blocks](image)

**Design Rule 6 (Stocks):** Each stock should have an inflow attached to it. Through information links, a stock can influence all other variables (converters, exogenous variables or other stocks) but can only be influenced through a flow. In other words, there is no direct connection to a stock other than through flows.

**Design Rule 7 (Flows):** Every flow is influenced by another variable (stock or converter) in the model through connectors (information links). This enables the values in either the inflows or outflows to change the contents in the stock. If there is no variable in the model influencing a flow, then it becomes inactive and the rates in the flows cannot be defined. For a rate to be defined, there must be at least one connector influencing that flow. Thus flows can be influenced by stocks, converters and exogenous variables but cannot directly influence converters and exogenous variables or other flows.

**Design Rule 8 (Converters):** As we stated earlier there are two types of converters; a constant and an auxiliary. Converters should be influenced by at least two or more elements in the model. These elements can either be dynamic or static. Converters and exogenous variables can influence flows or other converters and exogenous variables.

**Design Rule 9 (Sink and Source):** A sink and source exist on flows that do not originate
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from or terminate into a stock.

**Design Rule 10 (Information links):** Information links can feed information into or out of flows, constants, auxiliary variables and exogenous variables but only extract information out of the stock.

**Formal definition of stock and flow diagram**

A stock is the visualization of the variable of the Causal Loop Diagram. Typically variables represent the relevant states that are distinguished for that type of object. A stock represents a state. A state change corresponds to an object flowing from one stock into another. Consequently, an object can be in at most one stock at each moment.

Causal diagram links correspond to flows in the stock and flow diagram. The size of stock $S$ at time $t$ is denoted as $\text{Stock}_t(S)$ thus definition of stock as a basic concept. We will give a property of stock in terms of differential equations below. Let $\text{Flow}_t(S \rightarrow T)$ be the size of the flow from stock $S$ to stock $T$ via the flow from $S$ to $T$. The total inflow in stock $S$ via any incoming flow at time $t$ is denoted as $\text{Inflow}_t(S)$, the total, outflow is denoted as $\text{Outflow}_t(S)$ (see [193]). So we have:

$$\text{Inflow}_t(S) = \sum_{T \rightarrow S} \text{Flow}_t(T \rightarrow S)$$

$$\text{Outflow}_t(S) = \sum_{S \rightarrow T} \text{Flow}_t(S \rightarrow T)$$

The stock accumulation is expressed as: at any moment $t \geq t_0$. Where $t_0$ is the starting time.

$$\text{Stock}_t(S) = \text{Stock}_{t_0}(S) + \int_{t_0}^{t} [\text{Inflow}_u(S) - \text{Outflow}_u(S)] du$$

As a consequence the change of flow is expressed as:

$$\frac{d(\text{Stock}_t(S))}{dt} = \text{Inflow}_t(S) - \text{Outflow}_t(S)$$

**4.3 Using ORM as a foundation for SD**

In this section an ORM diagram is augmented and replaced by process concepts that lean towards SD like conceptualization.

**4.3.1 An example**

We use figure 4.2 which is an ORM diagram of events (reported as elementary facts) that may be observed in a domain (in this case, the reviewing domain). This approach is in line with the PSM2 [210] approach. Note the constraints requiring that the submitting academic is indeed one of the authors of a paper, and that a reviewer of a paper cannot be
author of that paper. Next, we add temporal dependencies between the roles associated to the paper. This leads to the flow depicted in figure 4.6. The left hand side depicts the full diagram based on the facts types (event types) in the original ORM diagram. The diamond shape is the BPM [223] symbol for a XOR split. Our interest is in the flow statics of submissions, reviews, acceptance, rejection and publication. This leads to the abstracted view depicted on the right hand side.

Figure 4.6: Paper flow
Next we now make explicit the relations between, in particular, the ORM model and stock-flow model. In figure 4.7 the left hand side shows figure 4.6 (right) with some extra information. The extra information pertains to the flow based interpretation. We now see stores of papers that are ready to flow from one state to another. Each time a paper ‘flows’, this is an event (the original events related to ORM diagram, figure 4.2). So:

- A paper is **reviewed**
- A paper is **decided upon**
- A paper is **accepted**
- A paper is **rejected**
- Etc.

Associated to the event-types, we can now also add a rate. Leading to:

- Review rate
- Acceptance rate
- Rejection rate
- Acceptance rate
- Etc.

The right hand side then depicts the SD diagram. Using the SD software, the prelude
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to the complete SD Stock and Flow diagram is depicted in figure 4.8. In this figure, when an academic submits a paper, it flows through *submission rate* and is added to stock *submitted papers*, after that it is reviewed and flows through *review rate* to stock *papers to be decided upon*. Stock *submitted papers* accumulates through inflow *submission rate* and is drained through outflow *review rate*. Therefore the value of stock *submitted papers* is determined by these two flows. From stock *papers to be decided upon* the papers move in two different outflows (acceptance rate and rejection rate). The *rejection rate* outflow leads to a sink because after that the papers are terminated out of the system. The *acceptance rate* outflow leads to the stock of *accepted papers* which are later published after corrections from reviewers are effected. We decline to discuss the input variables or parameters of the stock and flow diagram at this stage but we do so in one of our later chapter(s) 6 and 8 respectively.

### 4.3.2 The formal approach

The current state of the Universe of Discourse is recorded by the corresponding ORM scheme as the population of this scheme with all valid (elementary) facts in that particular state at that moment. Consequently, each information descriptor will have a well-defined result. Let \( \text{Pop}_t(D) \) be the result of information descriptor \( D \) at time \( t \) (see also [157]). The goal of applying System Dynamics on an ORM scheme is to obtain quantitative insight.

The quantitative insight may be on the complete ORM scheme, or we may want to focus on a particular part of the scheme. Depending on our needs, we will choose a set \( D_1, \ldots, D_n \) of information descriptors that correspond to relevant aspects. Typically, an information descriptor will refer to instances of an object type in a particular state. We then will be interested in the amount and growth behavior of such objects, expressed as \( P_t(D_i) \) for descriptor \( D_i \) \((1 \leq i \leq n)\), using \( P_t(D_i) \) as a shorthand for the number of...
For an overall description of the quantitative behavior of an ORM scheme \( \Sigma \), the goal is to find a set of factors \( \{D_1, \ldots, D_n\} \) of information descriptors that is complete for \( \Sigma \), meaning:

C-1 The variables are independent: \( \text{Pop}_t(D_i) \cap \text{Pop}_t(D_j) \Rightarrow i = j \)
C-2 From \( \text{Pop}_t(D_1), \ldots, \text{Pop}_t(D_n) \) we can derive \( \text{Pop}_t(X) \) for each object type \( X \).
C-3 We can describe the quantitative behavior of \( D_1, \ldots, D_n \) by a system of differential equations in terms of \( P_t(D_1), \ldots, P_t(D_n) \).

If \( \mathcal{D} \) is a complete set of information descriptors for \( \Sigma \), then \( D \in \mathcal{D} \) is superfluous if \( \mathcal{D} - \{D\} \) also is a complete set for \( \Sigma \). A set \( \mathcal{D} \) of factors that is complete for \( \Sigma \), is called a base for that scheme if this set \( \mathcal{D} \) does not contain superfluous information descriptors. In that case we refer to the factors as dimensions of the scheme. The dimension of an ORM scheme \( \Sigma \) is the minimal number of dimensions required for a base of this scheme. We call \( D_1, \ldots, D_n \) a conceptual base for scheme \( \Sigma \) if it satisfies property C-1. We call a conceptual base a computational base for scheme \( \Sigma \) if it also satisfies property C-3. A complete base for scheme \( \Sigma \) is a computational base that also satisfies property C-2.

Let \( D \) and \( E \) be information descriptors, then there is a flow from \( D \) into \( E \), denoted as \( D \rightarrow^+ E \) if instances from \( D \) may move to \( E \). More precisely:

\[
D \rightarrow^+ E \quad \triangleq \quad \exists_{\text{Pop}_t,x,s,<t} [x \in \text{Pop}_s(D) \land x \in \text{Pop}_t(E)]
\]

meaning that in some population \( \text{Pop}_t \) there is an instance \( x \) from \( D \) that on a later moment is an instance of \( E \). Then we define \( \rightarrow \) as the one-step subrelation of \( \rightarrow^+ \). We will refer to the relation \( \rightarrow \) as the flow relation. A base for a scheme \( \Sigma \) with its induced flow relation \( \rightarrow \) form the base for the SD simulation of \( \Sigma \). Next we motivate that an SD indeed can simulate an ORM scheme.

Let \( \{D_1, \ldots, D_n\} \) be a computational base for scheme \( \Sigma \) and \( \rightarrow \) the induced flow relation. Since the variables \( P_t(D_1), \ldots, P_t(D_n) \) (as functions of \( t \)) take discrete values, it is not obvious that differential equations can be used to describe their behavior. In System Dynamics, rather than determining these differential equations, causal influences between the variables (factors) are detected, leading to a Causal Loop Diagram. That way we can detect basic system properties such as enforcing loops. Another opportunity we have is that we can derive a differential scheme describing the flows between the variables such that we can simulate system behavior in a stepwise manner, leading to the Stock and Flow Diagram. In this thesis we focus on such differential schemes. In this section we describe the formal relation between ORM schemes and differential schemes.

Assume we have successive time steps \( t_0, \ldots, t_n \), with \( t_{i+1} = t_i + \Delta t \). Then the population size of variable \( D \) at time \( t_n \) is obtained as the cumulation of the changes \( dP_t(D) \) during the intervals \( [t_i, t_{i+1}] \):

\[
P_{t_n}(D) = P_{t_0}(D) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} dP_t(D)
\]
During the period \([t_{i-1}, t_i]\) the change may also be described as (using formula 4.2.2):
\[
dP_t(D) = \sum_{E \rightarrow D} \left( \int_{t_{i-1}}^{t_i} \text{Flow}_s(E \rightarrow D) \, ds \right) - \sum_{D \rightarrow E} \left( \int_{t_{i-1}}^{t_i} \text{Flow}_s(D \rightarrow E) \, ds \right)
\]

Flows are approximated as follows:
\[
\int_t^{t+\Delta t} \text{Flow}_s(D_1 \rightarrow D_2) \, ds \approx \text{Rate}_t(D_1 \Rightarrow D_2) \cdot P_t(D_1) \cdot \Delta t
\]

where \(\text{Rate}_t(D_1 \Rightarrow D_2)\) is the fraction of the objects in \(D_1\) that flow from \(D_1\) to \(D_2\) per unit of time, at time \(t\). So we have:
\[
\text{Rate}_t(D_1 \Rightarrow D_2) = \lim_{\Delta t \to 0} \frac{\int_t^{t+\Delta t} \text{Flow}_s(D_1 \rightarrow D_2) \, ds}{\Delta t}
\]

Suppose information descriptors \(D_1\) and \(D_2\) describe two different states of some object type \(X\), such that instances may flow from state \(D_1\) to state \(D_2\). Note that, according to C-2, at any moment \(\text{Pop}_t(D_1)\) and \(\text{Pop}_t(D_2)\) are disjoint. The instances of \(\text{Pop}_{t+\Delta t}(D_2) \cap \text{Pop}_t(D_1)\) may be assumed to have flown from \(D_1\) into \(D_2\) between \(t\) and \(t+\Delta t\), provided \(\Delta t\) is sufficiently small. Consequently, we have proved that the flow may be expressed as a rate of the source stock as follows:

**Theorem 4.3.1**
\[
\text{Rate}_t(D_1 \Rightarrow D_2) = \lim_{\Delta t \to 0} \frac{||\text{Pop}_{t+\Delta t}(D_2) \cap \text{Pop}_t(D_1)||}{||\text{Pop}_t(D_1)||} / P_t(D_1)
\]

In general the rate is not easily measured. However, in the case of a simulation, the error introduced by an incorrect rate estimate, may have a limited effect only. In SD applications, the rate associated with each link is either taken as a constant fraction, or, in case of a converter, as a parameterized fraction. Note that the proof of this theorem is the explanation above. Summarizing, we have the following relation between SD and ORM:

**Corollary 4.3.1**

A SD interpretation of an ORM model consists of a (partial) base of information descriptors for the ORM model and its induced flow relation, the causal dependency links between these base information descriptors, and an estimation of the flow rates.

In the next chapter we will focus on structured translation of an ORM model into an SD model.

### 4.4 Conclusion

In this section we have defined the ORM and SD building blocks, stated some of the SD design rules and identified the extent to which features of ORM static models can be
transformed (with added information) into SD models. The two methods are rather different but when used together for a common goal the results are not only better grounded but also more decisive and reliable. The ORM method equips the modeler with strong conceptualization of the domain. This is key to developing any model.
Chapter 5

Relations between constructs

To reason about the combination of system dynamics with a domain modeling method (ORM), we need to identify relationships between their constructs. Therefore in this chapter we start off by identifying ORM to SD relations and evaluate these relations using questionnaires, a focus group discussion and structured walkthroughs. Basing on the evaluations, we revise ORM to SD relations, present the improved relations in subsection 5.2.3 and finally draw conclusions.

5.1 Defining ORM to SD relations

One aspect of the methods being combined as explained earlier has dynamic properties (SD) while ORM has static properties. Static properties refer to the possible states of the system under study while dynamic properties refer to the possible transitions between the states [84]. Since these two methods are dissimilar, the only way we relate these two methods is by looking at the contents and roles their constructs play in each method.

5.1.1 ORM relations to a stock

As stated in chapter 4, a stock is a container representing an accumulation of either a physical or non-physical quantity and is depicted as a box. To relate an ORM element to a stock, we looked for an ORM element with characteristics similar to a system dynamics stock that is; it holds items, accumulates and can be measured. We relate a stock to a unary fact type (one role) because unary fact types do correspond to properties of entity types (object types) that allow defining of sub-types and they contain properties specific to an object type. To clarify this relation let us take the example of figure 5.1. In this figure, we have object type 'paper' playing a role is published and is accepted. Note that objects in an object type do not make a stock but it’s the objects in a unary fact type that make a stock. This is because the objects in a unary fact type give an independent state to
which some of the objects in an object type take part and in this state they only relate with one object type. This means that all objects in a particular object type are of the same type ‘paper’ but in different state is published and is accepted.

As noted in chapter 4 there are different forms, stocks can take (reservoir, conveyor, queue, oven). See table 4.2. These forms can be defined in cases were an object type has more than one unary fact type. To identify these forms of stock, we use constraints placed between or among these unary fact types. Note that these unary fact types are attached to the same object type which means that they have similar contents (characteristics) but are in different state of affairs (condition). For example, in figure 5.1a, there are two unary fact types (is published and is accepted), objects in unary fact type is published are a subset of objects in unary fact type is accepted. The subset constraint is marked by a dotted arrow running from a subset role to a superset role.

Figure 5.1: Examples of ORM subset constraint and equality constraint

ORM verbalizations for figure 5.1a are as follows:
If some Paper is published then that Paper is accepted. The arrow notion for subset constraints derives from the arrow often used for the logical connective IF.. THEN..

Figure 5.1b Verbalizations
For each Consignment,
that Consignment is in inventory if and only if that Consignment is in good condition.

In figure 5.1b, we have the equality constraint placed between roles is in inventory and is in good condition. This equality constraint indicates that the populations of the role sequences must always be equal. By using the constraints and verbalizations in the ORM figures, we are able to determine the form of stock to use in SD. In figure 5.1a we represent unary fact type ‘is accepted’ as a conveyor stock and ‘is published’ as a reservoir stock because properties of unary fact type ‘is accepted’ are assumed to be in that particular state for a period of time, they then get off and are moved to ‘is published’ which is a reservoir stock well as in figure 5.1b we represent role is in good condition as an oven stock and is in inventory as a reservoir stock. This is because properties of role ‘is in good condition’ are assumed to be in that particular state for a period of time but they all load at the same time and dispatch to the inventory at the same time (this is noted from the equality constraint used ‘if and only if’).

Note that in Figure 5.1b we assume that all consignment that is in good condition is stored in inventory at the same time which is unrealistic because in real life, consignments may be purchased at different time intervals thus a conveyor. But we depict both scenarios to show the difference in use of ORM constraints.
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For cases where an object type relates to more than one unary fact type, the state change name (unary fact type name) is concatenated with the object type name to give more meaning to the type of quantities flowing into that particular stock (unary fact type). The stock names would then be called ‘accepted papers’, ‘published papers’ ‘consignment in good condition’ and ‘consignment in inventory’.

5.1.2 ORM relations to a flow

Flows as explained in chapter 4 are rates of change of a stock representing the inflow and outflow [24]. They are sometimes referred to as material flows with rates. They are active, change overtime and determine the value of a stock. We relate an object type to a flow. Object types connect different roles to other object types and objects held by these object types play unique roles for each role connection. That is why we see a similarity with SD flows which connect stocks to other stocks. Secondly, objects in each object type are similar and unique this also applies to contents in each flow. To clarify this relationship let us use the example given in figure 5.2. In figure 5.2a) we see that Paper is the object in object type Paper. This therefore means that when creating a flow, it is the content(s) in the object type that flow into stock ‘is published’ and ‘is accepted’ (a state to which objects from object type paper have transformed into). For 5.2b), Consignment is the object in object type Consignment. This means that when creating a flow for the ORM figure in 5.2b), it is the (Consignment) that flow into stock ‘inventory’ and ‘consignment in good condition’.

![Figure 5.2: Examples of a flow added to stocks](image)

Supertype and subtypes: in ORM it is possible to represent unary fact type is published and is accepted as subtypes of supertype paper. This means we would have three object types (one as a supertype and two as subtype). In this case if we refer to both super-types and their subtypes as different flows we will have flows containing similar contents but in different states. Yet we know that a specialization relation between a subtype and a supertype implies that instances of a subtype are also instances of a supertype. E.g. in figure 5.3:

\[ \text{Pop(Male)} \cup \text{Pop(Female)} = \text{Pop(patient)} \]

This means we cannot represent both a supertype and subtype as different flows unless if both the supertype and subtype have different roles they play.

In figure 5.3a) supertype patient has two subtypes (Male and Female). One of the subtypes has unary roles ‘is a non smoker’ and ‘is pregnant’ respectively. The ORM verbalizations for this model are as follows:
Each Male is an instance of Patient.
Each Female is an instance of Patient.
If some Female is pregnant then that Female is a non smoker.

Due to the subset constraint between unary role is a non smoker and is pregnant, we use a Decision Process Diamond (DPD) in figure 5.3b) as a mechanism for managing the diagram complexity associated with the representation of the decision process (If some Female is pregnant then that Female is a non smoker) within this model\(^1\). As a result, the SD model maintains a bi-focal perspective, displaying the female who are not allowed to smoke because they are pregnant and those who smoke\(^2\). In the SD representation of figure 5.3 instead of having a conveyor, we have a uniflow and a DPD. This is because in stock ‘non smoker’ there are other quantities of persons who may exist but are not pregnant and to determine them are few decisions and parameters need to be input into the model. All these decisions (details) can be captured inside the DPD but if we limit the scope of the model to only pregnant patients, then a conveyor would be appropriate for this particular stock.

Another alternative would be to ignore the DPD and instead have the formula for this verbalization (If some Female is pregnant then that Female is a non smoker) input into the flow. However, this would mean that the effect of this decision would only be seen in the simulation results.

In conclusion, the rates that cause change to an SD stock cannot be represented in ORM. But the object type which is identified to be related to a flow can only help in specifying the contents in a particular flow. Therefore we suggest that, when deriving an SD model from an ORM model, the new state objects in a unary fact type take should reflect the outflow of that particular stock. For example in figure 5.3 the outflows should be represented as pregnant female, non smoking female etc that way the modeler is able to relate the type of outflow with the contents (quantities) in the previous stock.

\(^1\)A DPD is a mechanism for managing the diagram complexity associated with the representation of decision processes within a model. Intricacies of decision rules that drive the flows into a “black box” can be “buried” here. On the surface, the modeler and the users of the model can clearly see both the inputs and the outputs associated with a decision process. As a result, the model can maintain a bi-focal perspective, displaying the macro- and micro-structure as needed.

\(^2\)In this study we decline to further discuss or relate DPD to any ORM element due to the complexity attached to it and the fact that some SD software like Vensim use this same representation as a converter.
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Secondly, there are cases where an object type has no unary fact type but plays a role(s). Here we suggest that, such object types be referred to as converters instead of flows. This is because the objects in this object type are in a constant state but influence fact types (flows and converters in SD).

5.1.3 ORM relations to information links

We do not particularly relate *Information links (Connectors)* to any ORM element but instead use the ORM constraints plus verbalizations to identify the direction of the SD connector. In ORM, constraints are placed in between fact types (binary, ternary, etc), these constraints may play an important role in helping the modeler identify the direction of the connector. Let us use some verbalizations from the ORM model in figure 5.4 to show how ORM verbalizations can help in determining the direction of an information link.

If some Academic submits some Paper then that Academic writes some Paper. *(Connector from paper submissions to paper writing)*

Each Paper is written by some Academic. *(Connector from Academic to paper writing)*

Academic reviews Paper. *(Connector from academic to paper reviewing)*

If some Paper is published then that Paper is accepted. *(Connector from Decision Process Diamond to paper and to published paper)*

However this mechanism may not exhaustively capture all the relevant connectors, we therefore suggest that the modeler puts the convention to a stock and flow model rule listed below into consideration;

**Rule 1:** Information links can feed information into or out of flows and converters (auxiliary variables and constants) but only extract information out of the stock.

**Rule 2:** Stocks are influenced by flows (in and out) and can influence flows or converters but cannot be influenced by other stocks and converters.

**Rule 3:** The flows can be influenced by stocks and converters but cannot influence converters or other flows, and converters can influence flows or other converters.

![Diagram](image-url)
5.1.4 ORM relations to converters and sector

Converters hold values for constants, define external inputs to the model, calculate algebraic relationships, and serve as the repository for graphical functions. In general, they convert inputs into outputs. As stated in chapter 4, converters are of two types; auxiliary and constants. We relate converters to fact types with more than one role (binary, ternary etc). This is because fact types with more than one role combine two or more variables consistently. For fact types with fixed objects, we relate them to constants else they are auxiliaries. Converters vary because they directly or indirectly depend on stocks.

Finally, we relate SD sectors to ORM object types plus their attached roles. This is because ORM conceptual object types act as semantic ‘glue’ [75, 15] and an ORM model is a network of allied object types and relationship types [75]. This means that roles and object types when put together, they make up a complete ORM model. Therefore, object types plus their ‘glued’ roles are similar to SD sectors because when both are ‘glued’ or put together they make up a complete model. A sector is a grouping of elements with related functionally in a model. For example, in a model of a business organization, a sector may be used to represent each of the major processes under consideration e.g. a manufacturing sector, a marketing sector, a transportation sector, a human resources sector, and a financial sector in the model. In model analysis, simulations can be run in a sector-by-sector manner which creates flexibility by enabling sub process analysis. As explained in chapter 4, sectors are subcomponents within a system they handle all information about a particular element. If they are subcomponents, this implies that they contain elements with a common interest and when these elements are put (‘glued’) together they make a complete system. For ORM models with supertypes and subtypes, we relate their SD sector to a super type and not the object types. Therefore a sector in this case would comprise of all elements attached to that supertype.

5.2 Evaluation of ORM to SD relations

Evaluation is an iterative process that took place at every stage of the integration. In this section, we present an evaluation for ORM to SD relations. In this evaluation, we used questionnaires and a focus group session. A focus group as defined in [194, 149] is a moderated discussion among six to twelve persons discussing a topic under the direction of a moderator whose role is to promote interaction and keep the discussion on the topic of interest. We conducted this evaluation to examine the relations inline with the researcher’s pre-knowledge/skills by judging their effectiveness.

In figure 5.5, we present a summary of activities that were used in evaluating ORM to SD relations. Before conducting this focus group discussion, we came up with ORM-SD relations as presented in section 5.1. These relations were used as a basis for the focus group discussion. After defining the initial relations, we prepared documents for evaluating the defined ORM-SD relations. These documents included: defined ORM and

---

3 Note that in this study we only consider binary and ternary fact types to be similar to converters but all fact types with more than one role are referred to as converters.
SD constructs, defined ORM-SD relations and a questionnaire. When the documents were ready, we identified participants and sent them requests asking them to take part in this focus group discussion. Not all participants replied positively but we received a maximum of eight acceptances for the focus group discussion. Those who responded positively, were asked to suggest dates for the focus group discussion. These dates were what we based on to schedule the focus group discussion session.

As earlier stated, prior to the focus group session, participants were given some read text as earlier prepared. This text contained descriptions of both ORM and SD constructs (with examples), initial ORM-SD relations and questionnaires. These contents were later used during the focus group discussion. Normally questionnaires are given at the end of the discussion, in this case however they were given before and after the focus group session. This was to allow participants make individual choices of the relations before conducting the focus group discussion. These choices were given to the moderator before the session started to act as a basis of the discussion(s). As each relation was discussed, each participant’s choice of answer were loudly readout to participants and discussed accordingly. This way of working made the discussions more interactive and focused. For cases where participants had differing opinion, consensus building was required [99]. For consensus build, we borrowed a joint fact finding approach [196]. By borrowing we mean that participants used the idea behind this approach but did not copy or follow this approach step by step. What they did however, was as follows: they gave factual statements that they believed to be relevant to the defined relation, exchanged information, developed common assumptions and together used the gathered information to reach a decision. In cases where given facts were not enough or not available, they negotiated a way to find additional information thus filling the gaps or resolving the disagreement(s).
5.2.1 Analyzing results

We used a focus group discussion to collect data and to successfully analyze the collected data, we used the inductive approach. With this approach, analysis is guided by specific objectives and the procedure is systematic [203]. In this study, the analysis phase comprised of a number of activities e.g. coding, classifying or categorizing of raw data, examining etc. One of the most time consuming activity was: merging of collected data from different sources i.e. audio recorded data (this had to be transcribed first), questionnaire data (from open ended questions), notes taken by the researcher during the sessions and some comments or remarks some of the participants had put down on their note books during the sessions.

![Figure 5.6: A summary of how we analyzed focus group data](image)

As depicted in figure 5.6, we first of all put together all collected data. This enabled us systematically carry on our next step which was categorizing and coding. During coding and categorization, we were able to identify portions of data that discussed a particular relation or construct. The different phrases that where found to be pointing to the same ORM-SD relation were given unique codes. As we did so, we were able to collect and analyze facts. This enabled us find common or different patterns in the text. There were cases when the given text could not fit into the identified relation. In this case, we put our focus on the secluded data to find explanations as to why the given concepts do not fit the patterns. To clearly have a clear portrayal of patterns and relationships, we moved back and forth. That way we were able to find revelations, contradictions, and exceptions in the collected data. After examining all the collected data, we drew conclusions and reported the findings.

5.2.2 Presentation of results

Results from the first questionnaire

Questionnaires were the core of the focus group discussion. In this section therefore, we present a summary of results obtained from the questionnaire followed by focus group remarks.

In table 5.1 we present a summary of the first draft results obtained from the questionnaires. In these results we see that there is no correlation in most of the responses apart from questions 3a) and 5 therefore, no conclusive results could be drawn. To improve these results, we conducted a focus group session with the same participants who took part in answering the questionnaires. However, all participants could not be available for the focus group session therefore original answers for those participants that could not
attend were kept intact. We received nine answered questionnaires but only seven participants took part in the focus group discussion.

Focus group discussion:

In this subsection, we present views or feedback obtained from participants that took part in this study. Before starting the focus group discussion, previously answered questionnaires were given back to participants. This was to enable them have a clear view of what their previous responses were. During the discussions participants were allowed to make changes to their answered questionnaires.

To identify a stock from a flow, a mental exercise of freezing the system is normally done. For example freeze a university, walk around what you still see say people, buildings etc. are the stocks. Anything one sees when time is stopped is a stock and anything that can only be seen over a moment of time is a flow. looking at the examples given (see figure 5.4a), the number of authors has an influence on the number of papers submitted. In other cases there must be one author that submits the paper, therefore it is appropriate to relate a stock to a role because for the contents in a stock to accumulate, there must be a role played (flow/action) and it is the contents in that act/role that make a stock. Secondly, the time constant chosen for a variable also determines its representation e.g. a variable may be referred to as a stock if the time constant chosen is in years and that same variable when its time constant is measured in minutes, it becomes a flow. Considering the definition of object types, they also have some characteristics of a stock. Therefore both a unary fact type and an object type are related to a stock.

Flows are identified to have a relation with object types. But as the definition suggests, flows express a dynamic behavior, whereas object types are static. The static/dynamic (behavior) distinction is not discussed in this chapter because flows as used in earlier examples represent an anti-rigid type or a dynamic subtype in the literature [67, 225]. This idea of anti-rigid types has also been adopted in more recent works on ORM [74]. So, if we take the example of figure 5.4a, “is published” can be represented through a subtype of Paper which is Paper-is-published? The same can be argued for is accepted and is rejected as an anti-rigid (dynamic) subtype of Paper. The obvious advantages of repre-
senting these unary predicates which seem to represent dynamic subtypes is that in this way one could create a taxonomy of those subtypes, ascribe properties that entities have only when instantiating those subtypes (e.g., paper can have properties which are specific for when they are accepted, published or rejected). Note that if a clear real-world semantics for the elements in the language being used is not provided then there is nothing guiding the modeler to choose a modeling primitive over the other (e.g., choose modeling Paper-is-Published as a subtype of Paper in contrast with the unary predicate). One of the problems with this is that different ORM modeling primitives shall be mapped to different SD primitives.

From a full set of variables in an SD model, if a variable is not a stock or a flow then it is a converter. However, it is fine to relate converters to fact types with more than one role but also think of how exogenous variables would be captured in ORM. Maybe they cannot be captured, if not then this should be clarified by ORM experts. Secondly, converters (auxiliaries or constants) should be given different variable names. In case the value of the auxiliary is equal to a stock, the name of the converter should be changed otherwise we could have an extra variable with exactly the same input numerical(s) (parameters) as the ones for the stock. However this occasionally happens, usually when it is represented as a separate auxiliary there is a transformation or operation that is done on the basis of the stock. Note that representation of converters with different SD modeling tool (software) vary since there is no standard representation for them.

To relate information links to any ORM variable is inappropriate. This is because information links define how decisions are made. Representing a decision in ORM may require more than one ORM concept and derivation rules. We therefore suggest information link relates to none of the ORM concepts.

In conclusion, the primary issue here is that we simply cannot completely identify relations between constructs in both methods because each method has something extra which the other method can partly represent. So it is not translating each detail but getting out the essence from one to the other. Therefore we have to accept that we cannot have a complete relation from one into the other, otherwise it would be the same method or it would be such a powerful method such that it has everything in it and ends up being useless because it is so complex.

Results from the second questionnaire

Since the focus group discussion was conducted because of the diverse answers received from the questionnaires, the questions in the first questionnaire were therefore the core of the focus group discussion. The purpose of the focus group discussion was for participants to further explain their independent perception, elaborate their choice of answers and to have a consensus for each relation. At the end of each relation discussions, participants were allowed to change their answers if necessary. In table 5.2 we present a revised version of the results after conducting the focus group discussion. For question one, five out of nine participants stated that object types are related to stocks because object types are seen as a collection of objects and four participants said unary fact types are related to stocks because of the clear ‘object type with one property flavor’. For question two, four
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Table 5.1: Results from relations questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapping Questions</th>
<th>Provided Choices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Which of the following ORM element is most similar to a system dynamics stock?</td>
<td>0 0 1 3 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Which of the following ORM element is most similar to a system dynamics flow?</td>
<td>1 2 0 0 3 3 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. There are two SD elements that are classified within a converter; a constant and an auxiliary variable.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Which of the following ORM element is most similar to a system dynamics constant?</td>
<td>7 1 0 0 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Which of the following ORM element is most similar to a system dynamics auxiliary variable?</td>
<td>3 0 0 1 0 2 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Which of the following ORM element is most similar to a system dynamics information link?</td>
<td>0 0 0 2 1 3 3 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Which of the following ORM elements is most similar to a system dynamics sector?</td>
<td>0 0 2 2 0 0 0 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

attend were kept intact. We received nine answered questionnaires but only seven participants took part in the focus group discussion.

Focus group discussion:

In this subsection, we present views or feedback obtained from participants that took part in this study. Before starting the focus group discussion, previously answered questionnaires were given back to participants. This was to enable them have a clear view of what their previous responses were. During the discussions participants were allowed to make changes to their answered questionnaires.

To identify a stock from a flow, a mental exercise of freezing the system is normally done. For example freeze a university, walk around what you still see say people, buildings etc. are the stocks. Anything one sees when time is stopped is a stock and anything that can only be seen over a moment of time is a flow. Looking at the examples given (see figure 5.4a), the number of authors has an influence on the number of papers submitted. In other cases there must be one author that submits the paper, therefore it is appropriate to relate a stock to a role because for the contents in a stock to accumulate, there must be a role played (flow/action) and it is the contents in that act/role that make a stock. Secondly, the time constant chosen for a variable also determines its representation e.g. a variable may be referred to as a stock if the time constant chosen is in years and that same variable when its time constant is measured in minutes, it becomes a flow. Considering the definition of object types, they also have some characteristics of a stock. Therefore both a unary fact type and an object type are related to a stock.

Flows are identified to have a relation with object types. But as the definition suggests, flows express a dynamic behavior whereas object types are static. The static/dynamic (behavior) distinction is not discussed in this chapter because flows as used in earlier examples represent an anti-rigid type or a dynamic subtype in the literature [67, 225]. This idea of anti-rigid types has also been adopted in more recent works on ORM [74]. So, if we take the example of figure 5.4a, “is published” can be represented through a subtype of Paper which is Paper-is-published? The same can be argued for is accepted and is rejected as an anti-rigid (dynamic) subtype of Paper. The obvious advantages of repre-
senting these unary predicates which seem to represent dynamic subtypes is that in this way one could create a taxonomy of those subtypes, ascribe properties that entities have only when instantiating those subtypes (e.g., paper can have properties which are specific for when they are accepted, published or rejected). Note that if a clear real-world semantics for the elements in the language being used is not provided then there is nothing guiding the modeler to choose a modeling primitive over the other (e.g., choose modeling Paper-is-Published as a subtype of Paper in contrast with the unary predicate). One of the problems with this is that different ORM modeling primitives shall be mapped to different SD primitives.

From a full set of variables in an SD model, if a variable is not a stock or a flow then it is a converter. However, it is fine to relate converters to fact types with more than one role but also think of how exogenous variables would be captured in ORM. Maybe they cannot be captured, if not then this should be clarified by ORM experts. Secondly, converters (auxiliaries or constants) should be given different variable names. In case the value of the auxiliary is equal to a stock, the name of the converter should be changed otherwise we could have an extra variable with exactly the same input numerical(s) (parameters) as the ones for the stock. However this occasionally happens, usually when it is represented as a separate auxiliary there is a transformation or operation that is done on the basis of the stock. Note that representation of converters with different SD modeling tool (software) vary since there is no standard representation for them.

To relate information links to any ORM variable is inappropriate. This is because information links define how decisions are made. Representing a decision in ORM may require more than one ORM concept and derivation rules. We therefore suggest information link relates to none of the ORM concepts.

In conclusion, the primary issue here is that we simply cannot completely identify relations between constructs in both methods because each method has something extra which the other method can partly represent. So it is not translating each detail but getting out the essence from one to the other. Therefore we have to accept that we cannot have a complete relation from one into the other, otherwise it would be the same method or it would be such a powerful method such that it has everything in it and ends up being useless because it is so complex.

**Results from the second questionnaire**

Since the focus group discussion was conducted because of the diverse answers received from the questionnaires, the questions in the first questionnaire were therefore the core of the focus group discussion. The purpose of the focus group discussion was for participants to further explain their independent perception, elaborate their choice of answers and to have a consensus for each relation. At the end of each relation discussions, participants were allowed to change their answers if necessary. In table 5.2 we present a revised version of the results after conducting the focus group discussion. For question one, five out of nine participants stated that object types are related to stocks because object types are seen as a collection of objects and four participants said unary fact types are related to stocks because of the clear ‘object type with one property flavor’. For question two, four
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Table 5.2: Results obtained after focus group discussion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapping Questions</th>
<th>Provided Choices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Which of the following ORM element is most similar to a system dynamics stock?</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Which of the following ORM element is most similar to a system dynamics flow?</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. There are two SD elements that are classified within a converter; a constant and an auxiliary variable:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Which of the following ORM element is most similar to a system dynamics constant?</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Which of the following ORM element is most similar to a system dynamics auxiliary variable?</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Which of the following ORM element is most similar to a system dynamics information link?</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 1 3 5 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Which of the following ORM elements is most similar to a system dynamics sector?</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

out of nine participants said that an object type is related to a flow, two participants said that a flow has a relation with binary and ternary fact types because they contain roles with predicates that describe the relationship between or among objects and three participants said that a flow had no relation to any of the provided options. For question 3 part a) all participants said that a constant has a relation with a value type because the values in a value type do not change. For question 3 part b) two out of nine participants said that an auxiliary relates to a value type, four participants said an auxiliary has a relation with fact types that have more than one role, two participants stated that an auxiliary is related to constraints because they determine objects that can take part in the relationship and can assume any value, and one participant said that an auxiliary has no relation with any of the provided choices. For question four, three participants said constraints were related to information links because constraints hold some ‘decision functions’, one participant said binary and ternary fact types relate to information links and five participant said information links have no relation with any of the provided choices. Finally, for question five, two participants said that a sector has a relation with a supertype and seven participants said a sector has no relation with any of the provided choices. During the focus group session there was a lot of arguing which required consensus building and re-explaining of concepts was often required. However we were able to obtain better or improved results with explanations.

5.2.3 Revised ORM to SD relations

Considering the remarks presented in subsection 5.2.2, we now present the revised ORM to SD relations in table 5.3. In this table we relate a stock to two ORM elements (a unary fact type and an object type). Stocks are related to ORM unary fact types because they both uniquely hold quantities with similar properties, relate to one element (object type for ORM unary fact types and flows for SD stocks). We refer to their elements as containers because of their purpose which is holding items.

For the relation between a flow and an object type we decided to keep it as originally defined since participants neither agreed nor rejected relating flows to object types. Keeping in mind that the operation that change contents in an object type is not repre-
Table 5.3: Revised ORM to SD relations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Dynamics Construct</th>
<th>Identified ORM Construct relations</th>
<th>Transitional Statement</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stock</td>
<td>Unary fact type</td>
<td>They both contain &quot;things&quot; or act as containers.</td>
<td>Container</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Object type</td>
<td>They both hold &quot;things&quot;, connect roles (ORM)/flows (SD) to other object type (ORM)/stocks (SD) and contents in both constructs play unique roles for each connection.</td>
<td>Connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Objects</td>
<td>These can be looked at as the contents within the system.</td>
<td>Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flows (inflow and Outflow)</td>
<td>Object types</td>
<td>They all connect different stocks (SD) and Fact types (ORM).</td>
<td>Homogeneous connectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter</td>
<td>Fact types with more than one role</td>
<td>Converters are related to fact types with more than one role (binary, ternary and quaternary) because they add new information to the model and combine two or more variables consistently. If fact types have fixed objects, then that converter is a constant else it is an auxiliary. Converters vary because they directly or indirectly depend on stocks.</td>
<td>Heterogeneous connectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Link (Connector)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Information links are not related to any ORM element but ORM constraints and verbalizations can guide in identifying connectors and the direction of the SD connector. In ORM constraints are placed in between fact types (binary, ternary, etc), these constraint may play an important role in helping the modeler identify the direction of the connector.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...sent in ORM. Therefore the identified relation between flows (inflows and outflows) and object types is due to the fact that both constructs hold similar contents that change states e.g from a similar object type, objects contained in each unary fact type are in different states and flow quantities change state/differ for each flow-stock connection. Furthermore they all connect different stocks (SD)/unary fact types (ORM) and transfer objects (ORM)/quantities (SD). We refer to their elements as homogeneous connectors because they all connect and transfer quantities with similar properties or concepts. As noted by participants, object types also have some characteristics of a stock. We therefore came up with two choices of option defined below to guide on when to use object types and unary fact types as stocks or flows. The identified two options are progressive refinement and pure mapping.

Progressive refinement is where a first draft model is created and progressively elements of that model are replaced by others. In progressive refinement, both an object type and a role are identified to have relations with a stock. Here each role is independently represented as a stock because a role played by an object type contains similar properties and it relates to one object type. Object types are also related to stocks because they hold objects.

In pure mapping, elements are generated only when one is sure that they are the right ones. Here only unary fact types are identified to have a relation with stocks because they do correspond to properties of the entity type that allow defining of sub-types and they contain properties specific to an object type although these properties are in a different state. Thus objects in a unary fact type are in an independent state to which some of the objects in an object type take part while they are in this state, they relate with only one object type. This means that unary fact types from one object type have similar objects but in different state.

Furthermore, SD quantities are related to ORM counting objects because they are looked at as quantities that flow within the system or process. We use the term ‘quantity’ to represent items or quantifications that flow within an SD system and their elements are referred to as contents.
5.3. **CONCLUSION**

*Converters* are related to fact types with more than one role (binary, ternary etc) because converters add new information to the model and combine two or more variables consistently. For fact types with fixed objects and object types with no attached unary fact type, the converters are constant else they are auxiliaries. Converters vary because they directly or indirectly depend on stocks.

Finally, as participants said, *Information links* define how decisions in the SD model are made therefore we do not relate them with any ORM element. Note that we have not included sectors in table 5.3 because participants said that they are not very important in the SD model.

### 5.3 Conclusion

In this section we have discussed and presented the identified relations to the key constructs in both modeling methods, their transitions and elements. We have also shown the extent to which the features of ORM static models can be transformed (with added information) into SD models.

While identifying relations between ORM constructs to SD constructs we found that it was impossible to exhaustively relate all constructs from one method into the other. The best we could do was to use constructs that were most similar but not identical. In figure 5.7, we illustrate ORM to SD possible relations. In this figure we see that there are cases where one construct from method 1 (*A*) relates to two different constructs in method 2 (*X* and *Y*). This scenario was seen when an SD stock was found to have characteristics similar to both a unary fact type (role) and an object type. The other case is were one construct in method 1 (*B*) relates to only one construct in method 2 (*Z*). The third scenario was where a construct in method 1 (*C*) relates to none of the constructs in method 2. In this study however, we did not have any case where more than one SD construct (Method 1) related to one ORM construct (Method 2) nor where many constructs in method 1 related to many constructs in method 2.
Thus far, we have defined the methods, their constructs, identified the relations between the constructs of the two methods and by doing so we were able to have a clear understanding of the two methods, their constructs and how they relate. In this chapter, however, we present a methodical approach. In this approach we start by defining the initial steps for combining System Dynamics (SD) with Object-role Modeling (ORM). These defined steps are used as a guide to ground system dynamics with a domain method ORM, we therefore refer to this method as Grounded System Dynamics (GSD) [208]. As we stated in chapter 1, combining SD with ORM provides complementary added value: SD studies the behavior of a system in terms of discrete quantities of things (stocks and flows) while ORM underpins the models in terms of underlying ontology of the domain. The GSD method therefore, enables stakeholders (domain experts, decision makers, system analysts etc) attain a level of understanding of the dynamics and statics within the SD developed models.

![Diagram of the GSD method](image)

**Figure 6.1: Overview of the GSD method**

The GSD method is made up of two main phases (Causal Loop Diagram (CLD) to ORM and ORM to Stock and Flow Diagram (SFD)), each with a number of steps. In figure 6.1 we present an overview of the GSD method and indicate each overview
phase with numbers 1-5. In phase 1 we have the informal description where we defined
the constructs with their underlying principles; in phase 2 the initial GSD method steps
comprising of CLD to ORM steps and ORM to SFD steps are presented; in phase 3 we
evaluate the GSD steps using case studies in the analytical and experimental evaluations;
in phase 4 we present the revised GSD method steps; in phase 5 the Stock and Flow
Diagram (SFD) object behavior is presented and conclusions drawn.

Although we partially discuss CLDs in this study, our main focus is on stock and
flow diagrams which are the common notation for system dynamics. CLDs are used
for articulation of a dynamic hypothesis, give insights into the stated problem and show
how positive and negative feedbacks affect each other [159, 165, 193] but they make no
distinction between information links and rate-to-stock links [162].

6.1 CLD to ORM transformation steps

The steps given in this section have some similarities with ORM’s seven Conceptual
Schema Design Procedural (CSDP) steps except here we focus on each CLD variable
and not on each model component (a section of a model) as is the case with ORM’s
CSDP. The CLD to ORM transformation steps look at each variable as a unique entity
[209]. To cross check the quality of the derived ORM model, we recommend that ORM’s
CSDP steps be considered. Secondly, for complex CLD models, we suggest the use of
a summarized top-down approach (three steps) as described in [77]. The CLD to ORM
transformation steps are as follows;

1. Identify object(s) in each CLD variable.
2. Collect and group (Classify) similar objects.
3. Identify and connect roles played by objects to their object types.
4. Add all constraints and mandatory roles.
5. Connect all roles from similar object types.

6.1.1 CLD to ORM transformation definition

Having outlined the CLD to ORM transformation steps, we now explain each step in
detail with examples.

Step 1: Identify object(s) in each CLD variable.
Objects are regarded as “things of interest” that have an object or value types (entity
type or value type in ORM terms). To identify objects in each CLD variable we use
the questions below as a guide:

1. Who are the main role player(s) in a given CLD variable?
2. Who plays a role in this CLD variable?
A role player in this case is the object. By answering one of the questions above, objects taking part in a given CLD variable are identified. Let us use figure 6.2 as an example to make this more explicit. Figure 6.2 is made up of the following variables: Patient arrival, Admitted patients, Patients discharged, Available admission beds and Number of patients in a queue.

For each given CLD variable, we present a question with its anticipated answer (see table 6.1). In question one of table 6.1 the object identified is 'patient' because it is the only role player same applies to question five. In question two, we have objects 'patient' and 'bed'. Object 'patient' is derived directly from the variable while object 'bed' is as a result of the influence or relationship, variable ‘Admitted patients’ has with ‘Available admission beds’ same applies to question three. In question four, the identified object is ‘Bed’ because it is the only role player. Variable ‘Available admission beds’ is influenced by other variables but does not influence any other variable in the loop.

In conclusion, if a variable influences other variables then the objects in the influenced variables are also added to the list of identified objects for that variable. For example; if variable ‘X’ is influenced by variable ‘Y’, then objects identified in ‘Y’ are also identified in variable ‘X’ and if variable ‘X’ influences variable ‘Z’, the objects identified in ‘Z’ are not listed among ‘X’ objects. This is because ‘Z’ does not add to variable ‘X’ but subtracts from it.

Step 2: Collect and group (Classify) similar objects.
Next we collect all similar objects. Each classification of objects makes an object
type. An object type as defined in [77] is a collection of objects with similar properties, it contains objects that play roles and is designated by a solid-line named ellipse with a reference scheme indicated below the object type name. In this step, we collect all objects with similar properties from different CLD variables and group them into one. Using the same example given in step 1 table 6.1, where we have questions and objects identified for each CLD variable, the different types of objects found are two ‘Patient’ and ‘Bed’. These objects are contained in two different object types with similar properties. Out of these classifications are two object types ‘Patient’ and ‘Bed’.

The number of object types in a CLD diagram is equal to the total number of object classifications. Classifications are the different groups of objects with similar properties. Therefore; 

$$\text{Pop}(O_{c}) = \text{Pop}(O_{t})$$

Where;

- $O_{k}$ = Total number of identified object types
- $O_{c}$ = Total number of object classifications

Figure 6.3: A CLD with derived object types

Figure 6.3 shows CLD variables and identified object types from each CLD variable. In the same figure, explanations as to why those object types are derived are included. For example; who plays a role in variable ‘Admitted patients’? Our answers are Patient and Bed. Patient is directly derived from CLD variable ‘Admitted patients’ but ‘Bed’ is as a result of the influence link it has with variable ‘Available admission beds’. Notice that, CLD variables that are influenced by other CLD variables but do not influence any other variable in the CLD model and have no other object types except those directly derived from them. An example of such variable are ‘Available admission Beds’ and ‘Patient arrival’. Other cases are CLD
variables that are influenced by other CLD variables and but have similar object types, for example 'Number of patients in queue'. Since these variables have a similar object type, they therefore maintain object type(s) derived from their particular CLD variable.

Secondly, here we also note that CLD variable names are in plural form but the ORM object type names are represented in singular form. This is because ORM mainly captures information in oneness but that does not mean that multiple objects can not be represented. They can but in this paper we will limit ourselves to the simple concepts of ORM.

**Step 3:** Identify and connect roles played by objects to their object types.

In ORM, roles define the relationships between object types. They are represented by boxes with their predicate names and are connected to object types by solid lines. When these roles are put together they make unary, binary, tertiary, etc, fact types. Using the same example given in step 1, we now show how roles for each object type are identified. To achieve that, we use the following two guiding questions:

- What role do objects in object type (A) play in object type (A)?
- What role do objects in object type (A) play in object type A₁, A₂, A₃, ..., Aₙ?

Where; A₁, A₂, A₃, ..., Aₙ are object types identified in step 2. Note that, for each object type identified in step 2, there is a role attached to it, (see table 6.2). The number of roles played by an object type are determined by the number of times an object types participates (plays) in different roles.

Question in the first bullet relates to one object type and question in the second bullet relates to more than one object type in a problem domain. For every identified role, a connection (link) from that role to the object type it relates with is added. The roles played by objects are explicitly shown as boxes with Predicate names (see ORM representations in table 6.2). These predicate names are written beside each role and are read from left to right, or top to bottom. It is through predicates that object types relate to each other.

**Step 4:** Add all constraints and mandatory roles.

After completing steps 1, 2 and 3, we now add constraints to the model. There are a number of constraints in ORM (see [77]). Constraints make the boundaries of a domain. This step can also be carried out in parallel with step 3 for cases were the CLD model has many variables or is complex. Note that these constraints can not be obtained from the CLD variable(s) directly. Therefore, the modeler validates the ORM model input constraints through verbalizations.

Modelers use different platforms (tools) to develop ORM models. In this thesis, we used Natural ORM Architect (NORMA). With this tool, when a constraint is added to the role(s), the readings are generated automatically. This therefore makes ORM model validation easier.

**Step 5:** Connect all roles from similar object types.

In our final step, we link all roles connecting to a similar object type into one. Connecting these roles with a common object type makes the ORM model complete.
without repetition of variable names (See figure 6.4). If the ORM model has other constraints e.g irreflexive, ring constraints, occurrence frequency constraints, cardinality joins etc. they can be added to the model at this step. Note that the intent of this example is to capture only a current snapshot without maintaining history.

Figure 6.4: ORM model with all constraints and relationships

The verbalizations for figure 6.4 are as follows:

Patient is admitted to Bed.
Each Patient is admitted to at most one Bed.
Each Bed is for at most one Patient.
Patient is discharged from Bed.
Each Patient is discharged from at most one Bed.
Each Bed was for at most one Patient.
Patient arrives.

Bed is available for admission.

Patient is in queue.

If some Patient is discharged from some Bed then that Patient is admitted to that Bed.

If some Patient is in queue then that Patient arrives.

For each Patient, at most one of the following holds:

that Patient is in queue;

that Patient is admitted to some Bed.

In conclusion, transforming a CLD model into an ORM model is better done incrementally. This prevents the modeler from getting confused in cases when the model boundaries are not explicit or CLD variable names are not clear.

Secondly, we see that in this study we deal with each CLD variable independently which prompts defining of facts pertaining to each particular CLD variable thus clearing the ambiguities in each CLD variable and improving the SD model conceptualization.

6.2 ORM to SFD transformation steps

Having illustrated how a CLD can be transformed into an ORM model, we now present steps on how to transform an ORM model into a stock and flow diagram. To start with we give an outline of the steps and thereafter apply them using a case.

1. Identify all possible stocks.
2. Identify all relevant flows connecting to each stock.
3. Identify all possible converters.
4. Identify all possible connectors (information links).
5. Create sectors.

6.2.1 ORM to SFD transformation

In this section, we use the same example given in chapter 4 of paper flow (figure 6.5) to apply the outlined ORM to SFD transformation steps. To do so, we follow the relations defined in chapter 5. This enables us show the kind of SFD model that would be derived when these steps are followed. As already stated in chapter 5, we have two choices of option that guide on when to use object types and unary fact types as stocks or flows. Here we use the pure mapping option described in chapter 5 subsection 5.2.3. With the pure mapping option, elements are generated only when one is sure that they are the right ones.
**Step 1:** Identify all possible stocks.

With the pure mapping option, only unary fact types are identified to have a relation with stocks. The total number of stocks therefore is equal to the total number of unary fact types. Unary fact types relate to a single object type. There are cases where more than one unary fact type relates to the same object type. In this case, objects in these unary roles have similar quantities (contents) but are in different status (state of affairs). E.g. in figure 6.5 object type ‘paper’ has unary roles is rejected, is accepted and is published. All these unary roles have similar contents/characteristics (Paper) but in different state of affairs/condition (is rejected, is accepted and is published). Each of these unary roles is therefore represented as a unique stock. The condition in which quantities in these stocks are, is determined by the constraints attached to them. In this step therefore, we first of all present all object types with their varying states. Thereafter we separate the unary fact types from binary and ternary fact types. In the example shown in figure 6.5, we only consider two object types: Academic and Paper.

Object type Academic has the following states:

- State \((R_1)\) submits
- State \((R_2)\) writes
- State \((R_3)\) reviews

Object type Paper has the following states:

- State \((R_4)\) is rejected
- State \((R_5)\) is accepted
- State \((R_6)\) is published
- State \((R_7)\) is submitted by
- State \((R_8)\) is written by
- State \((R_9)\) is reviewed by
State $(R_{10})$ is classified in

Among the given states, some of the states make binary relations while other are unary. As earlier stated, in this phase we only consider unary fact types to be stocks. This therefore implies that we have three stocks in the given model and are derived from states

- State $(R_4)$ is rejected
- State $(R_5)$ is accepted
- State $(R_6)$ is published

In figure 6.6, we represent these states as boxes because stocks in SD are depicted as boxes.

![Figure 6.6: Stocks derived from figure 6.5](image)

In 6.6, note that:

1. The unary fact type names are concatenated with the object type names to depict the state and contents in that stock.
2. We represent accepted papers and published papers as separate stocks because not all accepted papers are published. For example, in some conferences if one of the authors of a paper does not show up to present the accepted paper or register for the conference, the accepted paper is not published. Thus a difference in accepted papers and published papers stock quantities.

**Step 2**: Identify all possible flows connecting to each stock.

As stated in chapter 5 object types have a relation with flows because they connect to other object types through fact types. As earlier stated, in figure 6.5 we consider only two object types. This implies that we have two flows (academic and paper). However, object type *academic* has no unary fact type attached to it but contains quantities that influence objects in object type *paper* through roles (submits, writes and reviews). This therefore means that we cannot represent *academic* as a flow, but we instead capture the contents in this object type (academic) in a converter (see step 3). Secondly, since all the identified stocks are attached to the same role, it means they have something in common which are the quantities (objects) flowing in these flows. The flowing common quantity is *paper* but in every stock it takes on a new state therefore the flows into and out of these flows have similar quantities but in different states.

In figure 6.7a, we have a bi-flow in between stocks *accepted papers* and *rejected papers* because the constraint in between these roles is an *or* constraint indicating that the contents within this flow move in either direction. Bi-flows in SD take on
any value and quantities flow in both directions. The existence of a bi-flow indicates that this flow is influenced by a decision of either a positive (accept) or negative (reject) value. To avoid complexities associated with bi-flows one would extend the model to capture submitted papers as represented in figure 6.7b. This however would lead to changes in the ORM model. Here however we limit ourselves to the model depicted in 6.7a.

Step 3: **Identify all possible converters.**

In chapter 5 we stated that fact types with more than one role have a relation with converters. From figure 6.5 we have the following fact types with more than one role:

- Fact type $(F_1)$ submits/is submitted by
- Fact type $(F_2)$ writes/is written by
- Fact type $(F_3)$ reviews/is reviewed by
- Fact type $(F_4)$ is classified in/in which is classified

To derive meaningful converter names, we use both the predicate names plus object type names. That is to say, we concatenate fact type name to object type name. For example, fact type submits/is submitted by we refer to the converter as paper submission, for fact type writes/is written by we refer to the converter as written papers, for fact type reviews/is reviewed by we refer to the converter as paper reviews and for fact type is classified in/in which is classified we refer to the converter as paper classification. To arrive at each converter names we concatenate one word that defines the contents in the fact type with one of the object types relating to that fact type. In figure 6.8, we add the defined converters.

Note that all object types with no unary fact types are also represented as converters. This is because they contain quantities that influence other object types or fact types.

Step 4: **Identify all possible connectors (information links).**

This step does not have a very systematic way because identifying connectors depends both on how the domain expert defines the problem and logic. We therefore suggest that the modeler works in small bits until (s)he reaches a full blown model.
Working in bits helps in understanding the underlying logic and how input parameters in one variable influence other variables they relate with. Connectors as explained in chapter 5 are immaterial and connect inputs to decision function of a rate. One of the ways to add connectors to the model we follow the ORM constraints,

verbalizations plus SD conventions for a stock and flow diagram given in chapter 5 subsection 5.1.3. In figure 6.9 we show the identified connectors. Connectors from a stock to a converter imply that it is the quantities or objects within the stock that influence the variables at the arrow tip of the connectors and not the flow.

**Step 5: Create sectors.**

In chapter 5 we state that each object type plus its roles all make a sector. Therefore, the total number of sectors is equal to the total number of object types. But as participants in chapter 5 said having sectors in the model does not necessarily change the model per se but is good when a modeler intends to carry out sensitive analysis [109]. With sensitive analysis a modeler can lock (switch off) other sectors of the model and only focus on a particular sector.
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The sectors presented in figure 6.10 are equal to the number of object types. If the ORM model had supertypes then these supertypes would be the sectors because all elements connecting to that supertype have characteristics in the supertype.

6.3 Conclusion

The GSD artifact is built/defined in the cycle of the adopted research methodology that was based on [86, 85] see figure 1.3 and in the research methodology see phase 4 figure 1.4. This artifact is later assessed using different evaluation methods as indicated in figure 1.3. These evaluations lead to refinement of the defined artifact (see figure 1.3). As an initial design step to the grounded system dynamics method, we have defined procedural steps to show how information in a CLD model can be transferred into an ORM model and from an ORM model to an SFD model using example(s). To arrive at these steps, we put into consideration the relations defined in chapter 5 (from the environment and knowledge base of figure 1.3). The derived SFD model however, lacks a detailed conceptual level description of SD object behaviors and simulations.

In our next chapters, we evaluate the defined GSD method to gain more insights. It is on the basis of these insights that we refine and improve the GSD method. Hence, completing the evaluation phase of the design cycle.
Chapter 7

Evaluation for grounded system dynamics method

In scientific research, one way of improving and widening knowledge is through refinement of methods and construction of new knowledge. However, this does not take place solely [23]. To evaluate the Grounded System Dynamics (GSD) method, we set objective methods and techniques that are founded on the purpose of the resulting method (GSD), rather than basing it on a priori (derived from logic or without observed facts) notion of reality [60].

![Figure 7.1: GSD evaluation overview](image)

In figure 7.1, we present the GSD evaluation overview. As depicted in figure 1.3, the design cycle in design science has two main iterations i.e. assess and refine. In this chapter therefore, we present the evaluation results.

To explain figure 7.1, initially we had two modeling methods i.e. system dynamics and object-role modeling (see figure. After identify relationships between ORM and SD
constructs, a new method was derived (Grounded System Dynamics). This new method was evaluated using three evaluation methods i.e. analytical, experimental and case study. During each of these evaluation methods, a number of techniques were applied. For analytical evaluations, we used walkthroughs and questionnaires; for experimental evaluations, we used focus group and questionnaires. Case study however, was used both as a unit of analysis and a research method during the application of analytical and experimental evaluations; and to derive a case [144]. To arrive at the case study described in subsection 7.1.3, we used the following techniques: interviews, archival reading and observation. As a result of the experimental evaluation, we were able to get the initial evaluations of the GSD transformation steps by applying it to a real case study. The refined steps in the experimental evaluation were further evaluated using analytical evaluations. By conducting these evaluations, we were able to obtain an in-depth expert opinion on the GSD transformation steps. During this phase (evaluation), we started with focus group sessions (experimental) and thereafter structured walkthroughs sessions (analytical) [184]. A detailed explanation is given and a road map presented in figure 7.2. With these evaluations, we were able to assess and refine (design cycle) the GSD method as the design science methodology requires [86].

In figure 7.2, we present a detailed GSD evaluation road map indicating the routes taken while conducting the evaluations for GSD transformation.

**Route A:** As an initial step, we came up with GSD transformation steps. These steps, comprised of CLD to ORM transformation steps and ORM to SFD transformation steps (see chapter 6). To give a firm foundation for these transformations, we first identified the relations between the two methods (SD and ORM), see chapter 5. In figure 7.2, route (A) represents activities carried out in version 1 of the CLD to ORM transformation steps. On completing the initial GSD steps, we prepared documents for evaluating the CLD to ORM transformations steps. Among these documents were identified relations, a case for the CLD, questionnaires, read text comprising of different SD/ORM constructs, etc. After that, we identified participants that would take part in this evaluation. For route A and B, we used modelers with knowledge in either of the methods or other modeling methods. The identified participants were sent requests asking them to take part in the evaluation study. Not all participants accepted but we had a reasonable number for the focus group discussion (which is 6-8 participants per session). Depending on participants' responses, a schedule was drawn. For phase 1 version 1 of the CLD to ORM transformation steps, we used an experimental evaluation method (detailed findings are given in section 7.1).

**Route B:** Here, we used the same participants that took part in the evaluation of phase 1 version 1. We started by preparing documents for the ORM to SFD evaluations since we already had the initial GSD steps. These documents comprised of: ORM to SFD transformation steps with a running example, identified SD to ORM relations and an ORM model that was derived from version 1 or the CLD to ORM steps. During this evaluation, a lot of arguments were involved due to the dissimilarity in the method constructs therefore reaching a consensus took time.

**Route C:** Having received all feedback in phase 1 of the evaluations, we analyzed data
Figure 7.2: GSD evaluation road map

before embarking on the second phase of the evaluation. In this second phase, we used analytical evaluation method (walkthrough). To enable us obtain experts views on the GSD transformation steps, we interacted with a number of practitioners from ORM and SD community (their detailed feedback is presented in subsection 7.2.1). To obtain this data, we followed routes (C and D) represented in figure 7.2. In route (C), we first prepared documents for walkthrough sessions, identified participants
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that were to take part in the walkthrough discussions (the identified participants were ORM expert/practitioners because they were in a better position to critique the resulting ORM model) and sent them requests. For those that accepted to take part in the walkthrough session, a schedule was made for each participant. We conducted CLD to ORM sessions first because the outcome of this evaluation was to act as the basis for the ORM to SFD transformation steps (route D).

Route D On completing Route C, we identified participants to take part in ORM to SFD transformation steps. In the interest of time, this step (identifying participants) was done in parallel with CLD to ORM walkthrough version II sessions. Participants that evaluated the ORM to SFD transformation were SD practitioners because they were in a better position to critique the resulting SFD model. After these evaluations (CLD to ORM version II and ORM to SFD version II), the resulting refined steps were merged to make a complete refined GSD steps. From the received feedback, conclusions were drawn and suggestions for improvement were stated. Due to some feedback from SD practitioners, we came up with chapter 8. In chapter 9 we introduce the decomposition mechanism that led to addition of more steps. These steps are given in table 9.1.

The rest of the chapter proceeds as follows: in section 7.1, we present experimental evaluations. Within this section, we present focus group results, contributions and challenges faced during the validation experiments. In section 7.2, we present analytical evaluations. Under this section, feedback from walkthroughs is presented. Finally, we present discussions and reflections on the GSD procedure in section 7.3 and draw conclusions.

7.1 Experimental evaluation

To conduct these experimental evaluations, we followed a process depicted in figure 7.3. First, we came up with initial GSD transformation steps. Then prepared documents in line with the initial GSD transformation steps. These documents included: defined constructs, identified relations, questionnaires and a case to use as an example. After preparing the documents we identified participants that were to take part in this study. These participants were chosen because they had a level of understanding of the methods used and modeling in general. After identifying participants, we sent them requests asking them to take part in evaluating the GSD transformation steps in a focus group setting. Not all participants gave a positive feedback. For those that accepted to take part in the study, we asked them to suggest dates for the focus group session. It was on these provided dates that we based to schedule the focus group sessions. After scheduling the focus group sessions, we sent documents that were to be used in the evaluations to participants. We did so to give them ample time to familiarize with the research problem, case and method constructs. Before starting the discussions, the researcher made sure that all materials that were required for the sessions were available e.g. flip chart, markers, audio recorder etc. At the beginning of the focus group discussions, the moderator started by giving an overview of the study within which a research problem was stated. During the
focus group session, participants used both their knowledge on the methods and the provided documents to evaluate each GSD step. At times, there was need to build consensus. This occurred when they had different views/opinions on either the content or ordering of steps. To manage these differences, the following steps were taken: involved parties were asked to give factual statements that they believed to be relevant to the defined step, develop common assumptions and together use the gathered information to reach a decision. After reaching an agreement, conclusions were drawn and their views incorporated into that evaluated step. In case they agreed that the contents in that step were fine, they proceed to the next step. This was done until all steps were evaluated.

7.1.1 Setup of focus group sessions

As stated earlier, we used experimental evaluations in a focus group setting. A focus group is defined by [194] as a moderated discussion among six to twelve persons discussing a topic under the direction of a moderator whose role is to promote interaction and keep the discussion on the topic of interest. We used focus group discussions to allow us obtain participants feedback on the given steps and examine the applicability (use) of the steps. This feedback was used as the basis for refinement and improvement of CLD to ORM transformation steps. More about focus groups can be found in [114, 16, 194].

Before presenting the feedback, we present a summary of the activities that took place in each focus group session (see table 7.1). In total, we conducted three sessions with 6 to 8 participants. On the first and last days all participants were present (8 participant) but on the second day two participants sent in apologies and we could not get replacements. Prior to conducting these sessions, participants were given reading text ex-
Table 7.1: CLD-ORM focus group session execution summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental evaluations</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Aim of the evaluation</th>
<th>Summary of Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Session 1                | Eight                  | To evaluate CLD to ORM transformation steps using a given case. | Define research problem | Participants were given 30 minutes to familiarize with the given problem and ask questions where need be.
|                          |                        |                       | Identify CLD variables | During this phase there was need to build consensus on some of the identified variables which led to mismanagement of time.
|                          |                        |                       | Develop a CLD model | The cause and effect relationships among CLD variables were identified.
|                          |                        |                       |                       | Polarities were added to each CLD directional arrow.

| Session 2                | Six                    | - Participants completed the Causal Loop Diagram. |                       |
|                          |                        | - Participants were asked to take a break of 10-15 minutes. |                       |
|                          |                        | - After the break, participants were provided with CLD to ORM transformation steps. |                       |
|                          |                        | - The moderator explained each step as participants applied to the developed CLD. |                       |
|                          |                        | - In this session participants were able to complete steps 1-2 and start on step 3. |                       |

| Session 3                | Eight                  | - Participants were asked to complete step 3 before proceeding to steps 4 and 5. |                       |
|                          |                        | - At each step, participants critiqued the upshot. |                       |
|                          |                        | - On completion, conclusions on the outcome and transformation steps were drawn. |                       |

plaining ORM and SD constructs and how they can be applied. Provision of this text was to enable participants familiarize with the constructs, and to prepare them for the sessions. Materials used in these sessions included; makers, flip charts and an audio recorder. Note that the models provided in this section have been redrawn because flip charts were not easily transferable to the desktop.

7.1.2 Analyzing focus group results

To successfully analyze data collected during the focus group discussions, we used the inductive approach. With this approach, analysis is guided by specific objectives and the procedure is systematic [203]. In this study, the analysis phase comprised of a number of activities e.g. coding, classifying or categorizing of raw data, transcribing of data from audio recorder, looking for emerging patterns etc. One of the most time consuming activity was merging of collected data from different sources i.e. audio recorded data (this had to be transcribed first), questionnaire data (from open ended questions), notes taken by the researcher during the sessions and some comments or remarks some of the participants had put down on their note books during the sessions.

Coding and categorizing of findings

To categorize data, different colored highlighting text makers were used. Each color was used to represent a particular remark/view made by a participant on either the construct/defined ORM-SD relation or GSD step. The essence of categorization was to identify a portion or unit of data as belonging to or representing a common observable fact. Categorization involved giving labels to instances of observable facts found in the collected data. The different phrases, sentences or text that pointed to the same GSD step were given unique codes. Coding is marking pieces of data with symbols, descriptive words or category names. It starts with a summary of the text being examined [203]. The role of coding was to take note of relevant observable facts by collecting examples of these facts and analyzing them in order to find common or different patterns and struc-
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7.1.1 TURE S [11]. To code data, first we used symbols to mark views on a particular constructs, then on the defined relation (i.e. between ORM and SD constructs) and finally with the emerging defined GSD step.

Although there are qualitative data analysis packages like NUD. IST that allow codes to be attached to data and sorted in a variety of ways [161], we coded our data manually. This was because we had little knowledge of their (packages) existence worse still how to use them. Through creating categories and coding of data, conceptual schemes that suit the GSD steps were generated. These schemes helped in comparing existing steps with CLD to ORM steps e.g. ORM’s seven Conceptual Schema Design Procedural (CSDP) steps, to change or delete categories and to organize or order steps. Through coding the researcher was able to create order of participant’s remarks.

Finding patterns and relationships

In order to identify patterns, and relationships that emerged from the collected data, we used the detailed coded data. First, we identified similarities in different sets of data followed by differences. There were cases when the given descriptions could not fit into the given steps. In this case, we put our focus on the secluded data to find explanations as to why the given concepts do not fit the patterns. To clearly have a fully blown portrayal of patterns and relationships of the findings, we moved back and forth. Thus we were able to find revelations, contradictions, and exceptions around a particular step.

Examining and summarizing data

After finding the patterns and relationships in the collected data, we examined the data. The process of examining data was iterative with identification of patterns and relationships. This was because in both phases we were required to compare and contrast each given remark, gauge or determine how the given remarks fit together and identify or create flow in the examined data. By doing so we were able to come up with a summary of data presented in subsection 7.1.3.

This summary comprised of what we learnt, a step by step summary of the ORM-SD relations and a summary of GSD steps that emerged in the collected data. We indicated a few key quotations that illustrate the context in which the participant made his/her suggestion. After this we synthesized our findings across multiple data sources.

7.1.3 Presentation of results

To apply the CLD to ORM steps, we used a case “the process a pregnant woman at a maternity ward goes through at Ugandan hospitals (Intrapartum process in Ugandan Hospitals)” in focus group sessions. This case was used both as an experiment for the application and an evaluation mechanism of the CLD-ORM transformation steps [209]. Case study as defined in [44] is a research strategy which focuses on understanding the dynamics present within a single setting. Case study may involve either single or multiple
cases and numerous levels of analysis [230]. It combines data collection methods such as archives, interviews, questionnaires and observations. To collect case data, we used observation, archives and interviews. In this section, we start by giving more background to the case, then present what transpired in the focus group sessions and finally evaluations and challenges faced during the experiment.

Case: Intrapartum process in Ugandan hospitals

Intrapartum is the time from the onset of true labor until the delivery of the infant or placenta. In this case study we sampled out three Ugandan hospitals. Selection of these hospitals depended on a number of factors; 1) Location, 2) Availability of Health services, 3) Human resource (doctors and nurses), 4) Size of the hospital, 4) Level (grade) of the hospital, 5) Patients received per day etc. We visited all hospitals and the health center (Mukono Health Center, Kawolo Hospital and Mulago Hospital) to observe, note down the process, record details on some activities in these hospitals like; doctor monitoring time, patient arrival time, number of patients received per day, activities in the labor ward, archival data, observe patients day to day behaviors. Data was collected from labor suites only. This was done for a period of three month.

The process: A patient comes to the labor ward with her antenatal card from the antenatal clinic. She queues up. Her waiting time depends on a number of factors which are; her arrival time, the number of patients around and number of nurses on duty. When her turn comes, the nurse on duty takes her history and then examines her. This examination takes approximately 30 minutes for Mukono and Kawolo and 15-20 minutes for Mulago. The nurse establishes the patient’s dilation stage. If the patient is 4cm dilated, she is admitted to the general ward. She only returns for examination if there is any complication or after 4 hours. During this time, after every 30 minutes monitoring of the labor progress, status of the mother and cervical dilation is done. When the patient is 8cm dilate, she is taken to the delivery room. While there, the nurse monitors descending of the head 2 hourly and the sticker. When the patient has 10cm dilate, she is ready to give birth. After delivery, she is taken back to the general labor ward. Normal delivery patients stay at the labor ward for a maximum period of 24 hours and patients who have had caesarian birth stay for a period of 4-7 days. On discharge, the baby is taken for immunization.

First session

In the first session we used an open format to allow group members express their views without openly guiding the direction of the discussion [217]. Participants were given approximately 30 minutes to go through the case described in chapter 6 subsection 6.2.1, methods constructs and ask questions where need be. Thereafter, they were asked to brainstorm and come up with CLD variables that were later used to construct a CLD. During the focus group session, questions like; “Why have a CLD to ORM and not a CLD to Stock and flow and then ORM?”, “Of what importance is it to introduce ORM into the traditional System Dynamics CLD to SFD procedure?” were asked and addressed by the moderator. As the participants identified the different CLD variables, the moder-
ator listed them on a flip chart and were as follows: Arrival time, No of patients available, Number of nurses on duty, Doctors on call, Doctor response time, Patient history, Dilation (4cm, 8cm, 10cm), Delay between dilation, Monitoring time, Labor ward(s), Patient examination time, General labor ward, Antenatal card, Waiting time, Delivery room, Normal progress, Number of beds in the delivery room, Abnormal progress, Normal delivery, Baby immunization, Patients discharged, Patient admissions, Babies born, Admission beds. For some of these variables, consensus building was need which wasted a lot of time. On completing the variable identification process, participants embarked on identifying the influences between or among these variables. In figure 7.4, we present both an incomplete and complete CLD model that were derived during the first and second session respectively. In conclusion to this session, participants suggested that some of

Second session

In the second session, participants started off by completing the partial CLD model presented in figure 7.4. Completing this CLD model did not take a lot of time because part of the model had been developed in session one. After completing the CLD, participants took a break of 10-15 minutes and then embarked on what we refer to as the main problem for this evaluation “transforming a CLD into an ORM model”. Each participant was given a sheet of paper containing steps on how to transform a CLD into an ORM model. Participants were asked to follow the given steps, freely critique each step highlighting weaknesses, strength and make suggestions for improvement.

For step 1 of the CLD-ORM transformation process, the moderator provided participants with a guiding question: Who are the main role player(s) in a given CLD variable? and a sheet of paper to develop their ideas. As participants identified objects in each
Table 7.2: Objects identified from CLD variable names

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Identified objects</th>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Identified objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of nurses on duty</td>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>Birth (net or number of births)</td>
<td>Patient and Nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient arrival</td>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>Patient discharge</td>
<td>Patient, Nurse and Bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients in queue</td>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>Monitoring time</td>
<td>Patient, Nurse and time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available admission beds</td>
<td>Admission bed</td>
<td>Dilation</td>
<td>Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available delivery beds</td>
<td>Delivery bed</td>
<td>Free ward beds</td>
<td>Ward bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time</td>
<td>Patient, Time and Nurse</td>
<td>Admission rate</td>
<td>Patient, Nurse and Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse response time</td>
<td>Nurse and time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient examination time</td>
<td>Patient, Time and Nurse</td>
<td>Admitted Patients</td>
<td>Patient and admission bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient History available</td>
<td>Patient and Patient history</td>
<td>Delay between dilation</td>
<td>Patient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having completed step 1, participants proceed with step 2. In this step participants were asked to group and classify similar objects that existed in each CLD variables. By grouping and classifying similar objects in each CLD variable, a list of different object types was made. At this point participants were very involved in the focus discussion and putting all pieces together was not hard thus this step did not take a lot of time. During this session the following classification were identified; Nurse, patient, time, Antenatal card, Dilation stage, delivery room baby ward bed, patient history and bed. Participants suggested that this step be merged with step 1 because they are much alike.

After completing step 2, participants proceeded with step 3. The guiding questions shown in chapter 6 subsection 6.1.1 step 3 (What role do objects in object type (A) play in object type (A)?; What role do objects in object type (A) play in object type A1,A2,A3,...An?) were read to participants by the moderator.

Participants started by identifying all roles played by objects in the same object type then identified roles played by objects in other object types. As a result fact types between or among object types were identified. This step involved a lot of arguments and most times, building consensus was necessary. Due to these arguments, this step took much more time than all the previous steps. We also noted that for each variable, participants referred to the original CLD model in figure 7.4. In table 7.3 we present some of the results including variable names, derived ORM models and verbalizations.

In conclusion, having participants engage in the CLD development process was of great advantage because they get a better understanding of all variables added to the model. Secondly, participants are more active. Thirdly, participants can easily identify and correct issues in the already developed CLD as they proceeded with the transformation steps which leads to a better and improved CLD. Finally, there are cases (especially in step 3) where participants had different views but were quick to consult the moderator and domain expert. This indicates that, in order to apply these steps both the modeler and
Table 7.3: Some of the results of step 3 discussions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable name</th>
<th>ORM model</th>
<th>Verbalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring time</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Monitoring time ORM diagram" /></td>
<td>Patient is monitored by Nurse for Duration. For each Nurse and Patient, that Patient is monitored by that Nurse for at most one Duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Waiting time ORM diagram" /></td>
<td>Patient waits to be admitted for Duration. Each Patient waits to be admitted for at most one Duration. It is possible that the same Duration is for more than one Patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient history availability</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Patient history ORM diagram" /></td>
<td>PatientHistory is available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse response time</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Nurse response time ORM diagram" /></td>
<td>Nurse responds at Time. It is possible that more than one Nurse responds at the same Time and that the same Nurse responds at more than one Time. Each Time, Nurse combination occurs at most once in the population of Nurse responds at Time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available admission beds</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Available admission beds ORM diagram" /></td>
<td>Each Admission Bed is an instance of Bed. Admission Bed is available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

domain expert need to be present.

**Third session**

Before deciding on whether to merge the models first or constraints, participants had a recap on what transpired in the previous session. Majority of the participants argued to merge the model before adding constraints to avoid repetition of step 4. Their reason was that if they handle step 4 before step 5 they will have to revisit step 4 after the merger.

As a result of the CLD to ORM transformation steps, the ORM model presented in figure 7.5 (with adjustments) is derived. Note that adjustments were made to this model because 1) since a flip chart was used, we had to join different pages to have a complete model thus the model presented in figure 7.5 was reconstructed using NORMA. 2) Some fact types have been changed to give more meaning to the model verbalizations, and 3) after emailed the reconstructed model to participants changes were made and are included in the given model. In table 7.4, we present verbalizations for figure 7.5.

In the interest of time, we did not discuss step by step of the ORM to Stock and Flow Diagram (SFD) transformation steps. However, each participant gave overall remarks on the provided steps. This was possible because we had given them ample time to read and think through the initial steps. The given remarks were noted down by the moderator and for those that had their remarks on paper, they were kind enough to leave them behind. Although participants generally agreed with the ORM to SFD steps, they raised a few concerns. One of the concerns raised was that "at what level/step do we define input
parameters?” The given steps do not state or show at what stage the SFD input parameters are defined. To address this concern, we added new steps to the initially defined steps. This step however cannot stand on its own as defining input parameters is done at every point in the model i.e. every time a new variable is introduced, the parameters have to be defined and these parameters may have an effect on the already defined parameters. Therefore we could not make ‘identification of input parameters’ an independent step instead we state that it is iterative and therefore should be incorporated/integrated within all the defined steps apart from step five.

The second concern was that researchers were limiting converters to fact types with more than one role (binary, ternary fact types etc), this some participants found it to be unrealistic. One of the participants explained as follows: a converter is a decision function. This function receives information, processes it and generates an output inform of action or more information. The converter is usually identified with a specific decision making process and within are quite complex information processing or input parameters. In line with his argument, in [51] Forrester refers to a set of decision makers as ‘players’ whose decisions and actions are coupled. This therefore implies that to a certain extent converts relate to fact types with more than one role because within these fact types are decisions. In [142] Morecroft elucidates Forrester’s statement by using an example of a sales organization. In this example he states that each ‘player’ in that organization is represented by a decision function with information input and output but how these decision functions are coupled is the responsibility of other SFD symbols. Considering Morecroft’s example, a ‘player’ is an object in ORM. Can we assume that each object in an object type has a decision function with information input and output? If so, then there are characteristics of a converter in an object. In conclusion therefore although some participants agreed with step three “Identify all possible converters”, they urged the
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Table 7.4: Verbalizations for figure 7.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORM model Verbalizations</th>
<th>Medical Person assists with births of Baby.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient arrives at LaborWard at Time.</td>
<td>It is possible that more than one Medical Person assists with births of the same Baby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each Time and LaborWard, at most one Patient arrives at that LaborWard at that Time.</td>
<td>and that more than one Baby is birthed by the same Medical Person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient is in queue.</td>
<td>Each Baby, Medical Person combination occurs at most once in the population of Medical Person assists with births of Baby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If some Patient is in queue then that Patient arrives at some LaborWard at some Time.</td>
<td>For each Person, exactly one of the following holds:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Person admits Patient for Duration.</td>
<td>some Baby is that Person;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each Duration and Patient, at most one Medical Person admits Patient for that Duration.</td>
<td>some Medical Person is that Person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient waits to be admitted for Duration.</td>
<td>Medical Person is on duty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each Patient waits to be admitted for at most one Duration.</td>
<td>For each Medical Person and Patient, that Medical Person examines Patient for Duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is possible that the same Duration is for more than one Patient.</td>
<td>Nurse monitors Patient for Duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse responds at Time.</td>
<td>Each Patient is monitored by some Nurse for some Duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is possible that more than one Nurse responds at the same Time and that the same Nurse responds at more than one Time.</td>
<td>for each Patient and Duration, at most one Nurse monitors Patient for that Duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each Time, Nurse combination occurs at most once in the population of Nurse responds at Time.</td>
<td>Patient is at DilationStage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient has AntenatalCard.</td>
<td>Each Patient is at at most one DilationStage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each Patient has exactly one AntenatalCard.</td>
<td>Each DilationStage is for some Patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each AntenatalCard is for exactly one Patient.</td>
<td>It is possible that the same DilationStage is for more than one Patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient has PatientHistory.</td>
<td>Nurse establishes DilationStage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each Patient has exactly one PatientHistory.</td>
<td>It is possible that more than one Nurse establishes the same DilationStage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each PatientHistory is for exactly one Patient.</td>
<td>and that more than one DilationStage is established by the same Nurse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse records PatientHistory.</td>
<td>Each DilationStage, Nurse combination occurs at most once in the population of Nurse establishes DilationStage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each PatientHistory is recorded by exactly one Nurse.</td>
<td>Each DilationStage is established by some Nurse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is possible that the same Nurse records more than one PatientHistory.</td>
<td>Medical Person discharges Patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each Medical Person, exactly one of the following holds:</td>
<td>Each Patient is discharged by at most one Medical Person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some Nurse is that Medical Person;</td>
<td>It is possible that the same Medical Person discharges more than one Patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some Obstetrician is that Medical Person.</td>
<td>Bed is occupied by Patient for Duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baby is a newborn</td>
<td>For each Bed and Duration, Bed is occupied by at most one Patient for that Duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baby is birthed by Patient.</td>
<td>Bed is in DeliveryRoom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each Baby is birthed by exactly one Patient.</td>
<td>Each Bed is in at most one DeliveryRoom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is possible that the same Patient births more than one Baby.</td>
<td>It is possible that more than one Bed is in the same DeliveryRoom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each Bed, exactly one of the following holds:</td>
<td>For each Patient, exactly one of the following holds:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some Admission Bed is that Bed;</td>
<td>that Patient is admitted;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some Delivery Bed is that Bed.</td>
<td>that Patient is discharged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission Bed is occupied.</td>
<td>For each Admission Bed, exactly one of the following holds:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery Bed is occupied.</td>
<td>that Admission Bed is empty;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery Bed is empty.</td>
<td>for each Delivery Bed, exactly one of the following holds:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed is in LaborWard.</td>
<td>that Delivery Bed is empty;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each Bed is in at most one LaborWard.</td>
<td>that Delivery Bed is occupied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is possible that more than one Bed is in the same LaborWard.</td>
<td>for each Delivery Bed, exactly one of the following holds:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each Bed, exactly one of the following holds:</td>
<td>that Admission Bed is occupied;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that Bed is in some LaborWard;</td>
<td>that Bed is occupied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that Bed is in some DeliveryRoom.</td>
<td>for each Delivery Bed, exactly one of the following holds:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

researchers not to limit converters to only fact types with more than one role (unary fact types).

Participants suggested that step five "Create sectors" should be made optional and researchers should clearly state that an SD model can be complete without sectors. As this will help the readers not assume that for any SD model to be complete, it should have sectors yet this is not true.

As a general remark, one participant said that, looking at the existing SD modeling steps for constructing system dynamics models e.g. in [159, 167, 169], conceptu-
alization takes the second position after problem definition. Under conceptualization is where causal loop diagrams are constructed and sometimes this phase involves a number of stakeholders e.g. group modeling [216]. At what point do you think conceptualization should be placed in your new method (GSD)? To respond to this question, the researchers stated that, conceptualization (conceiving an idea) does not only stop at the CLD. Although group modeling to a certain extent addresses some of the issues with SD model conceptualization, it does not address ambiguity and lack of detail in these models (CLDs). Yet, it is because of these issues that transformation of causal loop diagram (CLD) variables into Stock and Flow Diagram (SFD) is hard. The introduction of ORM into the process of transforming CLD into SFDs therefore is of great importance as we stated in chapter 1. We introduce a domain modeling method (ORM) in the process of transforming a CLD into SFD because domain modeling methods help to identify relationships among entities within the scope of the problem domain, provide a structural view of the domain, capture a detailed representation of the system in terms of system elements and their interactions to provide a means of understanding a given scenario and they have a precise and consistent mechanism for conceptualizing reality based on which a stock and flow diagram can be realized [156, 58].

7.1.4 Contributions and challenges

Involving clients in SD model formulation and conceptualization is a technique we borrowed from Group Model Building (GMB) [173, 216]. In our case however, we used a small number of modelers with knowledge on ORM, SD and other modeling methods and not clients as is the case in GMB. We also applied a mixture of modeling techniques e.g. brainstorming, case study etc. during the focus group sessions [166, 216]. The case study technique was used as a subset in the focus group sessions to enable us apply the CLD to ORM transformation steps [173].

New insights and refined steps

During the sessions, a number of views were given. The provided views were used not only to refine the CLD to ORM transformation steps but also to streamline the entire Grounded System Dynamics procedure. In table 7.5, we present the refined CLD to ORM transformation steps, purpose for each step, strengths and weaknesses identified during the application of the steps.

During the evaluations, we noted that the CLD to ORM transformation process is better carried out either in parallel or iteratively and with a domain expert present. The role of the domain expert is to help the modeler clarify the ambiguities found within the CLD variables.
Table 7.5: Refined ORM to CLD steps, strengths and weaknesses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>purpose</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identify object(s) in each variable</td>
<td>stating objects pertaining to a particular CLD variable</td>
<td>- Gives a clear understanding of objects in each variable.</td>
<td>The steps are exhausting if the SD model has numerous variables or complex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Easy to complete.</td>
<td>Takes a lot of participant and moderator time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- CLD variable names are made explicit.</td>
<td>Identified object types need to be further streamlined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Easy for the modulator due to limited involvement in succinct formulation of ideas.</td>
<td>Does not differentiate value types from object types.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Engaging for participants if they have taken part in the CLD modeling process.</td>
<td>Does not work well if participants do not understand the underlying ORM and SD concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Requires a domain expert to be present.</td>
<td>Participants' bias may sift out good ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Produces clear, non-redundant and relevant contributions that lead to refinement of the CLD model.</td>
<td>Consensus building among participants is exhausting for the moderator and takes time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Promotes shared understanding of the SD and ORM constructs among participants.</td>
<td>Hard for participants with limited ORM or SD modeling experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Collect and group (classify) similar objects</td>
<td>Specifying object types in a CLD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Identify and connect roles played by objects in a particular object type a. To other object types b. To objects in the same object type</td>
<td>specifying roles played by objects in each object type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Merge the models</td>
<td>To view the model as a whole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Add all constraints and mandatory roles</td>
<td>To define model boundaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Challenges faced during the validation experiment

We admit that conducting focus sessions gave us immense benefits but there were numerous challenges too. A concern of one participant was that the two methods (SD and ORM) have different underpinned meaning (concepts) which makes defining their relations more complex. For example, in this experiment, the effects of both CLD polarities (positive and negative) and loops (reinforcing and balancing) cannot be represented in ORM. This therefore means that constructs for both methods cannot be exhaustively captured.

Secondly, considering participant’s views during the focus sessions, some participants were either in agreement or disagreement. This made analysis of audio recorded data difficult because the researcher could not easily tell whether participants’ agreement(s) resulted from coercion or proper explanations from the moderator. Thirdly, getting all participants to fit the experiment sessions into their schedules was not an easy task. Therefore we feel that better results would have been reached if a one to one discussion was conducted. Furthermore, the location (Makerere College of Computing and Information Sciences) where these focus sessions were conducted also left a lot to be desired because of the constant power cuts, strikes etc. This led to postponement and rescheduling of sessions hence delays in the overall experiment.

Finally, design research strives to recruit participants that are familiar and are potential users of the study results [204]. By using participants from different backgrounds (by different we mean they had knowledge of either both or one method(s) under study but specialize in one), we were able to note that some of the participants were rigid especially those that were experts in one of the method. They seemed not to want any changes
although they admitted to the weakness in the methods and saw the importance of the study and the arguments between participants during the sessions consumed a lot of time leading to postponement of some activities for the next session.

7.2 Analytical evaluation

Under analytical evaluations, we used structured walkthroughs to receive more concrete feedback on the GSD transformation steps. A structured walkthrough is a step by step review discussion where practitioner(s) divulge faults in a study that may prevent it from achieving its stated aim.

![Overview of the GSD practitioner feedback procedure](image)

In figure 7.6, we present an overview of the GSD practitioner feedback procedure which is made up of three stages. In stage one, we evaluated CLD to ORM transformation steps [209]. This stage was criticized and evaluated by ORM practitioners. In the second stage, the ORM model was transformed into a system dynamics stock and flow diagram [208]. Stage two was critiqued and evaluated by SD practitioners. In the third and final stage we refine the GSD transformation stages. This last stage depends on the results or views received from the previous two steps. We categorized practitioners into two groups so that the resulting model from each phase was critiqued and evaluated by experts in that field. Hence, a careful evaluation of the utility of the artifact was obtained.

7.2.1 Setup of walkthroughs

To allow us have a detailed evaluation, we used bi-lateral structured walkthroughs. Each walkthrough comprised of two persons i.e. the researcher and the practitioner [184]. The walkthroughs were conducted in two main phases. The first phase involved three ORM academicians and two ORM practitioners. The second phase comprised of three SD practitioners. A summary of the walkthrough setup and activities are depicted in table 7.6.

For each given GSD step, the following process was done: Participant evaluated the defined step. If the participant was not content with the defined step, he was asked to give his views before moving to the next step. This feedback was noted down by the
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Table 7.6: Walkthrough setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Walkthrough details</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time requested per session</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents provided before session</td>
<td>Transformation steps and examples (Models)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents provided after session</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of practitioners per session</td>
<td>One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of Practitioners that</td>
<td>Three ORM academicians, two ORM practitioners and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>took part in this experiment</td>
<td>three SD practitioners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Activities at the walkthrough session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Participant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Introduces research problem.</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Explains transformation steps.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Practitioner asks questions to clarify some details if necessary.</td>
<td>Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Practitioner and researcher together go through each step using given</td>
<td>Practitioner and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examples. The practitioner tries them out and makes remarks.</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Researcher records and takes notes where need be.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. On completion of the steps, the practitioner gives his overall remarks</td>
<td>Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on the steps and case contents.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Researcher gives the practitioner an evaluation form. This form has</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>questions which the practitioner answers and hands the evaluation form to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>researcher.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Researcher thanks practitioner and session is concluded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Days after each session, the researcher sends details of the session to</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>practitioner. Here the practitioner is expected to validate the information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before the researcher incorporates in the write-up.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

researcher. After the walkthrough session, the researcher made an assessment of the given feedback. From which one of the following actions were taken:

1. Revise the evaluated step by incorporating the feedback.
2. Create and add a new step
3. Alternate step(s)
4. Delete step

On completion, participants moved to the next step. In case there were no changes to be made to the step (participants were content with the defined step), they immediately moved to the next step. After evaluating all the steps a final and general conclusion was given by the practitioner. After completing all the steps, we gave a questionnaire comprising of 4-5 open ended questions to the practitioner. The questions in this questionnaire focused on relevance, scope, interpretation and measurement (see Appendices B and C). In summary, figure 7.7 depicts walkthrough activities as were executed step by step.

7.2.2 Analysis of walkthrough feedback

To represent how we analyzed walkthrough feedback, we summarize the activities conducted in figure 7.8. To allow us fill in the gaps between the notes taken during the
walkthrough session, we listened to audio recorded feedback for each participant. As we did so, we transcribed all feedback that was relevant to the study. Thereafter, we examined the feedback and sent it to participants (each participant was sent their own transcribed feedback). After sending the transcribed data, we received three types of reactions:

1. Participants who made changes to their transcribed feedback,
2. Participants who did not respond or react to the sent transcribed feedback,
3. Participants that made no changes to their transcribed feedback (said it was okay).

For participants who made changes, we re-examined transcribed feedback to added new insights. On completion, we categorized and combined feedback according to resemblance. For participants that did not respond or react to the sent transcribed data, we assumed that they had nothing to add. Therefore, we used their original feedback (one we collected from walkthroughs) same applies to participants that made no changes to their transcribed feedback. For easy readability and clarity, we re-arranged feedback with respect to GSD steps. Finally, we reported our findings.

### 7.2.3 Presentation of results

In this section, we start off by presenting feedback from ORM practitioners followed by feedback from SD practitioners. Both parties were requested to experiment with the provided GSD steps and apply them to the provided example(s), critically comment on each step and support their answers. Materials used during these sessions included; Paper, pen and an audio recorder. For ORM practitioner sessions, we also provided CLD to ORM transformation steps shown in table 7.7 and CLD model(s).
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#### ORM practitioner feedback

In each session, we first stated the overall aim of the study "combining system dynamics with a domain modeling method (ORM)". Combining SD with a domain method allows us improve SD model conceptualization and reduce on SD model ambiguities [140, 13, 176]. As earlier stated domain modeling methods like ORM help to identify relationships among entities within the scope of the problem domain and provide a structural view of the domain.

![Figure 7.8: A representation of how walkthroughs were analyzed](image)

#### Table 7.7: CLD to ORM transformation steps as provided to ORM experts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Guiding question</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Identify object(s) in each CLD variable.</td>
<td>Who is/are the main role player(s) in a given CLD variable? Who plays a role in this CLD variable?</td>
<td>Role player is a term used in ORM but here we use it as used in natural English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Collect and group (Classify) similar objects.</td>
<td>Each classification is an object type.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Identify and connect roles played by objects in a particular object type a. To other object types b. To objects in the same object type</td>
<td>What role do objects in object type (A) play in object type (A)? What roles do objects in object type (A) play in object type (A, A, A, ...A)?</td>
<td>Where; [A, A, A, ...A] are object types identified in CLD model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Add all constraints and mandatory roles.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Connect all roles from similar object types.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Table 7.7 are the initial CLD to ORM transformation steps as were provided to ORM practitioners. Note that these steps do not cover derived fact types and subtyping. The CLD model in Figure 7.4 worked as an example in the application these steps. The CLD model shown in Figure 7.4 together with the transformation steps in Table 7.7 were given to practitioners a few days to each session date which gave them ample time to familiarize and think through both the models and transformation steps.

In total we conducted eight walkthrough sessions. Five of the walkthrough sessions were with ORM practitioners and three were with SD practitioners. During these sessions, a number of remarks were made and are presented below.

**Feedback from ORM practitioners**

It was interesting to see two out of five practitioners present a global CLD representation shown in Figure 7.9 as their initial interpretation of the CLD to ORM transformation. Their interpretation of the CLD model was a very global representation. They explained this global model as follows; If every variable in a CLD model is depicted as an ORM object type, then it is an object type being influenced by another object type with either a plus (+) or a minus (-) sign. The verbalization for this global representation would then read as follows “every CLD variable influences or is influenced by another CLD variable in a positive or negative way”. Thus for every influence there is an anti symmetric “thing” which prompts the modeler to think of a circular constraint.

![Figure 7.9: A global CLD representation](image)

For step 1 ([Identify object(s) in each CLD variable]), all ORM practitioners agreed that before this step, it is important that the modeler identifies the kind of facts needed. If the modeler starts by identifying objects before having an idea about the kind of facts needed, then (s)he may have all sorts of objects that are not relevant to the problem domain. But if (s)he knows the kind of information required, then it is much easier for him to derive an ORM model.

Secondly, the modeler should have concrete examples of data. For example, in Figure 7.4 variable birth, what is it that the modeler wants to record? Does (s)he want to record that some baby was born at a particular time or the number of births? If a report on the type of data is availed then he would know what kind of data to record. Knowing

---

1 The Intrapartum case was not our first option. But during the first two sessions, ORM practitioners advised us to use a much simpler case because the one we had provided was very complex. With this change, we had to repeat the first two sessions.
that there is an event that occurs which is *birth* of a baby. In ORM, it is important that what the modeler wants to record about a given variable is explicitly stated. More so for variable *birth*, does he want to record when it happened or the name of the baby and the mother who birthed the baby? Just looking at variable *birth* one cannot know the exact data needed. But if the data is shown then the modeler knows what to record and from that, simple English verbalizations are derived. In conclusion, the given *step 1* focuses only on objects yet focus should be on facts first rather than objects. This is so because objects are the ingredients of facts.

Something else we could do to clear the ambiguities in a CLD, is to have a catalogue of terms explaining what the CLD variables mean. For example, looking at variable *free ward beds* does that mean the ward beds that are not occupied? If so then a definition ought to be given so that the modeler knows what ‘free’ really means. What is the difference between *free* and *available*? probably they should be called *available ward beds*, using *free* in a sense of *unoccupied* plus some other condition like the bed being cleaned, broken etc. In ORM we really worry about words say ‘she is free here’ but ‘available there’ since we choose different words may be *free* does not mean the same as *available*. If they do mean the same then we recommend using the same adjective but if they mean something different, it is critical that they are made explicit either in the descriptive paragraphs or in a little terminology column were technical hospital terms used are defined. Another option would be to do this informally in a paragraph.

Figure 7.10: Practitioner identifies objects in a CLD model
In ORM, we decide which facts are simply decided by the case and which facts are derived directly from other facts as part of the procedure. For example from the given CLD, if there are only two types of beds (delivery beds and admission beds) then clearly we have an equation. It would be natural in ORM to specify a derived fact type for the type bed. This would probably be derived from the number of free ward beds because the delivery beds and available admission beds would be fixed. With this remark, practitioners suggested that we include derivation rules. These derivation rules would later guide the modeler in identifying the stock and flow diagram input values. The CLD in figure 7.10 shows the practitioner trying to identify objects in each variable using initials. Thereafter slowly builds the ORM model (see figure 7.11).

Four out of five ORM practitioners found the use of the word ‘role player’ in the guiding question of step 1 confusing because it is a key word in ORM. They said that clarification on the use of this word (role player) may be required for the ORM community. Steps 1, 2 and 3 are quite clear but the order of steps 4 and 5 should be reversed because a lot more work is done if all constraints are added in step 4 before merging the model or the steps should be conducted in parallel. Finally, step 5 should be rephrased from ‘Connect all roles from similar object types’ to ‘Merge similar object types, or Integrate/merge the models or View integration’.

In conclusion, coming up with an ORM model from the given steps may require
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the modeler to keep the stock and flow diagram in mind because as a result of the ORM model, there must be a dynamic model. This means that during the modeling process, the modeler must have a quantitative view in mind. Normally in ORM modeling, this is not needed at all because the quantities are derivable fact types and interest is in individuals. The normal ORM way is an instance view i.e. modeling relationships between instances yet in SD we do not have to model relationships between instances.

Finally, note that information in a single causal loop diagram cannot be captured in a single database. This therefore means that for proper underpinning of SD with ORM, there may be need to integrate or merge different data sources (databases) [124].

ORM questionnaire feedback

At the end of each walkthrough session, a questionnaire with four questions was handed to each practitioner for answering. The questions in this ORM questionnaire focused on CLD to ORM transformation steps’ relevance, coverage/scope, measure and interpretation. In table 7.8, we present a summary of responses received and the questions asked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Ex</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>NI</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How relevant are the CLD to ORM transformation steps?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Do the given steps provide enough information on how to derive an ORM model from a Causal Loop Diagram?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Overall how would you rank the CLD to ORM transformation steps?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Are the steps given easy to understand or interpret? If NO what do you think should be added to improve the given steps?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first question, we wanted to know how relevant the CLD to ORM transformation steps were. Three out of five practitioners accepted that the given steps were relevant and the other two practitioners said they needed to be further improved. For the second question, two of the practitioners accepted that the provided steps give enough information on how to derive an ORM model from a causal loop diagram. The other three said that the steps needed to be further improved by either adding the derivation rules or more explanations. For the third question, one practitioner said that overall the CLD to ORM transformation steps were excellent, two practitioners said they were acceptable and the other two said they need to be further improved. For the fourth question, all practitioners found the provided steps easy to understand. Please note that we have not added most of the remarks given for each question. This is because we want to avoid recurrence of remarks since most of the reasons given were already stated during the walkthrough session and appear in subsections 7.2.3 and 7.3 respectively.
Revised CLD to ORM transformation steps

Basing on the given remarks in subsection 7.2.3, we now present the revised CLD to ORM transformation steps in table 7.9. In this table, we see that the number of steps has increased from five to six steps. This is because practitioners suggested that as a first step, facts should be defined before objects since objects are ingredients of facts. Secondly, the order of the last two steps has been reversed because practitioners said that if these steps are to be left as they were presented in table 7.7, the modeler would have to carry out the task of adding constraints twice i.e before the merger and after the merger. Every time a building block is added to another block, fact types and verbalization change this implies that the previously defined facts need to be revised hence, double work for the modeler. Furthermore, step five in table 7.7 has been changed from “Connect all roles from similar object types” to “Merge similar object types”. This is so because practitioners claim that steps make more sense and are more explicit when presented that way.

Table 7.9: Improved CLD to ORM transformation steps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refined CLD to ORM Steps</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. State all facts pertaining to a given problem domain.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Document or make all variable names explicit by using either a catalogue or domain expert.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Since all information in a CLD model cannot be captured in one database consider using multiple databases. At the end, we may be required to merge the data sources in order to have at a complete CLD model.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Identify object(s) for each CLD variable</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Make a list of all objects relating to each CLD variable. While listing these objects the modeler should keep in mind that the influence links in the CLD model may help in cases where the variable names are inexplicit.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. For each CLD variable, the modeler should be able to answer this question “who are the main role player(s) [actor] in a given CLD variable?” This helps in identifying objects contained in each CLD variable.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Collect and group (Classify) similar objects (each classification is an object type)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. All objects identified in the previous step should be grouped to define object types.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Define the type (class) of objects in each category e.g. is it a value type or an object type and state the properties for each classification (object type). Note that all variables identified should be represented irrespective of how often they appear.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Identify and connect roles played by objects in a particular object type</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. To other object types</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What roles do objects in object type (A), play in object type (A, A_1, A_2, A_3, \ldots, A_n) (A_1 / A_2 / A_3, \ldots, A_n) are object types identified in CLD model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. To objects in the same object type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What role do objects in objects in object type (A) play in object type (A)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Define all derivable facts and state their formulas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Merge the models</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Here the modeler is expected to gradually add the different blocks until a full blown model is reached or obtained. Note that step six and five can be done concurrently depending on the size of the model.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Add all constraints and mandatory roles</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As already stated this step can be done in parallel with step five but a thorough check should be done after merging the model to verify its validity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

System dynamics practitioner feedback

Prior to system dynamics practitioner sessions, participants were emailed a document containing a running example of the ORM to SFD transformation steps and ORM to SFD
relations. As a running example in these sessions we used a brief paper submission process example in subsection 4.1. ORM and SD element used in this section are defined in chapter 4 but for a detailed treatment of these elements see [77, 193] respectively.

**Feedback from SD practitioners**

In step 1 (Identify all possible stocks), looking at one of the ORM examples provided, 'paper' would be taken as a unit of measurement that flows through some chain and the different states as different stocks in this chain (unary roles). This can be represented as a co-flow. A subset is a parable example of a typical co-flow structure. From the given example academics can do more than one thing at a time (act as both authors and reviewers) in a parallel structure or Sequential structure (see practitioner's representation in figure 7.12). Although Researchers equate a role to a stock, from the given definition of object types they also have some characteristics of a stock. But since the methods are not seemingly similar maybe one should consider using the ORM element that is most similar to stocks. Identifying stocks is a good start because the modeler gets to know the type of quantifications there are in a model before thinking of how they influence each other.

In step 2 (Identify all relevant flows connecting to each stock), every flow has a time coefficient and associated operations that change its population but this is something we do not see in ORM. Therefore, equating an object type to a flow seems unrealistic.
It should instead be equated to an operation that controls a flow but this is not modeled in ORM. We therefore suggest an extension of ORM modeling with a model of dynamic aspects (e.g. similar to methods and state chart diagrams in UML) as an intermediary step. Due to lack of a relation to the flow mechanism that depreciates or increases a stock, we cannot say that a purely static method can capture all data of a dynamic method even when there has been an extension of ORM with dynamic properties ORM \[74, 77, 5, 6\]. However, what the researchers have done is relate object types to flows because of their quantities, their capability to connect different roles plus through them different object types can be connected. Most times steps 1 and 2 are carried out concurrently or in parallel. This is because when a stock is identified, the modeler may find it appropriate to also identify some of the flows relating with that stock.

In step 3 (Identify all possible converters); it is natural that after steps 1 and 2, converters should be identified although in principle we can make a full SD model with only stocks and flows, but this would mean that all the difficult calculations are placed in the flow equations. We do not want to do that here because we want to make the intermediate steps clear.

Something else that should be referred to here are exogenous variables. An exogenous variable comes from outside the model, has an impact on the model but is not impacted by anything inside the model. It is independent and determined by an outside source that has influence to a system or model e.g. the interest rate is determined by the government but has a great influence on the bank services. Exogenous variables are added to an SD model to calculate certain ‘things’ in a model. They can either be constants or time series. However, SD people prefer to have exogenous variables as constants for example, if the interest rate is two percent it should remain that way throughout the model run. But if the modeler wants to make a model that is more exact e.g. applied problems in real organizations (s)he can get the time series of the development in the last 10 years and just paste it in that variable and get something that works. But normally SD people do not like this approach or way of working, they prefer that the system generates the real fluctuations of the feedback. If an auxiliary variable that does exactly ‘this’ is added, then it will result in a lot of random ‘things’ and one may not be able to see the effect of the feedback in principle auxiliaries could be time lines.

Step 4 (Identify all possible connectors or information links) is by far the most difficult step of all because here we define how these decisions are made in the flows. Very often an information link is added from the stock to the related flows because only something which is in there can actually flow out and only something that is in the stock before or flow can actually flow in. Once we have the stock and flow structure, much of the information links and converters come naturally because somehow the flows have to be controlled and this control is done by time coefficient and by the value of the stocks related to the flows. While referring to the different types of connectors (action connectors with a dashed line and information connectors with a solid line), the practitioners said that there is an exception that is allowed in Vensim which is that at time zero, a startup value is needed for a stock. This value can be got by connecting all those things in the model onto a stock but when this is done, the arrow going into the stock becomes a dashed arrow too.
The sectors in SD are an informal notation inform of making things easier to understand but there is really no need to have these sectors. Therefore they are not required in the SD model as such.

In conclusion, there are light spots in both methods and the given examples can partly be translated but we are coming to border that there is something extra in ORM and in SD therefore they are not completely overlapping. The purpose of these steps therefore is to define the visual display of the model. If we were to look at the input parameters into the model then we may need more steps because the five steps lead to a picture and we need the details (input parameter guide) for example, what does variable paper depend on to be rejected or accepted? And that is more complex as it is but may be that is not information captured in this form but information captured from the domain expert. Secondly, in ORM we seem not to have flows explicitly and some of the given roles are mutually excluded thus in a stock and flow diagram, we would have a sequence and that is probably the dynamic aspect (time aspect).

Finally, about the naming of variables; names for some variable say; ‘accepted paper’ would be better referred to as accepting papers; reviewing papers instead of reviewed papers this way of naming variables makes it clear that it is something that happens all the time. Note that accepting papers could also be a name of a stock. Secondly, the converter names (paper writing, paper submission, paper reviewing,....etc) used in the model sound more like flows e.g. ‘paper writing’ may be a flow into ‘written papers’ and ‘paper submission’ may be a flow for ‘submitted papers’ etc. therefore it is not convincing to the SD modeler when represented as converters. It is very important we think of stocks in terms of nouns and flows as verbs.

**System dynamics questionnaire feedback**

At the end of each session, practitioners were given a questionnaire with five questions. In table 7.10, we present a summary of the results obtained from those questionnaires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Ex</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>NI</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How relevant are the ORM to SFD transformation steps?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Do the given steps provide enough information on how to derive an SFD from an ORM model?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Overall how would you rank the ORM to SFD transformation steps?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Are the steps given easy to understand or interpret?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If NO what do you think should be added to improve the given steps?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Do you think that object role modeling is a good starting point for the construction of SFDs?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: Ex: Excellent; ACC: Acceptable; NI: Needs Improvement

For question 1, out of the three practitioners, one said that the ORM to SFD transformation steps were relevant to the development of the SD model but to solve problems for clients they would depend on the context. Another one practitioner said they were acceptable and one said there was need for improvement because identifying stocks from roles can be understood but there is need for a better explanation.
For question 2, two practitioners accepted that the given steps provide enough information on how to derive an SFD from an ORM model. One practitioner said there was need for improvement. In his reaction to the question he said that in principle he agrees but it must be made clearer which elements in ORM are translated into which SD elements.

For question 3, all practitioners agreed that ORM to SFD transformation steps needed to be further improved. They advised the researchers to be more explicit on what can be transformed and what cannot. For question 4, two practitioners agreed that the steps were easy to understand and interpret but one practitioner disagreed. He said the steps were not ‘yet’ easy to understand and interpret because they depend a lot on domain knowledge. For question 5, all practitioners agreed that ORM is a good starting point for the construction of stock and flow diagrams. They said that it offers some aspects which one needs to consider when constructing an SFD, facilitates communication with IT people but for simulation of SD model (full formalization) more information is needed.

Revised ORM to SFD transformation steps

[Step 1:] Identify all possible stocks and define their input values: As practitioners said there are two ORM elements (a role and an object type) that relate to a stock. To make this explicit we have come up with control parameters to show all possible choices of option for each ORM to SFD step. The control parameters include; RolesObjectStock (ROS) and UnaryStock (US) to be applied in steps 1; SectorObject (SO) and NoSectorObject (NSO) to be applied in step 5. In steps 2, 3 and 4 there are no control parameters need. In summary figure 7.13 represents all control parameters plus identified choices of options for ORM to SFD steps.

These control parameters are explained as follows;

- *RoleObjectStock (ROS):* In this control parameter, all roles and object types are mapped to stocks. Therefore, the total number of stocks in ROS is equal to the total number of roles plus the total number of object types in a given ORM model.
7.2. ANALYTICAL EVALUATION

Therefore: \( \text{Pop}(ROS) = (\text{Pop}(R_i) \cup \text{Pop}(O_k)) \). Where; \( \text{Role} = R_i =: i = 1...n \) and \( \text{Objecttype} = O_k =: k = 1...n \);

- \textit{UnaryStock (US)}: In this control parameter, only unary fact types are mapped to stocks. This is because objects held by a unary fact type relate to one object type. In order for one to derive a stock from an object type, a unary fact type should be connected to it. This unary fact type acts as a container that holds all objects within that object type but in a different state. The total number of stocks in \textit{UnaryStock} is therefore equal to the total number of unary fact types in a given ORM model. That is: \( \text{Pop}(US) = (\text{Pop}(U_f)) \). Where; \( \text{Unaryfacttype} = U_f =: f = 1...n \);

- \textit{SectorObject (SO)}: This control parameter means that an object type plus roles connected to that object type are mapped to a sector. Therefore the total number of sectors is equal to the total number of object types in a given ORM model. That is: \( \text{Pop}(SX) = \text{pop}(O_k) \). Where; \( \text{Stock} = S \) and \( \text{Sector} = S_x =: x = 1...n \);

- \textit{NoSectorObject (NSO)}: This control parameter means that an object type plus roles connected to that object type are not mapped to a sector. Therefore, there are no sectors introduced in the final SD model.

[Step 2:] Identify all relevant flows connecting to each stock and define their input values:

Since participants neither agreed nor rejected the relation of flows to object types, we decided to keep the relation as originally defined but instead use the control parameters given in step 1 and the two choices of option defined below to guide on when to use object types and unary fact types as stocks or flows\(^2\). We identified two options (\textit{progressive refinement} and \textit{pure mapping}) for deriving an SFD model from an ORM model.

As already stated, for \textit{progressive refinement}, a first draft model is created and progressively elements of that model are replaced by others. As depicted in figure 7.13, step 1 of \textit{progressive refinement}, both an object type and a role are mapped to a stock. Here each role is independently represented as a stock because a role played by an object type contains similar properties and it relates to one object type. We also map object types to stocks because they hold objects. Qn: How can we map one ORM element to two SD elements? This issue is cleared if one follows the steps and uses the provided control parameters.

For \textit{pure mapping}, elements are generated only when one is sure that they are the right ones. In figure 7.13 step 1 of \textit{pure mapping}, only unary fact types are mapped to SD stocks. This is because unary fact types do correspond to properties of the entity type that allow defining of sub-types and they contain properties specific to an object type although these properties are in a different state. Due to change(s) in the properties of unary fact types, in \textit{pure mapping}, the objects in an object type do not make a stock but it is the objects in a unary fact type that make a stock. This is because the objects in a unary fact type are in an independent state to which some of the objects in an object type take part and while they are in this state, they relate with only one object type. This means that unary fact types from one object type have similar objects but in different state. Here we

\(^2\)These two options were first introduced in chapter 5
note that step 2 can be done concurrently with step one i.e. the derived model(s) may be sequentially presented or in parallel.

[Step 3:] Identify all possible converters and define their input values: As we already stated there are two types of converters (auxiliary and constant). In this step however we also include exogenous variables as advised by different practitioners. For more explanation see subsection 7.2.3 step three, third paragraph. While conducting this step, it is important that the modeler considers the ORM derivation rules and interacts with the domain expert to guide him as he identifies or defines the input parameters.

[Step 4:] Identify all possible connectors (information links) and connect/link them to required flows, converters and stocks: As practitioners said this step defines how decisions in the model are made. It is therefore very difficult to have guidelines on how to identify information links but it is important that the problem is well stated, proper derivation rules are given and a domain expert is present for any further clarifications. Note that, for every connection made, input values for the variable at the arrow tip change. Therefore they should be redefined.

[Step 5:] Create sectors: Here we propose that this step is made optional as practitioners said, it does not affect the model in anyway.

In conclusion, since practitioners found all the steps simple and relevant except for step five, we have not made a lot of changes but instead added a few pointers to guide the modeler. Secondly, as one practitioner put it, these steps can only lead to a picture of a stock and flow model. In our further works therefore, we are going to add more steps that cover how to define input parameters in a stock and flow model, what constraints or measure(s) should be taken and also show how ORM decomposition helps in defining the stock and flow input parameters.

Limitations

It would be elegant for us to further evaluate the Revised Ground System Dynamics steps however, we did not do so. This was due to a number of reasons:

- Since we had received feedback/views from experts in ORM and SD on changes to incorporate in the GSD transformation steps, it would make no sense for us to reevaluate the new steps without addressing their concerns. We therefore decided to first of all take care of the stated suggestions before reevaluating the GSD method. For example, one of the comments we received from SD practitioners was to show how this new method (GSD) improves conceptualization of the SFD input parameters. “The purpose of these steps therefore is to define the visual display of the model. If we were to look at the input parameters into the model then we may need more steps because the five steps lead to a picture and we need the details (i.e. input parameter guide)”. To address this concern/observation, we came up with a decomposition mechanism presented in chapter 8. In doing so we introduce a method to extend ORM with an integrated mechanism to describe object type behavior. This mechanism allows for decomposition in the description of object type behavior.
7.3. DISCUSSION AND REFLECTIONS ON GSD PROCEDURE

- Secondly, during the evaluations, participants were sent their transcribed data for more scrutiny. Thus allowing them to alter, add and delete whatever they thought was irrelevant or relevant. As represented in figure 7.8 section 7.2.2, we did not receive much response. That is to say, some of the participants did not make any changes or worse still acknowledge receipt of the transcribed data/feedback. This made us conclude that the transcriptions sent to them exhaustively covered what they had to say or they were too busy to respond to our request. To obtain better results, we were of the view that we use the same participants (experts). This is because they are already familiar with our research study and therefore it would be easy for them to see mistakes, improvements and thus give conclusive evaluations or make suggestions for further improvement.

- Further still, to systematically reevaluate the refined GSD steps, would require ample time (i.e. identify participants, send them requests, if response is positive schedule appointments which in most cases are weeks or months apart etc.) and funds. Yet the researcher’s study time had elapsed and the remaining funds were insufficient. Therefore we could not continue with the reevaluation of the refined GSD transformation steps. As one of the future works in chapter 10 section 10.3, we suggest that a field evaluation before implementing this method be done. This kind of evaluation (field) will enable the researcher gauge the applicability, ease of use of the method and have a clear ‘picture’ of what to do next.

7.3 Discussion and reflections on GSD procedure

In subsection 7.2.3 and 7.2.3 respectively, we have presented practitioners’ views on GSD transformation steps. In their feedback they made a few suggestions that we have used to improve the GSD transformation steps. Minus what we have presented in the previous sections, we now present general reflections and discussions on the GSD method inline with the two methods entailed (ORM and SD). For each paragraph, we use a common terminology or phrase to highlight the content in that paragraph.

Use of a domain expert: Both ORM and SD practitioners agreed that having a domain expert during the application of the GSD steps is important because the domain expert helps to clear the ambiguities with the CLD variables (ORM practitioners) and in defining stock and flow input parameters (SD practitioners). However, ORM practitioners further said that, in the absence of a domain expert, the researcher should provide a catalogue of terms explaining each variable name and concrete examples of data. This would help the modeler understand the underlying meaning of the stated CLD variables. For example in step 1, it is difficult to state what an object is for variables like ‘birth’, ‘dilation’ etc. such variables may require a modeler to have more abstract steps.

Populating the ORM model: Putting the system dynamics way of working in perspective requires a mechanism on how to populate ORM object types. This is because there are instances in an object type that may not be playing a role at a point in time. However, ORM being a static method this cannot be achieved. Therefore capturing all information in a CLD into an ORM model may be difficult. On the other hand system dy-
Representation of Soft variables: The issue of how to represent soft variables is not only in ORM but also exists in SD. If a soft variable is key in the model then the modeler has to find a way of representing it. In SD, what is normally done is operationalize the variable by giving it a unit of measure since there is no systematic way of doing it. But that means model reliability is compromised when it comes to simulation of results. Combining soft variables with hard variables in ORM is equally a significant challenge. This therefore raises doubts that all cases (with soft and hard variables) can be successfully combined. Secondly, contiguous entities like masses, amounts of matter etc cannot be represented in an ORM (ER, UML) model unless a specific technical treatment is given to it [66]. This is because ORM is used for structural domain modeling i.e. ORM model types as collections of individuals which can be individuated, are countable and have a definite identity [67]. System Dynamics on the other hand is typically used to model, dynamics of the domain and not necessarily involving the flow of countable discrete entities (that is why converters contain information inform of equations or values that can be applied to stocks, flows, and other converters in the model).

Suggested routes of option: During the structured walkthrough sessions, three of the ORM practitioners suggested a different route of option. This route is represented with letter X in figure 7.14. In the same figure we present option S as the traditional system dynamics route were a domain expert views the real world, interprets it in his mental model, then transforms it into a CLD and finally into a stock and flow diagram. However, route S is not obligatory in system dynamics. Depending on the use of the model, a modeler may opt to have CLDs only, skip the CLD to SFDs or have both under one model. In this study, we have used option G were the researchers came up with examples and a case study to help practitioners apply the GSD procedural steps and to have a clear understanding of how concepts in the two methods relate.

From the given case (option G) a CLD model is derived first and then transformed into an ORM model and finally into an SFD model. During the structured walkthrough sessions, some of the participants said that, although the opted route (option G) represents a good way of underpinning SD with ORM, route X would be optimal and less time consuming. This is because it is much easier to have all facts in a given case stated in an ORM model and variable names made explicit before embarking on the CLD model. Since most of the ambiguities are cleared during the construction of an ORM model, it would be reasonable to move directly to a stock and flow model or to work in parallel. Note that opting for route G the modeler may have to rename some CLD variables as he derives the ORM model hence duplication of tasks (activities). Furthermore, practitioners found route X most convenient, they urge that it would be more appropriate to have an SFD on completing the ORM model instead of the CLD. This is because by using ORM’s derivation rules the modeler would easily identify the SFD input parameters. Finally, since in SD it is important to think of stocks in terms of nouns and flows as verbs [27],

[3]Soft (fuzzy) variables are intangible and can be quantified but not precisely measured. For soft variables numerical metrics and data are not available e.g. expectations, perceptions, satisfaction etc [193].

[4] Hard variables can be precisely measured and, their quantitative metrics and numerical data are available [193].
ORM’s capability to automatically verbalize its diagrams into pseudo natural language sentences would be helpful [100].

7.4 Conclusions

Evaluation is a systematic assessment of the study in order to obtain useful feedback about the study [205]. In this study, we evaluated the GSD method in two phases. First, we evaluated the CLD to ORM transformation steps using experimental evaluation. Thereafter we evaluated the ORM to SFD transformation steps using analytical evaluation methods [86]. The two evaluation methods chosen complement each other because they overlap and crosscheck assessments of the perceptions of participants involved. To conduct GSD evaluations different factors were put into consideration;

1. Participants to take part in the evaluations and what their roles were: This was one of the key points in our evaluations because the subject (methods) we were discussing (combining) required a level of expertise in the methods (ORM ad SD). It was therefore important that we inform our participants why they were chosen and what we expect of them. For the experimental evaluations we used modelers who were using system dynamics and those using ORM in a focus group setting (not necessarily experts) and for analytical evaluation we used only experts and practitioners from both fields. This enabled us to establish the degree to which perceptions were shared, evaluate the relations in both methods and evaluate the GSD methodology.

2. What techniques to use during the evaluations: In our case we used a number
of techniques. In the experimental and analytical evaluations, we used qualitative techniques and for the simulation and update behavior we used a quantitative technique. In the qualitative technique, we aimed at gathering an in-depth understanding of the problem domain and reasons governing participant's choice of action thus investigating the why and how of participant's decision(s). In the quantitative technique, we aimed at developing and employing mathematical formulas, theories and hypotheses pertaining to the problem domain [136, 201]. The process of quantifying the stock and flow diagram is central to quantitative research because it provides the fundamental connection between empirical observation and mathematical expression of quantitative relationships.

3. Communication is another key factor: Communication occurs at different levels and involves a number of factors e.g. how to initiate or make the first contacts with the participants, how to manage disappointments (reject to take part in the experiment), how to handle feedback from participants, how to make sense of the feedback, how to manage participants during evaluation sessions, how to communicate with participants and how to dialogue with them during and after the experiments etc. all these and more are discussed in [92, 93, 91, 94]. In our case communication was very important because participants were from different background e.g. practitioners, academics etc and their way of working was different. It was therefore important that we were explicit in our communications. Secondly, it was important that our research problem was stated early enough and how long our experiments were to take to enable us receive concrete feedback.

4. Number of participants to take part in each evaluation: Knowing the number of participants is very important because it enables the researcher make decisions on who to contact (take part in the experiment), make clear plans on how to manage the evaluations, approximate the time (s)he may require to complete each evaluation, make preparations for analysis of the feedback etc. Hence better management of the entire evaluation process. In our case, since we used different evaluation methods, choosing participants depended on their familiarity with the methods and expertise. For experimental evaluations we had eight participants and for analytical evaluations we also had eight participants.

5. Location were to conduct the evaluations and why: In our case we conducted our evaluations in two different countries (Uganda and The Netherlands). The case study and experimental evaluations were conducted from Uganda because it was easier for the researcher(s) to work in an environment where they felt confirmable (understands the local language and can easily communicate with other people especially with the case study) and analytical evaluations were conducted from the Netherlands because most of the experts were in Europe and internet facilities are good for Skype meetings.

6. How to manage feedback: A lot has been discussed about feedback and analysis of findings from groups of participants [216, 214, 114, 16]. In our case we applied some of these approaches described in literature to manage our findings. Unlike most scholars, our approach involved different techniques because we used different evaluation methods for each phase. As already stated for experimental evalu-
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In our approach, we used the focus group approach [16, 114, 194]. This approach has some similarities with the Group Model building approach exhibited by Vennix in [216]. In his approach, he involves a number of stakeholders (modelers in our case) in the modeling process showing how he arrives at the final model. For analytical evaluations we used structured walkthroughs because we wanted to get practitioner’s and expert’s opinion on the GSD steps in a one to one discussion. Analyzing data from these evaluations was tedious because audio recorders were used. After each session, we had to listen to the recordings, a number of times before reporting our findings. These recordings however, enabled us tap into different negotiations and participant’s views on different constructs.

Often practitioners from system dynamics have compared their approaches and discussed their methodological assumptions [49, 118, 115, 97], therefore this way of working is not new. In this chapter, we have presented feedback from both SD and ORM practitioners on the GSD transformation steps. The views provided were either insights or suggestions for improvement. One important result of this study however, is to obtain a formal model that can generate empirical behavior. This formal model should allow modelers understand and explain how the behavior is generated from the supposed structure. Therefore the role of this study is not only to underpin SD with ORM but also to a certain extent, explain and understand how this behavior is generated. This directly involves making connection with the way in which ORM represents real systems. In our next chapter therefore, we come up with a mechanism to improve SD model conceptualization through understanding object update behavior. This enables us achieve a complete study and analysis on underpinning SD with a domain modeling method ORM.
Chapter 8

Update behaviors and simulations

This chapter builds on results from chapter 4 and 7. During the evaluation of the GSD method, one of the practitioners said that “If we are to look at the input parameters into the SFD model then we may need more steps because the ORM to SFD provided five steps lead to a picture”. Basing on this remark, we came up with chapter 8. In this chapter, we use examples and the ORM model derived from a case “Intrapartum process in Ugandan Hospitals” already presented in chapter 7 to study the behaviors, and derive more steps for the Grounded System Dynamics (GSD) method by defining stock and flow diagram input parameters, and analyze simulation outputs. One of the goals of this study is to improve System Dynamics (SD) model conceptualization. Understanding the simulations and update behaviors of a system dynamics model at a conceptual level provides a critical means for achieving this goal. To understand what update behavior is all about, one needs to define the two terms involved separately and thereafter merge them to give us a clear definition of update behavior. Update is the act of changing something to bring it up to date and behavior is a value that changes over time. Behavior is reusable when applied to an object i.e. it causes it to respond to user input in meaningful patterns or to operate independently. Update behavior therefore is the act of changing an object with focus on the observable relationship between or among objects with respect to the environment. The main results of this chapter are:

1. A complete theoretical founding of the method of this thesis

2. Allowing quantitative analysis at the level of ORM reasoning

3. The formal transformation rules from ORM into SD
8.1 Object behavior

First, we describe the behavior of single objects. To clarify our descriptions, we use examples showing how states are derived from properties of an object. We also extend ORM to show how various levels of abstraction can be seen using the decomposition mechanism. To demonstrate applicability, we use the “Intrapartum process in Ugandan Hospitals” case to relate our views with an actual scenario. On completion, we also discuss the influencing transitions and simulation outcome.

In this thesis we propose an extension of ORM with the behavioral description of object types, that allows decomposition to master schema complexity. With respect to decomposition, the data modeling technique PSM ([89]) introduces the schema type as a mechanism for decomposition. Besides PSM introduces the grammar type for semi-structured data, allowing the PSM schema to be extended with a grammatical description (which can be compared to a DTD in XML). However, PSM does not cater for the behavioral description of objects. In [26] abstraction layers for data modeling are introduced at a more fundamental level. Several additional methods have been proposed to combine data modeling with behavioral descriptions, such as state charts (see for example [79]). UML (see for example [46]) offers modeling techniques for many aspects of software development, such as a data model and behavior description. PSM\(^2\) ([55]) is an action-based approach to model an application domain, starting from a sample behavioral description (called a logbook, see [210]). PSM\(^2\) does not have a mechanism for decomposition in the behavioral description of object types.

In this thesis we introduce a method to extend ORM with an integrated mechanism to describe object type behavior. This mechanism allows for decomposition in the description of object type behavior. Note that ORM, seen as an extension of PSM, also offers decomposition for grouping object types into meaningful clusters, and the extension with semi-structured data.

8.1.1 Conceptual description for objects

As explained in section 4.1, we use ORM to provide a conceptual description of object types and their relations. In [55] the modeling technique PSM\(^2\) is introduced as an extension of PSM (nowadays more generically referred to as ORM). PSM\(^2\) is based on a description of the application domain in terms of action types rather that fact types as in ORM. By concentrating on the roles attached to each object type, the state transitions for that object type are described in PSM\(^2\). By adding an ordering on those roles, the so-called life model for that object type is obtained.

8.1.2 States and transitions

In this thesis the approach is based on conventional fact-based ORM but extended to cover some of the aspects of PSM\(^2\). We assume that each state of an object is derivable from its (modeled) properties. As a consequence, each state can be described by some information
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descriptor (see section 4.1). A base for an object type describes a set of possible states for that object type. Note that an information descriptor \([87, 90]\) can be seen as a path through a conceptual schema, describing a relation between its starting and its ending object type.

In this thesis we restrict ourselves to homogeneous information descriptors (see \([90]\)) meaning that the descriptor has both a unique starting point and a unique ending object type. This is explained as follows. Let \(\text{Start}(D)\) be the set of starting points of information descriptor \(D\) and \(\text{End}(D)\) its set of ending points. Furthermore, we use \(\text{Top}(X)\) to denote the pater familias of the object type hierarchy to which object type \(X\) belongs (see \([87]\)). We call an information descriptor \(D\) homogeneous if (1) all object types in \(\text{Start}(D)\) have the same pater familias (referred to as \(\text{Top}(\text{Start}(D))\)), and (2) all object types in \(\text{End}(D)\) also have the same pater familias (referred to as \(\text{Top}(\text{End}(D))\)). Then the evaluation of \(D\) at point of time \(t\) leads to the pairs of object instances \((x, y)\) such that \(x \in \text{Pop}_t(\text{Top}(\text{Start}(D)))\) and \(y \in \text{Pop}_t(\text{Top}(\text{End}(D)))\) that are related via the \(D\) (see \([157]\)).

In section 4.3.2 we introduced the notion of conceptual base. A conceptual base is a set of information descriptors, where each information descriptor of a conceptual base describes a typical state of its starting object type. We will call \(\mathcal{D}\) a base for object type \(X\) if all descriptors in \(\mathcal{D}\) start from object type \(X\):

\[
\forall D \in \mathcal{D} \ [\text{Top}(\text{Start}(D)) = X]
\]

Base \(\mathcal{D}\) is called complete for object type \(X\) if at each point of time \(t\):

\[
\bigcup_{D \in \mathcal{D}} \text{Pop}_t(D) = \text{Pop}_t(X)
\]

In that case we will call the descriptors in \(\mathcal{D}\) elementary states for object type \(X\). So for a complete base \(\mathcal{D}\) at each moment each instance of \(X\) is in precisely one of the elementary states in \(\mathcal{D}\). Besides elementary states, we also have compound states. Basically, a compound state is a grouping of (elementary or compound) states. This leads to a hierarchy of states. Let \(\mathcal{S}\) be the set of all (elementary and compound) states. The nature of \(\mathcal{S}\) is described by the following rules. Since \(\mathcal{D}\) is complete, we have:

**S-1** \(\mathcal{D} \subseteq \mathcal{S}\).

The hierarchy of states is represented by the relation \(\text{SubState}\), where \(\text{SubState}(x, y)\) is representing the fact that \(x\) is a substate of \(y\). The hierarchical structure is enforced by the following rules:

**S-2** \(\neg \text{SubState}(x, x)\)

**S-3** \(\text{SubState}(x, y) \land \text{SubState}(y, z) \Rightarrow \text{SubState}(x, z)\)

States without decomposition are elementary. We will use \(\text{Elem}(x)\) to denote state \(x\) being elementary, abbreviating \(\neg \exists y [\text{SubState}(y, x)]\). Based on this abbreviation we have:

**S-4** \(\text{Elem}(x) \iff x \in \mathcal{D}\)

To express that \(x\) is a direct substate of \(y\) we use \(\text{SubState}_1(x, y)\) which is an abbreviation for \(\text{SubState}(x, y) \land \neg \exists z [\text{SubState}(x, z) \land \text{SubState}(z, y)]\). States can be in at most one direct decomposition:
S-5 SubState\(_1\)(x, y) \land SubState\(_1\)(x, z) \Rightarrow y = z

Using the states \(S\), we further extend the ORM scheme by adding state transitions as a binary relation \(--\rightarrow\) on the states \(S\). The expression \(S_1 \rightarrow S_2\) is interpreted as: an object in state \(S_1\) may move to state \(S_2\). Furthermore we assume a set \(D_{in}\) of initial (elementary) states of object type \(X\), and a set \(D_{out}\) of final (elementary) states. The following rules describe the transition relation and the distributive rules for substate and state transition. Compound states have (at least) one initial and (at least) one final state:

\[\begin{align*}
T-1 & & \neg \text{Elem}(x) \Rightarrow \exists y [\text{SubState}\(_1\)(y, x) \land y \in S_{in}] \\
T-2 & & \neg \text{Elem}(x) \Rightarrow \exists y [\text{SubState}\(_1\)(y, x) \land y \in S_{out}] \\
\end{align*}\]

Each object type will have an initial state. The instances of an object type may be persistent, in which case the object type may not have a final state. Within a compound state, an initial state has no predecessor, and a final state has no successor:

\[\begin{align*}
T-3 & & \text{SubState}\(_1\)(x, y) \land z \rightarrow x \land \neg \text{SubState}\(_1\)(z, y) \Rightarrow x \in S_{in} \\
T-4 & & \text{SubState}\(_1\)(x, y) \land x \rightarrow z \land \neg \text{SubState}\(_1\)(z, y) \Rightarrow x \in S_{out} \\
\end{align*}\]

If a compound state has a successor then this is effectuated by any of its final states. The same holds for the case of a predecessor. This is formalized by the following rules:

\[\begin{align*}
T-5 & & u \rightarrow v \land \neg \text{Elem}(u) \land \neg \text{Elem}(v) \Rightarrow \exists x, y [\text{SubState}\(_1\)(x, u) \land \text{SubState}\(_1\)(y, v) \land x \rightarrow y] \\
T-6 & & u \rightarrow v \land \neg \text{Elem}(u) \land \text{Elem}(v) \Rightarrow \exists x [\text{SubState}\(_1\)(x, u) \land x \rightarrow v] \\
T-7 & & u \rightarrow v \land \text{Elem}(u) \land \neg \text{Elem}(v) \Rightarrow \exists y [\text{SubState}\(_1\)(y, v) \land u \rightarrow y] \\
\end{align*}\]

Finally, transitions are inherited upward in the hierarchy:

\[\begin{align*}
T-8 & & \text{SubState}\(_1\)(x, u) \land \text{SubState}\(_1\)(y, v) \land u \neq v \land x \rightarrow y \Rightarrow u \rightarrow v \\
\end{align*}\]

We call a (compound) state \(x\) a start state of compound state \(y\) if \(x\) is an initial state and also a direct substate of \(y\):

\[
\text{StartState}(x, y) \triangleq x \in D_{in} \land \text{SubState}\(_1\)(x, y)
\]

We call \(x\) a birth state if it is an initial state but not the start state of another state:

\[
\text{BirthState}(x) \triangleq x \in D_{in} \land \neg \exists y [\text{SubState}\(_1\)(x, y)]
\]

If \(x\) is a birth state, then we also write:

\[
\omega \rightarrow x
\]

where \(\omega\) is virtual (source) state. If \(x\) is a death state, then we also write:

\[
x \rightarrow \Omega
\]

where \(\Omega\) also is a virtual (sink) state. Analogously we introduce final state and death state:

\[
\text{FinalState}(x, y) \triangleq x \in D_{out} \land \text{SubState}\(_1\)(x, y)
\]

\[
\text{DeathState}(x) \triangleq x \in D_{out} \land \neg \exists y [\text{SubState}\(_1\)(x, y)]
\]

We call the structure \(\mathcal{B}(X) = \langle S, \text{SubState}\(_1\), D_{in}, \rightarrow, D_{out}\rangle\) a behavioral description of object type \(X\). Note that an object type may have more than one behavioral description, but this will be generally not the case in practice.
Example 8.1.1

Consider the scheme in Figure 8.1. It shows object type A having a single unary fact type consisting of role p, i.e. objects (population instances in an object type) in A play role p. In this case we thus have:

- $D = \{ \text{D} \}$ with $D = \text{ObjNm}(A) \text{RoleNm}(p)$ where $D$ is the concatenation of the name $\text{ObjNm}(A)$ of object type A, and the name $\text{RoleNm}(p)$ of role p
- $S = \emptyset$
- $\text{SubState}_1 = \emptyset$
- $\rightarrow = \emptyset$
- $D_{\text{in}} = \{ D \}$
- $D_{\text{out}} = \emptyset$

In simple terms, let object type (A) be person and role (P) be born in EU. In this example, we have a single state change. This is because it requires a single decision and occurs once an event is triggered and never again. E.g. A person can only be born once, therefore a single decision is required. In ORM this would be represented as: Object type Person plays role born-in-EU. If the person is not born in EU then he does not play that role. In system dynamics, we would have a converter feeding new information into inflow (EU Birth) see figure 8.1. This inflow is activated every time a person plays that role born-in-EU. The quantities in inflow EU births are stored in stock born in EU (see figure 8.2). Note that stock born in EU does not have an outflow. This is because the quantities in stock born in EU do not change. The resulting extended ORM scheme is displayed in Figure 8.3.

Example 8.1.2

Consider again the scheme in Figure 8.1. Now we assume that instances of A do not necessarily play role p, but when they do, they will always keep playing that role. Then we have two states for instances of object type A:

1. $D_1 = \text{ObjNm}(A) \text{BUT NOT RoleNm}(p)$
2. \( D_2 = \text{ObjNm}(A) \text{RoleNm}(p) \)

So we have:

- \( D = \{D_1, D_2\} \)
- \( S = D \)
- \( \text{SubState}_1 = \emptyset \)
- \( \rightarrow = \{D_1 \rightarrow D_2\} \)
- \( D_{\text{in}} = \{D_1\} \)
- \( D_{\text{out}} = \emptyset \)

In this example we represent a single state change with multiple decisions. In this case there is an occurrence of the event that is likely to appear again in the system. For example; person has visited EU. Once a person starts to play the role has-visited-EU he never stops. This person may decide to play this role again and when he does play this role again (after a period of time), multiple decisions are made. This new visit leads to updates in existing information hence, the latest visits and frequency of the visits are captured. In the single state change with multiple decision, the ORM model will not differ from the one in figure 8.1 although information has changed; yet for the SD model there is a significant difference because of the multiple decisions made as reflected by the converters and connectors (information links) in figure 8.4. The converter (new visit and old visit) represent the new information that is to be fed into inflow (visiting rate) that causes a change to stock has visited EU.
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Figure 8.5: Extended ORM scheme

- \( \mathcal{D} = \{D_1, D_2\} \)
- \( \mathcal{S} = \{D_1, D_2, S\} \)
- \( \text{SubState}_1 = \{(D_1, S), (D_2, S)\} \)
- \( \rightarrow = \{(D_1, D_2)\} \)
- \( \mathcal{D}_{\text{in}} = \{D_1\} \)
- \( \mathcal{D}_{\text{out}} = \emptyset \)

In Figure 8.6 we also see a shorthand notation for the state that is decomposed into a linear sequence of substates. In SD terminology, such a state is referred to as a conveyor state.

Example 8.1.3

As a more complex example, we take an example from [55]. In this example the life of a pop band is described. After setting up the band \((D_1)\) the band gets a name \((D_2)\). Then the band repeatedly performs actions like writing a song \((D_3)\) followed by recording that song \((D_4)\), or producing a recording \((D_5)\). Then the band may stop \((D_6)\). The resulting extended ORM scheme is shown in Figure 8.7, focusing at the life model only. We see two compound states, \(S_1\) that comprises the band foundation process, and \(S_2\) covering the active life of the band. Formally, we have:

- \( \mathcal{D} = \{D_1, \ldots, D_6\} \)
- \( \mathcal{S} = \{D_1, \ldots, D_2, S_1, S_2\} \)
- \( \text{SubState}_1 = \{(D_1, S_1), (D_2, S_1), (D_3, S_2), (D_4, S_2), (D_5, S_2)\} \)
- \( \rightarrow = \{(D_1, D_2), (D_2, D_3), (D_2, D_5), (S_1, S_2), (D_3, D_4), (D_4, D_3), (D_4, D_5), (D_5, D_3), (D_5, D_5), (S_2, S_2), (D_4, D_6), (D_5, D_6), (S_2, D_6)\} \)
- \( \mathcal{D}_{\text{in}} = \{D_1, D_3, D_5\} \)
Using the decomposition mechanism, it is possible to see the life of a band at various levels of abstraction. For example, in Figure 8.8 we have a high level view on band life.

In the next subsection we will demonstrate these concepts in our case “Intrapartum process in Ugandan Hospitals”.

8.2 The “Intrapartum process in Ugandan hospitals” case

The ORM scheme for the “Intrapartum process in Ugandan Hospitals” case is displayed in figure 8.9. Note that ORM does not provide a mechanism for decomposition. As a consequence, there is no effective means to master scheme complexity such as this is possible using a decomposition mechanism. A consequence ORM schemes tend to be very large and overly detailed. In this example we show how stepwise refinement can be used as an effective mechanism to build and to understand conceptual schemes. Using the Intrapartum process in Ugandan Hospitals ORM scheme depicted in figure 8.9, we illustrate how the decomposition mechanism is used at various levels of abstraction. First, we break the ORM scheme into manageable sub-schemes.

To do so, we take object types with unique properties, these object types are Bed and Person, and are depicted in figures 8.10 and 8.16. Through these sub-schemes, we show how the decomposition mechanism works on a real-life example.
In the life of a person depicted in figure 8.10 we have three elementary states; *Baby*, *Patient* and *Medical person*. In state *patient*, when the patient arrives at the hospital, she queues up ($P_1$) then she is registered ($P_2$) by the nurse, after registration patient history is updated ($P_3$). Patient history has two states is initiated and record. Once patient history is initiated, it can only be updated every time a patient visits the hospital (see figure 8.11).
turn comes she is examined ($P_3$), depending on the findings, she is either admitted ($P_6$) or discharged ($P_9$). If she is admitted ($P_6$), she is monitored ($P_7$) every 30 minutes until she gives birth ($P_8$). After giving birth she is discharged ($P_9$). In figure 8.12, we represent the patient intrapartum process. At a higher level of abstraction the patient intrapartum starts with *Enter hospital*. Then the patient is examined, leading to either *Treatment* or (if no treatment is required) *Leave hospital*. After treatment, the patient leaves the hospital. In Figure 8.12 we can see this main structure, but the figure also displays the further details of the compound states.

Although the delivery of babies is a main activity of our hospital department, there is little administration about the babies. In fact, only their birth is recorded in this department. Babies are represented by the state *Baby*, and consequently there is only one base state is born ($C_1$). This, and the baby life is depicted in figure 8.13.

Next we focus on the *Medical persons* of this department, consisting of *nurses* and *obstetricians*. This is represented by state *Medical person*, which has two base states *nurses* and *obstetricians*. The life model of a *nurse* has the following states; administrates ($A_1$), monitors ($A_2$), examines ($A_3$), admits ($A_4$), records history ($A_5$), establishes dilation stage ($A_6$), births baby ($A_7$) and discharges ($A_8$). These states are contained in four different complementary states Preparation, examination, treatment and discharge. Some of these states are similar with the obstetrician’s state. This is because in a hospital, if a case is very sensitive for example an operation, it is handled by an expert who in this case is the obstetrician.

The life model of an obstetrician has four states; examines ($A_3$), admits ($A_4$), birth...
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baby ($A_7$) and discharges ($A_8$). These states are contained in three different complementary states Examination, Treatment and Discharge. In figures 8.14 and figures 8.15 we present the life model of a nurse and an obstetrician respectively.

In figure 8.16 we present an ORM scheme for object type Bed. In the life of a bed we have two elementary states; Admission bed and Delivery bed.

In figure 8.17, we depict the life of states Admission bed and Delivery bed. In state Admission bed, a bed is either empty ($B_1$) or occupied ($B_2$) also in state Delivery bed, a bed is either empty ($B_3$) or occupied ($B_4$).

Before any admissions, the bed is empty ($B_1$), when a patient is admitted, she occupies an empty bed thus ($B_2$). The admission bed may be emptied on discharge or for a while when the patient is delivering. During delivery time the patient occupies the delivery bed ($B_4$) (in this case one patient occupies two beds the admission bed and delivery bed). The delivery bed is also initially empty but when a patient is ready for delivery she occupies this delivery bed for a period of time before and after she is taken back to her admission bed ($B_2$) thus the arrows between ($B_1$), ($B_2$), and ($B_3$), ($B_4$). Note that in this case study, the hospital(s) have limited resources e.g. beds, medical personnel etc. Therefore a patient does not have the luxury of not occupying a bed when allocated one. I.e. once a patient is allocated a bed, she occupies it else someone else will. Due to constrained resources, in figure 8.17, we do not distinguish between allocation of a patient to a bed and actual occupancy of a bed by a patient.

In figure 8.18 we represent all the decomposition levels contained in the ORM...
scheme shown in figure 8.9. As earlier stated, in figure 8.9 there are two object types (supertypes) with unique properties (person and bed). In these object types, are objects in different states that relate to each other causing changes. For example admitted patient influences states admission bed and delivery bed respectively. Understanding these state changes help the modeler define SD influencing transitions and input parameters. These influencing transitions and input parameters are discussed in subsections 8.3.2 and 8.4 respectively.

8.3 Controlling object flow

At this point we assume an ORM scheme extended with the behavioral description $B(X) = \langle S, \text{SubState}_1, \mathcal{D}_1, \cdots \cdots, \mathcal{D}_{\text{in}}, \mathcal{D}_{\text{out}} \rangle$ for each object type $X$. In this section we discuss how object flows can be described quantitatively at the conceptual ORM level, and how these object flows depend on each other.
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8.3.1 A continuous approximation

Sofar we have extended ORM with the concepts of state and state transition. However, extending ORM with state transitions is not new. In [5, 6] they explore the extension of ORM to support declarative specification of dynamic rules restricted to single-step transitions. The extension of ORM in this study allows us to analyze ORM model behavior at a conceptual level. We have showed how decomposition helps system analysts to think and analyze at the most convenient level of abstraction (granularity). The analysis is by reasoning, or qualitative. Population quantities can be involved in this reasoning. Population sizes are discrete numbers (even natural numbers).

For a deeper understanding of the dynamics of the conceptual system described by the ORM model we focus on groups of objects rather than individual object instances and their transitions. Typically, we focus on (compound) states and their size, and how these sizes vary over time.

Our intention is to analyze the dynamics by continuous simulation. In [1], Albrecht defines continuous simulation as a computer model of a physical system that continuously tracks response of a system over time according to a set of defined equations typically involving differential equations. More concretely, Lee [123] states that a computer simulation or computer model, attempts to create and analyze an abstract model or program that simulate the behaviors of real-world systems. Our intention is to introduce a computational model at the conceptual level of ORM.

To facilitate the analysis, and to find the differential equations involved, we apply a continuous approximation of the discrete world. We assume time to be continuous, thus taking values from the real numbers ($\mathbb{R}$). According to [112], the closed-world transformation is the most popular continuous-to-discrete transformations in digital system design and also used in digital simulation. Typically for a System Dynamics is to use a fixed sample interval. At this point we have two options:

1. Assuming that population sizes also take values from the continuous domain $\mathbb{R}$. Then differential equations can be used to describe the system behavior. Differential equations are a powerful mechanism to derive properties of a system. From a differential equation a differential scheme is easily derived.

2. Setting up a system of differential equations directly.

We feel that a system of differential equations more adequately can describe system behavior. In this subsection we discuss the basis and motivation for this approximation in a formal way. In the next subsection we introduce simulation as an effective realization for this formal approach. Basically we show how a System Dynamics interpretation can be done at conceptual level. In the next chapter we discuss how the conceptual analysis is transformed (compiled) into a System Dynamics realization.
8.3.2 Influencing transitions

As in system dynamics (see section 4.2.1), causal relations are introduced as $D_1 \succ^{op} D_2$ or $D_1 \prec D_2$ between (compound) states of objects, expressing a positive or negative effect of a change in the population of $D_1$ at time $t$ on the population of $D_2$ at time $t$. We assume there is a time delay between the cause and its effects; this time delay does not have a lower bound on its duration, and may be seen as infinitely small. When the causal link is effected at time $t$, then it relates the situation of the cause at time $t$ with the effect at time $t^+$ (using standard notation for calculus [200]). The causal relations are defined as follows:

$$D_1 \succ^{op} D_2 \triangleq \text{Sign} \left( \frac{d\text{Pop}(D_1)}{dt} \right)(t^-) = \text{op} \ \text{Sign} \left( \frac{d\text{Pop}(D_2)}{dt} \right)(t^+) \text{ at each moment } t$$

for $\text{op} \in \{-, +\}$. As an example, considering 8.18 we notice that an increase of incoming patients will lead to an increase in babies born. This is expressed as:

$$\text{Patient} \succ^{+} \text{Baby}$$

Another rule may be that a decline in the number of obstetricians is to be followed by an increase of the number of nurses:

$$\text{Obstetrician} \prec \text{Nurse}$$

When more beds are being used for delivery, then there are less admission beds, and vice versa:

$$\text{Admission Bed} \prec \text{Delivery Bed}$$

$$\text{Delivery Bed} \prec \text{Admission Bed}$$

Besides rules set up by the system analyst, the relations $\rightarrow$ and $\succ^{op}$ also are related in the following way:

1. if $D_1 \rightarrow D_2$ then also $D_1 \succ^{+} D_2$.

2. if both $D_1 \rightarrow D_2$ and $D_1 \rightarrow D_2$ then also $D_2 \prec D_3$ and $D_3 \succ D_2$.

Causal influences are special kinds of growth relations between states of object types. We call the causal relation $D_1 \succ^{op} D_2$ homogeneous when also $D_1 \rightarrow D_2$. In the other case, the causal relation is called a converter. For example, an increase in the number of patients will lead to an increase of the number of beds:

$$\text{Patient} \succ^{+} \text{Bed}$$

This is an example of a converter. The statement expresses the fact that there will be more new beds as a result of more patients in the hospital. So the number of patients positively influences the transition $\omega \rightarrow \text{Bed}$.

$$\text{Depends} (\text{Patient}, \omega \rightarrow \text{Bed})$$
8.4 Simulation

Simulation is defined as the artificial imitation of adequate components of a real-world situation to achieve certain goals. It enforces the internal reliability of the theory and ensures that the behavior it claims to explain can be generated by its underlying assumptions [160]. In this section we discuss how an extended ORM scheme is converted into a stock and flow diagram. The ORM extensions we introduced, add essential System Dynamics concepts to the conceptual level description of ORM. As a result, the conversion is rather straightforward. The conversion focuses only on the states of object types and their transitions. The decomposition structure is ignored, since System Dynamics has no decomposition mechanism.

As an example, we use figure 8.18 focusing on patients only. Under patient there are nine states \((P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4, P_5, P_6, P_7, P_8, P_9)\) placed in four main categories (Enter hospital, Examination, Treatment and Leave Hospital). However, to arrive at the Stock and Flow Diagram (SFD) we take states \(P_1, P_2, P_3\) and \(P_4\) as one stock Enter Hospital because they constitute of activities patients take on entering the hospital. Other states are represented independently as stocks and they include; Examination \((P_5)\), Admitted patients \((P_6)\), Monitored patients \((P_7)\), Births\((P_8)\) and Discharges \((\text{Leave Hospital})\) \((P_9)\). In each of these stocks are different quantities at time \(t\). The quantities in these stocks are determined by inflows and outflows connected to each stock.

![Figure 8.19: A partial stock and flow diagram representation of patient life](image)

In figure 8.19 we depict a stock and flow diagram that defines the flow of patient into different stocks (states). After a small interval of time \(dt\), the quantities in these stocks equal to the number of patients at the start of the time interval plus or minus the net flow of patients into these stocks.

**Defining input parameters**

Patient(s) enter hospital through inflow \((A)\), after a period of time they are examined. To take care of the change in stock Enter hospital, we add an outflow \((X)\). The quantities in stock Enter hospital are defined as;

\[
\text{EnterHospital} (t) = \text{EnterHospital} (t - dt) + (A - X) \times dt
\]

Where \(A\) is the rate at which patients are coming into hospital, \(X\) is the rate at which...
patients are being examined and $dt$ is the time interval. Inflow $A$ parameters are defined as:

$$A = \text{if } ( \text{mod (time, 2)} = 1 ) \text{ then } 2 \text{ else } 0$$

and outflow $X$ is defined as

$$X = \frac{\text{ExaminationCapacity}}{\text{Medical Persons on duty} \times \text{ExaminationDuration}}$$

Where

$\text{ExaminationCapacity} = \max(3 \text{ patients})$

$\text{Medical Persons on duty} = \min(2 \text{ persons})$

$\text{ExaminationDuration} = \max(30 \text{ minutes})$

Note that in this example, converter $\text{Medical Persons on duty}$ acts as an exogenous variable because in this example we focus on patients only. Quantities in stock examination are defined as:

$$\text{Examination} (t) = \text{Examination} (t - dt) + (X - Z - Y) \times dt$$

Where

$$Z = \text{Treatment duration} + \text{Examination duration}$$

$$Y = X / \text{Treatment duration}$$

Quantities in stock admitted patients are defined as:

$$\text{AdmittedPatients} (t) = \text{AdmittedPatients} (t - dt) + (Z - K) \times dt$$

Where

$$K = \text{if } ( \text{Dilation} \geq 4 ) \text{ then } \text{MonitoredPatient} \text{ else } 0$$

$$\text{Dilation} = \max ( \text{round} (\text{normal}(10,8,4)), 0)$$

Quantities in stock Monitored Patients are defined as:

$$\text{MonitoredPatient} (t) = \text{MonitoredPatient} (t - dt) + (K - M) \times dt$$

Where

$$M = \text{if } ( \text{Dilation} \geq 8 ) \text{ then } \text{Births} \text{ else } \text{MonitoredPatient}$$

Quantities in stock Births are defined as:
Births \((t) = \text{Births} \ (t - dt) + (M - N) \cdot dt\)

Where

\[ N = \text{delay (Births, 0) / TreatmentDuration} \]

And quantities in stock Discharges are defined as:

\[ \text{Discharges} \ (t) = \text{Discharges} \ (t - dt) + (N + Y) \cdot dt \]

Figure 8.20: Stock and flow diagram representation of patient life

In figure 8.20, we add a few converters pertaining to the problem domain that cause change in the behavior of the quantities in stocks through flows. Each stock is given an initial value and the equations defining the stock quantities are placed in the converters and flows. The added converters include: Medical persons on duty, Examination capacity, Examination duration, Discharge time and Treatment duration.

8.4.1 Model results

Having defined the different stock and flow diagram input parameters, we now present the simulation results for the model in figure 8.20.

SD tools are continuous simulation tools. However, some have discrete capabilities like conveyors, large array handling and discrete flows. In table 8.1, we show the variations in stocks Discharges, Admitted patients and Enter hospital. In these variations we see that Discharges (reservoir stock) have an exponential growth well as Enter hospital and admitted patients (conveyor stocks) have an exponential decay. The exponential growth in stock Discharges occurs due to the positive influences other variables have on this stock. For example, an increase in the number of births leads to an increase in discharges. Secondly the discharge stock is a reservoir stock meaning the simulation results of stock Discharges is an accumulation of patients that leave the hospital.
In the simulation results of *Enter hospital* and *Admitted patients*, there is a close gap. This is because most of the pregnant women who come into hospital are due for labor therefore the duration of admission varies depending on the complexity of the pregnancy. Since patients do not come in at the same time but in varying time intervals, we define the rate at which patients come into hospital (Inflow A) as IF(MOD(time, 2) = 1)then2else0. This input parameter creates oscillations that affect stock *Enter hospital*. From the simulation results, we see that *Enter hospital* and *Admitted patients* have an exponential decay. First these stocks are given varying transit time and once a patient gives birth she is discharged. These discharges reduce the number of admitted patients and those that enter hospital. Note that, for stock *Enter Hospital* we only consider patients not attendants and workers.

Table 8.2: Variations in stocks Births, MonitoredPatients and Discharges
8.5. Conclusion

In table 8.2, we show the simulation output for stocks *Births*, *MonitoredPatients* and *Discharges*. In these variations we see that all the three stocks have an exponential growth. However, *MonitoredPatients* and *Births* are less stable due to the reflected fluctuations over a period of time. These fluctuations are due to the influences both variables have on each other as defined in the simulation input parameters.

Table 8.3: Variations in flows M, K and N

In table 8.3, we show variations in flows *K*, *M* and *N*. Flow *K* reflects the rate at which patients flow from stock *Admitted patients* to stock *Monitored patients*. The simulations for the flow rate *K* depict random variations because patients flow at different time intervals. Flow *M* reflects the rate at which patients flow from stock *Monitored patients* to stock *Births*. The simulations results for flow rate *M* also depicts random variations because patients flow at different time intervals. Flows *N* reflects the rate at which patients flow from stock *Births* to stock *Discharges*. The simulation results for flow rate *N* depict an exponential growth because of the continuous accumulation and positive growth of stock *Births*.

8.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have discussed behavior of single objects applying it to various examples and a case "Intrapartum process in Ugandan Hospitals". Secondly, we have extended ORM to show how various levels of abstraction can be seen using the decomposition mechanism. This has led to more steps to the GSD method and these steps are presented in chapter 9. Finally, we have discussed how an extended ORM scheme is converted into a Stock and Flow Diagram.
Chapter 9

Suggestions for organizational and tool support

In this study we have particularly used Object-Role Modeling (ORM) to support System Dynamics (SD). We started off by defining the concepts in each method (see chapter 4), thereafter identified relations in these two methods (see chapter 5), evaluated the ORM to SD relations, defined the Grounded System Dynamics (GSD) method, evaluated the steps in the GSD method and discussed the update behavior(s). The GSD method comprises of numerous steps, these steps require a clear understanding of the domain. Understanding of the domain enables the modeler to easily define the derivation rules, stock and flow input parameters and, better understand object behavior. In this chapter, we start by discussing organizational involvement in the modeling process, as a subsection we discuss two of the approaches used in organizational modeling (collaboration and enterprise modeling) emphasizing the use of system dynamics. In section 9.2 we show how the GSD method can be operationalized and thereafter draw conclusions.

9.1 Organization involvement in the modeling process

In organizations, change is the only constant variable. This is because problems encountered are not only structured but dynamic and interconnected, which means that decisions made should less depend on intuitive and gut feelings. One of the ways organizations can deal with change is by understanding organizational complexity and business operations. To achieve this, decision makers should be equipped with the right tools and information systems should be aligned to organizations and the work practices [212]. Thus, decision makers get to use informative and well grounded models. To understand organization operations, modeling is fundamental. It is therefore important that the modeling processes, activities, conceptualization are well understood, as this will not only improve the outcome but also the decisions being made. To achieve this, it is essential that organizations are involved in the modeling process, that way modelers are able to obtain first hand infor-
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Information from stakeholders hence comprehensive and valid models. Having valid models leads to more credibility and applicability of the model thus reducing the gap between what is done in academics and in practice.

9.1.1 Alignment of information systems to organizational structure

Building organizational structures and sets of business processes that reflect the interdependence of enterprise strategy and information technology capabilities requires linking of information systems to organizational needs. This however cannot be achieved in isolation. It is therefore vital that stakeholders work together with modelers to arrive at substantive results. Secondly, Information System (IS) strategies should be aligned to the organizational structure. Alignment can modify the basic stakeholders’ view on the nature of an organization and decisions thus effective and efficient utilization of organization’s information system. Alignment however, is not a precise activity, it involves lateral thinking and opportunism. Two mechanisms of alignment are identified in [28] that is strategic alignment and structural alignment. In [82], they are of the view that strategy concerns both formulation and implementation and strategic alignment is not an event but a process of continuous adaptation and change. Alignment by definition is a state of agreement or collaboration with a common cause or perspective. Strategic alignment therefore is an agreed upon collaboration process to continuously adapt, formulate and implement IS to the organizational strategy. On the other hand structural alignment examines the degree of structural fit between IS and the business, specifically in the areas of IS decision-making [28]. The two types of alignment include horizontal and vertical alignment [82]. Horizontal alignment describes the relation between internal processes and external customers while vertical alignment describes the relation between the top strategy and the lower levels of the information system (tactical and operational) [82, 120]. In this study we used vertical alignment because we combine system dynamics (used at the strategic level) with ORM (used at the operational level). By so doing we capture decision maker’s views at the strategic level through CLDs and use them in context with operational concepts (ORM and SFD) to arrive at a grounded method. Thus all stakeholders especially decision makers are able to view the impact of their decisions based on what is inexistence (actual data) not what is assumed to exist (prediction). Nevertheless predictions are also made possible through tuning of SFD converter and flow input parameters.

Arriving at the model alone does not guarantee the effectiveness of the model (this is inline with system dynamics Causal Loop Diagram). Normally, stakeholders identify variables and state their causal relations according to their interpretation and perception of the problem. What they do not do is get into details of understanding facts pertaining to each variable, the relations or better still clearly give meaningful variable names (names that are précis and easy to understand). In the Grounded System Dynamics method we urge that models derived from the modeling sessions with stakeholders should go through other stages like identification of facts for each variable, stating of derivation rules attached to each variable, describing of object behaviors etc. This will improve model conceptualization and rationalize ambiguities. Finally, system dynamics being a problem structuring method, it is commonly used at the strategic level whereas ORM is a domain modeling method (data modeling method) meaning it is used at the lower levels of mod-
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By combining these two methods, we are able to reduce the gap between structural methods (commonly used by decision makers) and domain methods.

9.1.2 Enterprise architecture modeling

One of the modeling methods used to understand the complexities involved in today's organizations is enterprise architectural modeling. Enterprise architectural modeling is made up of three main words; Enterprise, architecture and modeling. An enterprise is a collection of organizations with a common set of goals. Architecture personifies components of organization systems, their relationships to each other, their environment, and the principle guiding its design and progress [103, 119, 232]. Enterprise Architecture (EA) therefore is the process of transforming the organization's visualized goal and IT infrastructure to mirror the company's operating model by creating, communicating and improving the key requirements, principles and models that describe the enterprise's future. It consists of principles, methods and models that are used in the design and realization of the enterprise's organizational structure, business processes, information systems and infrastructure [119]. The process of constructing structured descriptions relevant to the activity of an enterprise is referred to as enterprise modeling. The enterprise modeling process involves a number of stakeholders whose aim is to develop an enterprise model for the organization following modeling set rules. The outcome of the enterprise modeling process is an enterprise model. An enterprise model represents the structure, activities, processes, resources, behavior, goals and constraints of an enterprise thus the language to define an enterprise should be provided [54]. Enterprise modeling can be enriched by adopting collaborative problem solving and decision making approaches. Such approaches can be generally referred to as Group Support Systems (GSSs) [50]. GSSs is broadly categorize into two, i.e. Problem Structuring Methods (PSMs) and Electronic Meeting Systems (EMSs) [172, 217]. PSMs support creative and rational thinking among groups and individuals about an organization’s baseline and target situations, while EMSs enable computer based collaborative work practices. PSMs include systems dynamics, Group model building, Soft Systems Methodology (SSM), Strategic choice approach, journey making etc. Research efforts towards enriching enterprise modeling with PSMs and EMSs are underway. For example, the Collaborative Evaluation of (Enterprise) Architecture Design Alternatives (CEADA) project [146] explores how Collaboration engineering can be used to enable the supplementary use of EMSs, SSM, and SD Causal Loop Diagrams along with architecture modeling approaches (i.e. languages like BPML, UML, DEMO, ORM; tools, techniques, frameworks) during enterprise architecture creation. The resultant of the CEADA project is the CEADA method that supports collaborative sessions in which enterprise architects involve stakeholders in the architecture modeling process. The Grounded System Dynamics (GSD) method can be one of the methods used in such modeling sessions to offer dynamic perspectives and shared understanding on various organizational processes and data that supports those processes. The effectiveness and efficiency of such collaborative modeling sessions can be evaluated using an evaluation framework that involve expert (domain and modelers) and stakeholders [191].
9.1.3 Collaborative modeling

Collaborative modeling is one of the approaches used in EA. Collaborative modeling is a process that engages stakeholders (people who are affected by, can influence, or are interested in the decision at hand) in executing a modeling task. The outcome of this modeling task is a model that supports the decision processes [168]. The collaboration modeling group may comprise of stakeholders, decision makers and domain experts. In [93, 92] they discuss and study the collaborative modeling process in more detail. In their study they identify some of the key activities involved in the collaborative modeling process among which are; dialogue structure, negotiations, rules, interactions and Models. During the collaborative modeling process, modeling languages like UML [17, 174], DEMO [38, 39], BPMN [223] are used and models developed. These models help to better understand the existing conditions and future prospects of the organization, for management and decision support, and the modeling express information in a structure that is defined by a consistent set of rules. For example, in chapter 8 we define a set of rules for the update behavior, these rules interpret the meaning of components in the structure.

The approach of involving organization stakeholders in the modeling process is not new, examples of such approaches include; participatory modeling [131, 179], Group Model Building (GMB) [216] etc. These fields may have different specifications but their underlying idea is more or less the same because they all involve the support of some form of dialogue between stakeholders in the development of a rational model. In [171, 215] some of the advantages for involving stakeholders in the modeling process are stated and these include;

- Lead to a shared understanding of the problem among participants.
- Participants get to express their views freely.
- There is consensus.

More in particular, in [215] Vennix gives reasons as to why using Group Model Building (GMB) is important.

9.2 Towards operationalizing the process

GSD provides steps that are more formally structured to successfully improve quantification of simulations. The reliability of GSD depends critically on the reliability of the defined rules, conceptual object descriptions, relations and transformations. To facilitate operationalization of the GSD method, we provide guidelines. These guidelines provide additional support for users of the GSD method.

GL-1: Develop a CLD model.

The first step when developing a system dynamics model is normally constructing a CLD. This CLD model represents articulated mental models. The CLD modeling process however, does not impose many restrictions and does not separate structure from behavior.
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But helps to express, organize knowledge and assess learning about complex situations [176]. Secondly, CLDs are important at articulating and understanding how variables influence each other. In this methodology therefore, we use a CLD model as a basis for the GSD model.

GL-2: Transform the CLD model into an ORM model.

As stated in chapter 1, we transform a CLD model into an ORM model to clear ambiguities in the CLD model and to improve SD model conceptualization (refinement and specification of abstract concepts). To clear ambiguities, we apply the steps in table 7.9 chapter 7 and to improve conceptualization, we study the update behaviors.

GL-3: Decompose the ORM model.

Decomposition is the disintegration or breaking down of a given ORM model into small manageable fragments. As presented in chapter 8, decomposing of an ORM model follows a number of steps. A summary of these decomposition guiding steps is presented in table 9.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decomposition guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>a)</strong> Separate object types with their roles into unique ORM schemas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>b)</strong> Handle each object type independently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give each role a unique identification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorize states into elementary and compound states.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Represent states in order of activity occurrence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add directional paths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>c)</strong> Merge different decomposition levels and represent them as a whole.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.1: Decomposition guidelines

a) Separate object types with their roles into unique ORM schemas.

In most case, object types in an ORM model are more than one and contain different objects. To apply the decomposition mechanism to an ORM model, object types should be separated into different ORM schemes. However, in some cases the ORM model has super types and for each supertype there is a hierarchy of substates. It is therefore important to separate these object types so that the modeler is able to represent states for each ORM schema with a unique identifier. Although the contents in each state have similar properties.

b) Handle each object type independently.

In order to improve conceptualization of the SFD model, handle each object type independently. Doing so enables a modeler understand how objects in each state relate to one another. For each object type;

1. Give each role a unique identification.
2. Categorize states into elementary and compound states.
3. Represent states in order of activity occurrence.
4. Add directional paths.

Once the modeler understands the states and state transitions in each object type or hierarchy, (s)he is able to analyze the model behavior at a conceptual level.

c) Merge different decomposition levels and represent them as a whole.

Having handled each object type or hierarchy independently it is important that the different ORM schemas are merged into one complete model. In this merged model, all the decomposition levels can be viewed. After this step, SFD input parameters or values are easy to define because all existing states and transitions are already identified. During the development of an SFD model, the guidelines presented in table 9.2 are used to show how the modeler can arrive at simulation results.

GL-4: Construct a stock and flow diagram and simulate the model.

To transform a decomposed ORM model into an SFD, we use the identified relations between ORM elements and SFD elements (See chapter 5). Thereafter follow the defined ORM to SFD transformation steps (see chapter 7 subsection 7.2.3). These steps however do not give a complete SFD model with behavioral descriptions, yet one of the objectives of GSD is to improve model conceptualization. To achieve this, we came up with a decomposition mechanism discussed in chapter 8 and a summary of the decomposition guidelines is presented in table 9.1.

Another important aspect in SFD models is simulation. Simulation allows continuous testing of assumptions and sensitivity analysis of parameters [142]. A simulation model distinguishes between stocks and flows. As stated in chapter 4, stocks change over-time through flows to produce the dynamic behavioral patterns of the SFD model. In table 9.2, we present guidelines on how to arrive at an SFD simulation model. These guidelines were derived as we constructed the stock and flow diagram in chapter 8 section 8.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Represent each state category as a stock and use meaningful names.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) For each stock, define initial values or quantities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Identify flows (inflow or outflow) connecting to each stock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) For each added information link or converter, define input values or parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Ensure that all input equations are logical and units are consistent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) When evaluating the model, focus should be on interactions rather than individual elements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Conduct tests e.g. mass balance, logical and extreme-value tests etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.2: Guidelines for developing a simulation model

a) Represent each state category as a stock and use meaningful names.

After applying the decomposition mechanism, we can now see various levels of model abstraction. In each level there are elementary and compound states as explained in chapter 8. Each of these states (compound or elementary) is depicted
as a stock in SFD because they contain elements (objects) with similar properties. Note that compound states are made up of more than elementary states. Secondly, to improve understanding of the evaluation models, use simple and precise variable names [27].

b) *For each stock, define initial values or quantities.*

For simulation computations, it is very important that defined initial values are appropriate. An initial value is a point at which quantities in a stock start to grow. For example if a stock has an initial value of 50, then in the simulation graph quantities in that stock start at 50 and if the initial value is zero, then the simulation of the stock also starts at zero.

c) *Identify flows (inflow or outflow) connecting to each stock.*

Flows occur over a period of time. In business settings, there are several interactions and there exists many possible flow equations that are consistent with the stock and flow diagram. But each problem domain has different variables and causal influences, the equations of the flows therefore must be entered or defined by the modeler. To successfully construct a stock and flow diagram, it is necessary to understand the difference between stocks and flows [107]. Flows have rates at which quantities flow into or out of the stocks.

d) *For each added information link or converter, define input values or parameters.*

Information links and converters are a central component in SFD models and play an important role. Information links can be difficult to model because of their abstract nature. Through information links, information from one converter/flow/stock can simultaneously flow to other SFD elements rapidly and with substantial twist. The addition of an information link can lead to profound impact on the model performance and simulation results [107]. It is therefore important that the modeler has a logical explanation for each information link added.

e) *Ensure that all input equations are logical and units are consistent.*

SFD input equations or parameters should have a logical explanation. Each variable at the start of the connector should be included into the equations of the variable at the arrow tip of the connector. Secondly, the units on the right hand side of each equation should have the same unit measure as the ones on the left.

Ensuring that all input equations are logical and units are consistent is a way of validating the internal structure of the SD model. Validity of the model in system dynamics means that the internal structure of the model is valid not its output behavior [10]. A valid SD model structure (the totality of the relationships between or among variables) can be used to test the effect of changes on the defined problem. A model that generates a behavior with little or no relationship with that of the system is most times unreliable and thus invalid. But if the model behavior replicates the behavior of the real system then it is valid.

f) *When evaluating the model, focus should be on interactions rather than individual elements.*
When evaluating the SFD model, focus should be on interactions between or among variables rather than individual elements. This is because SFD elements influence each other through causal links and flows. If SFD elements are dealt with in isolation there would be a possibility of not arriving at a valid model because all elements in the model contribute to SFD model validity.

Secondly, interactions or relations should be logical and before using the model to examine policy decisions, it should be validated against observed or likely trends. If the defined model reproduces or represents the real system (in the reference graph), then it is assumed to contain critical elements generating the problem but if it does not reproduce the reference graph then the model structure and causal influences should be revised.

g) Conduct tests.

In system dynamics modelers and users gain confidence in the model through testing. In [7, 8] three classes of tests are suggested: structure tests, behavior tests and policy implication tests. **Structure tests** determine how well the structure of the model matches the structure of reality, **Behavior pattern tests** determine how consistently model outputs match real world behavior and **Policy implication tests** determine whether the observed system responses to policy changes replicate model predictions. In the process of conducting these tests, simulations depicting the behaviors of input variables are derived. To conduct these simulations:

- Choose appropriate simulation details when conducting test runs.
- Use behavior over time graphs to understand the correlations between model variables.
- Change input values to analyze the effect to change.

### 9.2.1 Methods and procedure used

As already stated in chapter 6, to come up with the GSD method, we combined two methods (ORM and SD) following the design science methodology. Here we are not discussing the methods per se because we did that in chapters 2 and 4 respectively but we suggest how these methods are to be used and at what level they are applied in an organization. Earlier on we mentioned that system dynamics models are used at the strategic level and help decision makers articulate and study the causal influences on which they base their decisions. On the other hand ORM as a domain conceptualization method identifies facts pertaining to each variable as shown in chapters 6, 7 and 8. The combination of these two methods implies that a treatment from both methods is contained in the same method (GSD). Each of these combined methods has guiding steps, for system dynamics see [167, 159, 169, 227, 193] and for ORM, seven conceptual scheme design procedure steps are also given in [77]. Here we do not further outline or show ORM and SD guiding steps but draw our focus on the GSD steps.

The GSD method uses a step by step approach to underpin a system dynamics model with a domain method. An overview of these phases are presented in figure 9.3.
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Identify and connect roles played by objects in a particular object type
   a) To other object types
   b) To objects in the same object type

Identify all possible connectors (information links) and connect/link them to required flows, converters and stocks.

Iterative and in parallel with phase 2

In phase one we have six steps, these steps show how information in a CLD can be transformed into an ORM model. In phase two we have five steps and a sub-phase with four steps. The steps in phase two show how an ORM model can be transformed into a stock and flow diagram. These phases were first introduced in chapter 6 and evaluated in chapter 7. As a result of the feedback we received from participants in chapter 7, we came up with a sub-phase for phase two. Without the sub-phase, what we had at the end of the first two phases was a “picture” of an SFD. The sub-phase therefore gives life to the SFD model by showing how ORM derivation rules, decomposition and facts can help in determining the input parameters and understanding of the SD model behavior. In chapter 8 section 8.4, we explicitly explain how decomposition (an extension of ORM) can be used to capture details and complexities associated with ORM and SD models. To clearly represent this, we used the case “Intrapartum process in Ugandan Hospitals”.

In step (a) and (b), we first of all focus on each object type, define roles per object type and then make a grouping of roles. In doing so, compound states are differentiated from single state. For a clear explanation (see subsection 8.2). After differentiating the

Figure 9.3: overview of the way of working (This model was formulated basing on the discussions in chapters 7, 8 and references [107, 7, 8, 10])
compound states from single states, we describe input parameters (step (c)). This is done in an incremental manner to ensure consistency and to avoid complexities associated with big detailed models. On completing step (c) we gauge the effect of variable uncertainties using the defined functions. These uncertainties are due to a combination of variables in the function, measurement limitations and inaccuracy of input values. The process of gauging the effect of variables is what we refer to as simulation and the analysis of the simulation output is error propagation. Error propagation is the effect on a function by a variable’s uncertainty. Through error propagation a modeler is able to provide an accurate measurement of uncertainty. Error propagation is a calculus derived statistical calculation designed to combine uncertainties from multiple variables. To determine the parameter of a function requires several measured variables which are subject to uncertainty in their values\(^1\). The relationships of these variables to the parameter can be expressed as known mathematical functions valid over a certain range of variables. All this is done in step (d). Conclusions are drawn based on the results obtained from those studies. The bidirectional arrow from phase two to the sub-phase in figure 9.3 indicates that some of the steps in the sub-phase can be carried out concurrently with steps in phase two. For example steps (a) and (b) are better carried out concurrently with steps 7 and 8; steps 9 and 10 can be carried out concurrently with step (c).

\[\text{ORM model} \quad \begin{array}{c} \text{Domain Knowledge} \quad \text{Defined ORM derivation rules, facts and decomposition mechanism} \\ \text{and assumptions} \quad \text{Mathematical} \\ \quad \text{definitions} \quad \text{Physical Properties} \quad \text{Differential equations, values} \\ \quad \quad \text{and converter equations} \\ \text{Simulations} \end{array} \]

Figure 9.4: Approach to GSD simulation

In figure 9.4 we present a summary of our approach to the GSD simulation depicted in the sub-phase. In GSD it is important to have all information about the problem domain captured in the ORM model that way the modeler gets a grip of the problem domain facts before applying any assumptions. During the ORM model construction, derivation rules and facts are stated. In the process of constructing the ORM model, derivation rules and facts are stated. After validating the ORM model, the ORM to SFD steps are applied. Included in these steps is the decomposition mechanism. This mechanism helps the modeler conceptualize and abstract details of the ORM model. Applying the decomposition mechanism enables us to better understand the underlying concepts of the SFD model and update behaviors of ORM objects. Using the abstraction view of the decomposition levels, we derive an SFD model. In this model, equations inform of differentials, mathematical formulas and values are input into flows and converters, initial values for stocks are also defined. Defining of input values or equations requires physical properties (see figure 9.4). These properties should be measurable because they define the

\(^1\)wikipedia.org/wiki/Propagation_of_uncertainty
physical state of the system. The changes in these properties describe the behavior of the
defined variables over a period of time (simulations).

9.2.2 The medium

The GSD method mainly requires two platforms, system dynamics tools(s) and ORM
tool(s). To represent information in the mental models and to understand the feedback
relationships, a CLD model is constructed using Vensim PLE or any other convenient SD
tool. To create an unambiguous definition of a logical universe of discourse, an ORM
support tool is used (NORMA). To systematically represent the behaviors of different
objects (decomposition mechanism), the modeler or system analyst may use any platform
that is convenient for him. In our case we used Microsoft Word and Microsoft PowerPoint.
To develop and execute simulation models, system dynamics modeling tools like Vensim
PLE, Stella/iThink, Powersim [154] etc can be used. In figure 9.5, we present an overview
of the tools used at each modeling phase.

![Figure 9.5: Overview of the tools used at each modeling phase](image)

In activity 1 and 4, SD tools are used. In activity 2, ORM tools are used and in
activity 3 the modeler(s) can use any graphical tool or platform of their choice. ORM
tool’s limitations for abstraction and capturing decomposition mechanism hinder its app-
licability for the GSD method. We therefore recommend an extension of both SD and
ORM tools to capture the static (SD) and decomposition mechanism (ORM). Capturing
information in this manner may lead to something like a ‘dashboard’ where changes to a
model are reflected instantly hence a dynamic way of working and better decision making.

9.2.3 Who are the participants and how do they interact

In the GSD method, the key players are domain experts (stakeholders, clients, and de-
cision makers), modelers and system analysts. These key persons should work together
to arrive at the desired goal. Since domain experts know what data to use and which
business rules are relevant to individual data items or groups of data items, they therefore play an active part in the GSD process. The key role for the domain expert(s) is to verify, clarify the defined variables and to make sure that the problem domain is properly represented. In the first phase of the GSD method, the domain expert(s) should work together with the modeler to make sense of the details of the problem domain. That is to say domain experts should be involved in the process of defining facts pertaining to the identified variable, defining the causal influences and identifying relationships between or among different objects. In the second phase, the domain expert(s) and modeler(s) work with the system analyst to plan on how to implement the outcome and how to design the components that are provided to the developer.

The GSD modeling process comprises of numerous tasks. Getting the best out of this modeling process requires a modeler to understand the methods being used, the stakeholder’s interests, how the organization operates, and the processes involved. Knowing all this puts the researcher or modeler in a better position to communicate with the stakeholders. The communications aspect is well discussed in chapter 7 of [94]. Note that our focus is on how to come up with the method and not what is required to accomplish the task [212]. The GSD method requires that the persons taking part in the modeling task have knowledge in either of the methods being combined hence, clear interpretation and better understanding of the underlying principles. Understanding of these principles plays an important role especially when it comes to identifying the simulation input parameters, model behavior and applying the decomposition mechanism. Since it is hard to come across modelers with knowledge in both methods we suggest that at each phase, the resulting model should be evaluated by expert(s) using that method for example; phase one (from a CLD to ORM) model should be evaluated by ORM experts and phase two (from an ORM model to a stock and flow diagram) should be evaluated by SD expert(s). When working on a real-life case, in GSD it is advisable to first go through the CLD with SD experts before applying the steps in the first phase. This helps the modeler(s) achieve a proper interpretation of the case. If there are numerous participants in the modeling process, it is important that for each step, all participants have a shared understanding of the resulting model(s). For consistency and transparency, the GSD steps should be followed systematically with less alternations if need be.

During the GSD evaluations a number of activities like communication, dialogue etc. were involved. In [191, 92] three items (rules, interactions and models) involved in the communication process are presented. In the communication process, different participants with either a common goal (cooperative) or conflicting (adversarial) are involved [202]. Here participants interact and share their views with other participants. Another activity involved is dialogue, some scholars refer to dialogue as a game [92, 93]. Dialogue games occur during argumentation to regulate disagreements between two parties on the tenability of one or more claims. During focus group sessions, we noted that sometimes participants executed persuasion dialogues. Persuasion dialogue is where participants persuade other participant to adopt their point of view [220]. During dialogue games, conditions under which statements are appropriate are defined. The principles governing the meaning and use of statements are defined at the stage of the dialogue in which the statement is made [155].
9.2.4 How to bring the model to life

In order to bring the model to life, there are three main phases (conceptual model, specification of sets of variables and simulation of behavior). First the modeler comes up with a conceptual model. This is done by hand and the modeler’s concern is to represent the domain expert opinions on what is true. By so doing, different concepts and relations in the methods are defined thus interpretations of these concepts by different parties (modelers, system analyst, stakeholders) are streamlined. This implies that stakeholders, especially those responsible for designing and implementing the solutions, get to better understand the problem as it evolves. The second phase is to select specific sets of variables. These variables are based on the system dynamics model because it allows visualization of behavior through simulations. In the final phase, the behavior of the model is simulated. Tuning of the flows is manually done as the modeler defines the input parameters and quantities directly. In figure 9.6 we present an illustration of how the GSD method is applied.

![Figure 9.6: Application of GSD](image)

In the process of defining facts pertaining to each CLD variable, it is good to state all derivation rules and also have a catalogue of terms because they make defining SFD input parameters easier. As facts are defined, some of the CLD variables are rephrased hence ambiguities are cleared and naming of CLD variables is more explicit. Construction of the CLD model requires input from decision makers (see GMB [214]), same applies to the GSD method however, in GSD once the CLD model is complete, decision makers may not be required unless if they are the same as domain experts. Domain experts are contacted from time to time for clarifications.

To have a complete GSD model, merging or integrating of more than one databases may be required. For example if we want to know the ‘total number of people living in EU’, we need to know the number of births, immigrants, death and those emigrating into other countries. As all this information is likely to be stored in various databases, having casual influences alone without actual data may lead to inaccurate simulations.

Finally, to execute this method, the act of modeling should be well understood. Understanding the act of modeling requires understanding of the underlying principles (con-
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cepts), analysis and evaluations of these concepts, defining of relations between method constructs and having a systematic way of working. All these have been discussed in our earlier chapters.

9.3 Discussions

Complex system dynamics models are hard to conceptualize because modelers or stakeholders cannot understand how various parts of the system interact and add up to the whole [158]. In this thesis however, we have demonstrated how support from ORM can help SD modeler(s) better understand the behaviors in a real system using the decomposition mechanism. Understanding the relationships between objects and their (object) behavior(s) leads to better SD models. In GSD, conceptualization is an iterative process where the modeler does not only define the variables and causal links but also has to clearly understand the objects (actors) in each variables, their roles (how they relate with other variables) and of what use they are to the model as a whole [129].

System dynamics as a method is known to handle all sorts of problems (quantifiable and unquantifiable), however as we stated in chapter 7 the GSD method does not work well with unquantifiable (uncountable) objects. This is because the GSD method requires that the variables used are explicit with derivable facts. Having explicit variables allows the modeler understand the objects (key players/actors) in each variable and their relationships with other variables. Further still, it is recognized in SD that, most of the information available to modelers resides in the mental database [132, 41]. These mental databases give a description of reality that is usually expressed by a set of sentences in natural language [41]. Since GSD combines both SD with ORM that has its conceptual focus and roots in verbalization, the variable names used in a GSD model are therefore made explicit.

Finally, in GSD a CLD is the basis from which other models are derived, it is therefore important to have a CLD before applying the GSD method. In our case we used a CLD constructed with a group of people (in a typical organization, these would be stakeholders who are the decision makers) and facilitated by one experienced system dynamics person. A similar approach can be found in [215]. The CLD model derived was dependant on participant’s interpretation of the problem however our concentration here is not on the CLD modeling process but the GSD method. The first phase of GSD typically involves conceptualization of the problem and streamlining of the defined CLD variable names. The second phase is about showing how ORM can be used to understand the object behavior(s) and simulation output. In section 9.2 we provided all the GSD steps. However, these steps have not been applied to an actual experiment for validation. Validity of the GSD method therefore, depends on understanding the underlying method concepts, the relations between the two methods(ORM and SD), having a shared conceptualization of the problem domain and knowing which set of variables to use in the model. The advantage of this method is that validation occurs at every phase. In the first phase, validation is done through ORM verbalizations. If the modeling in the first phase is well executed and validated, then fewer or no errors are expected in the second phase. The few
remaining errors can however be cleared through conceptual description of objects and experimental analysis of the simulation output (error propagation analysis).

9.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have discussed the importance of organizational involvement in the modeling process and tool support. We particularly state that, to improve the quality of the models being developed and to have a shared understanding of the model, stakeholders and modelers should be involved in the modeling process. We have also stated that there are research efforts towards enriching the enterprise modeling with PSMs and EMs and how efficiency and effectiveness of such collaboration modeling sessions can be evaluated. In subsection 9.2, we have discussed how the GSD process can be operationalized, stated the methods and procedures used, participants involved and how to bring the GSD model to life. In GSD, the normal system dynamics procedure (from a Causal Loop Diagram to a Stock and Flow Diagram (SFD)) is broken down into smaller manageable steps. These steps help the modeler gain insight into the compositional subsystems of the model. An overview of the problem domain is formulated through CLDs by specifying the causal influences, their polarities and constituting variables. This however does not include detailing of any information flow subsystems.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have studied how to combine system dynamics with a domain modeling method (ORM). In the process of combining these two methods, we have highlighted some of their strengths and weaknesses. In this chapter however, we present a summary of the thesis contributions and direction for further research.

10.1 Contributions

To combine system dynamics with a domain modeling method, we followed a design science research methodology. Design science creates and evaluates IT artifacts intended to solve identified organizational problems [86]. In [86] it is stated that, development of the artifact should be drawn from existing theories and knowledge through a search process to come up with a solution for the defined problem. In this section, we demonstrate how research questions presented in chapter 1 have been answered and in what section or chapter of the thesis. First, we present the main research question.

**Main RQ: How can we combine system dynamics with a domain modeling method?**

In general, combining methods is the act of unifying method elements together methodically. The process of combining methods requires defining relationships between the methods, precise understanding of the relations between the methods and understanding of the underlying ideas of the methods, which then lead to a more principled exposition of the methods [224]. Through combining methods, system modeling and operating of complex systems could become easier to computerize [56]. This research question is too broad and requires that researchers carry out numerous tasks e.g identifying existing method elements, defining relationship between the methods etc. To answer this research question, we divided it into constituent specific research questions. As Vessey says, the key to a successful problem solution is to structure the problem into sub-problems that can be integrated to form a complete solution for a specific problem [218]. Through an-
swearing the given specific questions, we were able to answer the main research question in a methodical manner.

**RQ-1: What are the existing SD and ORM constructs?**

This research question is answered in chapter 4. To arrive at comprehensive definitions, we reviewed literature pertaining to SD and ORM. We started off by presenting ORM constructs (see section 4.1) followed by SD constructs (see section 4.2). In our presentations, we used examples to explain the underlying principles. Under system dynamics, there are two notations (Causal Loop Diagrams (CLD) and Stock and Flow Diagrams (SFD)). First, we presented CLD constructs followed by SFD constructs. Under CLDs we showed how a CLD is constructed, stated the existing constructs and defined the entailed design rules. In more detail, we showed how variables, sign and causal links interact to create loops. Having presented CLD constructs, we embarked on SFD constructs. Under SFDs, we defined each building block, design rules and also gave SFD formal definitions. In the last part of chapter 4, we discuss ORM as a Foundation for SD.

**RQ-2: What relationships exist between these two methods? How can we best represent the interactions in these methods?**

This research question was answered in chapter 5. To arrive at this answer, we reviewed literature and also carried out an evaluation using a focus group session. Conducting this session enabled us get participants views on the already defined relations and methods in general. To make these relationships explicit, we used numerous examples. In particular, we focused on key constructs, which are central to construction of stock and flow diagrams but seemingly difficult to use in a comprehensible and unambiguous manner. On answering research questions RQ-1 and RQ-2, so was requirement R-1 (*The constructs and underlying principles of both methods (System Dynamics and Object Role Modeling) should be explicitly defined and the identified relationships should be well documented.*)

**RQ-3: What is the procedure for combining these two methods?**

This research question is similar to the second requirement (R-2) defined in chapter 3. To answer this question, a method Grounded System Dynamics (GSD) was defined in chapter 6. GSD is a step by step method that shows how information from CLD can be transformed into an ORM schema and from an ORM schema to an SFD, and how ORM helps in understanding object behavior. In figure 10.1, we present an overview of the GSD method. In this figure, we have an initial transformation stage where information in a CLD is used to derive an ORM schema. In the process of transforming a CLD into an ORM schema, we are able to rename some of the CLD variables hence clearing ambiguities and better understanding of how variables in a CLD relate to each other. To achieve concrete results however, a domain expert and modeler should work together.

After transforming CLD variables into an ORM schema, we embarked on transforming an ORM schema into an SFD. Initially, this phase had five steps but after evaluation, we added a sub-phase as shown in chapter 9 figure 9.3. In this phase, transformation
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decisions are taken on the basis of the ORM schema. These transformations depend on identified ORM to SD relations. This phase is carried out by a modeler and system analyst.

In conclusion the procedure of combining system dynamics with a domain modeling method is a step by step procedure that comprises of two main phase (CLD to ORM and from ORM to SFD). Within these steps are relations and rules on how to execute a given step. RQ-3 is answered in chapters 6 and 9.

RQ-4: How can we evaluate the procedure(s) for combining system dynamics with ORM and the resulting model?

To answer this question, we used examples and a case study in experimental and analytical evaluations (see chapter 7). These evaluations enabled us determine the worth and significance of the GSD transformation steps. Secondly, we were able to receive participant’s views and gain insights into prior GSD transformation steps. With the provided views and insights, we were able to refine and improve the GSD method.

In prior ORM to SFD transformation steps, we had five steps. These steps led to a ‘picture’ of an SFD model as some of the participants put it. This was because the derived SFD model model lacked the ability to show the behavior(s) between or among constructs. Due to this insight, we came up with chapter 8. In this chapter, we used the decomposition
mechanism to better conceptualize and understand the SD model behavior, and show how using ORM helps in to deal with complex SD models. When one understands how different elements in a model interact, determining SFD input parameters is made easier. The formulas and input values are what we refer to as SFD input parameters from which simulation are derived. These simulations are used for sensitive analysis. During sensitive analysis, simulation responses are examined with various input values to study the effect of changing these input values and interactions among inputs [110]. This last phase is carried out by a system analyst, modeler and domain expert.

**RQ-5: How can the modeling procedure(s) be embedded in a modeling tool(s)?**

This research question has been answered in chapter 9. In this chapter, we discussed organization involvement in the modeling process, how the GSD method is operationalized and provided guidelines for tool support. Note that this research question is similar to requirement R-6 (Suggestions for organizational and tool support should be provided.)

### 10.2 Discussion

Understanding how different variables in a system dynamics model interact [158] is hard. This is due to the ambiguities and complexity of the SD model. As demonstrated in this thesis (specifically chapters 5, 6 and 8), when SD is combined with a domain modeling method (ORM) this issue is minimized. This is because ORM has its focus on domain conceptualization. In the defined artifact (GSD), conceptualization is iterative i.e. a modeler defines the variables and causal links, identifies objects (actors) in each variables, their roles (how they relate with other variables) and of what use they are to the model as a whole. By so doing, a modeler is able to better understand the interactions in the model and clear ambiguities in the model thus transformation of a Causal Loop Diagram into a Stock and Flow Diagram is much easier. In this study, our main research question was ("How can we combine system dynamics with a domain modeling method?"). Answering this question required a systematic procedure thus dividing it into sub-questions (specific research questions).

**Defining constructs:** To begin with, we defined each method construct and underlying principles. Constructs are sometimes referred to as components, fragments or semantic primitives [80, 185]. A constructs as defined in [86] are concepts, ideas or images specifically conceived for the purpose of organizing and representing knowledge of interest of a given modeling method. Since we were combining different methods, defining ORM and SD constructs seemed the most logical thing to do. In the process of defining these constructs the researchers gained knowledge on the method underlying concepts (see chapter 4). Constructs helped researchers specify what can be modeled with a given method [180, 185]. On completing this definition phase, the researchers were able to identify some of the relations between ORM and SD constructs (see chapter 5).

**Identifying relations:** Before defining a new artifact, we identified the relations between different method constructs. This enabled us transfer a set of rules and techniques
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used in one method into another method (even model transformation). Relation identifi-
cation is a re-engineering approach and in our thesis, it was done manually (see chapter 5). While identifying relations between the two methods (ORM and SD), we discovered that it was impossible to exhaustively relate all constructs from one method into the other. What we did was to use constructs that were most similar but not identical.

Defining an artifact: Artifacts are models, constructs, methods and instantiations [85]. In our case the artifact is a method (GSD). In [86], designing an artifact is defined as the first guideline. However in some research projects it is done after problem relevance (Guideline 2). This does not affect the outcome in any way as long as the researcher meets the requirements of a design sciences approach. In our study, we defined the artifact after identifying existing method constructs and relations. This was because we needed to reason about the combination of ORM and SD before defining the artifact.

Evaluating the defined artifact: In our study, evaluation occurred at each phase of building the artifact. In our case, evaluation first occurred at the relation identification stage. The outcome of these evaluations were used as a basing for defining the artifact thus evaluation and refinement go hand in hand. In our study, evaluation and refinement continued to occur at different stages of the study. However, we did not reevaluate the last output due to the limitations stated in chapter 7 section 7.2.3. Evaluation is important in most studies because it draws insights into the study and it gives a basis for improvement/refinement for the study.

10.3 Future work

In this thesis, we have come up with a new method Grounded System Dynamics (GSD) to improve SD model conceptualization. In chapter 6, we defined the GSD steps. These steps were evaluated in chapter 7 using experimental (where the researcher guided participants in using the method) and analytical evaluation methods (structured walkthroughs involving ORM and SD practitioners). Basing on the feedback we received from these evaluations, we came up with chapter 8. In this chapter we introduced a decomposition mechanism to help system analysts think and analyze at the most convenient level of abstraction. By introducing this mechanism more steps were added to the GSD method. These steps are described under GSD guidelines in chapter 9. The limitation to this study however, is that we did not apply the refined GSD steps (GSD guidelines) to a case study where the researcher is not the facilitator of the modeling session(s) or a field study. For further work therefore we recommend that the GSD method as a whole be applied to a case study or field study. In so doing, the applicability of the GSD method, described in chapter 9 subsection 9.2.1 will be evaluated and validated.

Secondly, an extension of the ORM tool to capture the decomposition mechanism is worth implementing. This implementation will allow modelers represent object behaviors, view and understand the conceptual representation of a scenario before transforming it into an SFD model. Furthermore, in chapter 7 we noted that information in a single Causal Loop Diagram cannot be captured in a single database and in chapter 9 we presented guidelines for tool support. As a direction for future work, we recommend that the
developed tool connects to different data sources (databases), various levels of abstraction can be seen (decomposition mechanism), and the ORM-SFD model can be viewed on a common platform. In real life, this tool may look like a ‘dash board’ were decision makers are able to view the effect of change as per available data sources hence improved validity of the simulation results.

Finally, in chapter 8, we limited our study to objects (tangible) but we know that in a system dynamics model there exists variables that are not tangible e.g. exogenous variables and soft variables. These variables influence other variables in an SD model, for further work, the researcher(s) may look at the behavior of such variables and how best they can be represented.
Appendices
Appendix A. Relations Questionnaire

A questionnaire for identifying the relations between ORM and SD method elements

Use the given study instrument as a guide to answering the given questions. Please tick and give reason(s) explaining why you think the chosen element is most appropriate to the given question.

1. Which of the following Object-Role Model element(s) is most similar to a System Dynamics stock?

   □ Value type  □ Object type  □ Object  □ Subtype  □ Supertype

   Fact types
   a) unary (one role)  b) binary (two roles)  c) Ternary fact type (three roles)

   • Give reason(s) why you think the selected ORM element is most similar to an SD stock?

2. Which of the following Object-Role Model element is most similar to a System Dynamics flow?

   □ Value type  □ Object type  □ Object  □ Subtype  □ Supertype

   Fact types
   a) unary (one role)  b) binary (two roles)  c) Ternary fact type (three roles)

   • Give reason(s) why you think the selected ORM element is most similar to an SD flow?

3. There are two SD elements that are classified within a converter (parameter). These include; a constant and an auxiliary variable.

   a. Which of the following Object-Role Model element is most similar to a System Dynamics constant?

      □ Value type  □ Object type  □ Object  □ Subtype  □ Supertype

      Fact types
      a) unary (one role)  b) binary (two roles)  c) Ternary fact type (three roles)

      • Give reason(s) why you think the selected ORM element is most similar to an SD constant?
b. Which of the following Object-Role Model element is most similar to a System Dynamics auxiliary variable?

☐ Value type  ☐ Object type  ☐ Object  ☐ Subtype  ☐ Super type

*Fact types*
   a) unary (one role)  b) binary (two roles)  c) Ternary fact type (three roles)

*Constraints*
   a) Mandatory role  b) Uniqueness constraints  c) subset  d) Equality

• Give reason(s) why you think the selected ORM element is most similar to an SD auxiliary variable?

---------------------------------------------------------------

4. Which of the following Object-Role Model element is most similar to a System Dynamics information link (connector)?

☐ Value type  ☐ Object type  ☐ Object  ☐ role connector

*Fact types*
   a) unary (one role)  b) binary (two roles)  c) Ternary fact type (three roles)

*Constraints*
   a) Mandatory role  b) Uniqueness constraints  c) subset  d) Equality

• Give reason(s) why you think the selected ORM element is most similar to an SD information link (connector)?

---------------------------------------------------------------

5. Which of the following Object-Role Model element is most similar to a System Dynamics sector?

☐ Value type  ☐ Object type  ☐ Object  ☐ Subtype  ☐ Super type

*Fact types*
   a) unary (one role)  b) binary (two roles)  c) Ternary fact type (three roles)

• Give reason(s) why you think the selected ORM element is most similar to an SD sector?

---------------------------------------------------------------

Thank you very much for taking part in this exercise. I pray that you once more participate in my upcoming GSD (transforming and ORM model into and SD model) procedure evaluation study.

************************END**************************
Appendix B: Walkthrough Instrument for ORM practitioner

Grounded System Dynamics Validation Experiment (For ORM Practitioners)

The Main aim of this validation experiment is to allow us assess the effectiveness of the GSD procedure. Participants are expected to critically comment on each step and be ready to backup (support) their answers.

GSD is a combination of two methods, System Dynamics (SD) and Object-Role Modeling (ORM). This procedure has two sections and each of these sections has five short steps. These steps guide a modeler on how to move from an SD causal loop diagram model to an ORM model and from an ORM model to an SD stock and flow diagram model. Participants are requested to take part only in one section of the GSD procedure. ORM experts take part in the transformation of the Causal Loop Diagram (CLD) to an ORM model, whereas System Dynamics experts take part in the transformation of the ORM model into an SD stock and flow diagram section.

CLDs are visual representation of dynamic influences with inter-relationships amongst a collection of SD variables. They are used in system dynamics modeling to qualitatively capture structures and interactions of feedback loops and to brainstorm on a given problem which enables them understand how changes manifest in a problem domain.

Materials to be used during the walkthroughs

1. Paper
2. Pen
3. Audio Recorder
4. ORM to CLD transformation steps
5. Running example.

Overall Aim of the study

The overall aim of this study is to underpin SD with a domain modeling method ORM. Domain modeling methods help identify relationships among entities within the scope of the problem domain and provide a structural view of the domain (we use ORM as an example of the domain modeling method). Underpinning of SD with a domain method enables us improve SD model conceptualization, reduce on SD model ambiguity, and enable transformation and reuse of information. By conducting these walkthroughs we are evaluating and validating the GSD steps.
Walkthrough Instrument for ORM practitioner

Process
Participants are provided with a running example (Case) and CLD-ORM transformation steps before the walkthrough sessions. We use the running example to evaluate and critic the steps there after the practitioner is provided an evaluation form comprising of five questions which the researchers use in their final evaluations.

From a causal loop diagram to an ORM model we have the following steps:
1. Identify object(s) for each CLD variable.
2. Collect and group similar objects into one object type.
3. Identify and connect roles played by objects in a particular object type
   a. With other object types
   b. With the same object type
4. Merge similar object types.
5. Add all constraints and mandatory roles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Guiding question</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identify object(s) for each CLD variable.</td>
<td>Who are the main role player(s) in a given CLD variable? Who plays a role in this CLD variable?</td>
<td>Role player is a terminology used by ORM modelers but we use it here in its normal English way because this study is for both ORM modelers and non ORM modelers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Collect and group (Classify) similar objects.</td>
<td>Here each classification makes an object type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Identify and connect roles played by objects in a particular object type a. To other object types b. To objects in the same object type</td>
<td>What role do objects in object type (A) play in object type (A)? What roles do objects in object type (A) play in object type {A, A₁, A₂, A₃...Aₙ}?</td>
<td>Where: {A,A₁,A₂,A₃...Aₙ} are object types identified in CLD model. Here we are trying to identify roles played by objects in the same object type and in other object types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Merge similar object types.</td>
<td>Here we are putting all models to get a complete model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Add all constraints and mandatory roles.</td>
<td>As a last step, all constraints are added and verbalizations derived.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Transformation of a CLD into an ORM model guiding steps

In this validation experiment, we use a Causal Loop Diagram derived from the Intrapartum process in Ugandan hospitals to work as an example in the application phase. This case is given to practitioners together with the steps prior to the session date to allow them have a view of what we will be working with in the walkthrough sessions.
Causal Loop Diagram for Intrapartum in Ugandan Hospitals
Evaluation of Causal Loop Diagram (CLD) to Object-Role Modeling (ORM) Transformation Steps

1. How relevant are the Causal Loop Diagram transformation steps to ORM?
   □ Excellent □ Acceptable □ Needs Improvement
   Comments:____________________________________________________________________________

2. Do the given steps give enough information (guide) on how to derive an ORM model from a CLD?
   □ Excellent □ Acceptable □ Needs Improvement
   Comments:____________________________________________________________________________

3. Do the steps provide any higher levels of thinking?
   □ Excellent □ Acceptable □ Needs Improvement
   Comments:____________________________________________________________________________

4. Overall how would you rank this CLD to ORM transformation steps?
   □ Excellent □ Acceptable □ Needs Improvement
   Comments:____________________________________________________________________________

5. Are the steps given easy to understand or interpret?
   □ Yes □ No
   If NO what do you think should be added to improve the given steps?
   Comments:____________________________________________________________________________
Appendix C: Walkthrough Instrument for SD practitioner

**Grounded System Dynamics Validation Experiment (For SD Practitioners)**

The main aim of this validation experiment is for us to evaluate the GSD procedural steps. Participants are requested to critically comment on each step and be ready to back up (support) their answers.

GSD is a procedure that combines two methods, System Dynamics (SD) and Object-Role Modeling (ORM). This procedure comprises of two parts and each of these parts has five short steps. These steps guide a modeler on how to move from an SD causal loop diagram model to an ORM model and from an ORM model to an SD stock and flow diagram (SFD). Participants are requested to take part only in one part of the GSD procedure. SD experts are requested to take part in the transformation of the ORM model into a stock and flow diagram, whereas ORM experts take part in the transformation of a Causal Loop Diagram (CLD) into an ORM model.

ORM is a fact-oriented approach for modeling information and querying the information content of a business domain at a conceptual level. Fact-orientation means that it includes both types and instances in its models; types are called "fact types", instances "facts". Including the instance level is crucial in linking concepts with advanced SD modeling.

**Materials to be used during the walkthroughs**

1. Paper
2. Pen
3. Audio Recorder
4. ORM to SFD transformation steps
5. Running example.

**Overall Aim of the study**

The overall aim of this study is to underpin SD with a domain modeling method ORM. Domain modeling methods help identify relationships among entities within the scope of the problem domain and provide a structural view of the domain (we use ORM as an example of the domain modeling method). Underpinning of SD with a domain method enables us improve SD model conceptualization, reduce on SD model ambiguity, and enable transformation and reuse of information. By conducting these walkthroughs we are evaluating and validating the GSD steps.
Participants are provided with a running example, a summary table of the mappings and CLD-ORM transformation steps before the walkthrough sessions. We use the running example to evaluate and critic the steps there after the practitioner is provided an evaluation form comprising of five questions which the researchers use for their final evaluations.

**Steps from an ORM Model to an SD model**

1. Identify all possible stocks.
2. Identify all relevant flows connecting to each stock.
3. Identify all possible converters.
4. Identify all possible connectors (information links) and link them to converters, flows and stocks they relate with.
5. Identify and create sectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identify all possible stocks.</td>
<td>We map a stock to a unary fact type. There exist four types of stocks (conveyor, reservoir, oven and queue). These are determined though constraints attached to the unary fact type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Identify all relevant flows connecting to each stock</td>
<td>We map a flow to an object type. But the direction of flow and mechanism of populating an object type is not stated in ORM because ORM is a static method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Identify all possible converters</td>
<td>We map converters to fact types with more than one role. Therefore all fact types with more than one role are turned into converters and there predicate names are concatenated with the object type name to make them more explicit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Identify all possible connectors (information links) and link them to converters, flows and stocks they relate with.</td>
<td>There is no clear way of adding information links but we use the verbalizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Identify and create sectors</td>
<td>We map sectors to Object types with all roles connecting to that object type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Transformation steps from an ORM model into an SFD model

In this validation experiment we will use an ORM example model that we used in one of our publications. This model looks at the "paper submission process". This model is given to practitioners together with the steps prior to the session date to allow them have a view of what we will be working with in the walkthrough sessions.

**Running example**

- A person (author) writes intent of submission. This can be in the form of an abstract.
- Then the content (text of the paper) is submitted, whereby the paper becomes a submitted paper.
- Each submitted paper receives a classification.
- Each submitted paper is reviewed.
- Some submitted papers are accepted and some are rejected.
- For each accepted paper new content is submitted, which makes the paper a published paper that is added to the publications.
These statements are represented in the ORM diagram below.

The symbol and Constraint in this figure can be verbalized as follows:

C1 (Exclusive): For each Paper, at most one of the following holds: that Paper is rejected or that Paper is accepted.
C2: If some Paper is published then that Paper is accepted.
C3 (mandatory): each paper is submitted by at least one academic.
C4 (mandatory): each paper is written by at least one academic.
C5: If some Academic submits some Paper then that Academic writes that paper.
C6 (Exclusive): For each Academic and Paper, at most one of the following holds: that Academic writes that Paper; that Academic is assigned to review that Paper.

Step 1: Identify all possible stocks.
Stocks are containers (reservoirs) containing quantities describing the state of the system. Stocks are mapped to unary fact types (one role) because they both contain "things" or act as containers.

A unary fact type is a single role. A role denote the way entity types participate in a fact type.

Step 2: Identify all relevant flows connecting to each stock.
Flows can be imagined as pipelines with a valve that controls the rate of accumulation to and from the stocks. Flows are mapped to an object type because they both connect different stocks (SD) and Fact types (ORM).
An object type is a collection of objects with similar properties and through an object type connections to other object types are achieved.

**Step 3: Identify all possible converters.**
Converters either represent fixed quantities (constants) or represent variable quantities (Auxiliaries). Auxiliary variables are informational concepts bearing an independent meaning (add new information) which contains information of equations or values that can be applied to stocks, flows, and other converters in the model. Converters are mapped to fact types with more than one role (binary, ternary and quaternary) because they add new information to the model and combine two or more variables consistently. If fact types have fixed objects, then that converter is a constant else it is an auxiliary. Converters vary because they directly or indirectly depend on stocks.

**Step 4: Identify all possible connectors (information links).**
Information from converters and flows is shared through connectors (information links). Two types of connectors exist, the action connectors depicted as solid wires and information connectors depicted as dashed wires. These connectors are immaterial and connect inputs to decision function of a rate. The underpinned meaning to these connectors is that information about the value at the start of the connector influences information at the arrow tip of that connector. Connectors can feed information into or out of flows and converters but only extract information out of stocks.
Information links are not mapped to any ORM element but we use ORM constraints plus verbalizations to identify connectors and the direction of the SD connector. In ORM constraints are placed in between fact types (binary, ternary, etc), these constraint play an important role in helping the modeler identify the direction of the connector.

Step 5: Create sectors.
A sector is a grouping of elements with related functionally in a model. Sectors are subsystems or subcomponents within a system. They hold/handle all decisions, stocks, information about a particular element or area and contain different information used in an information system.

We map SD sectors to ORM object types plus their attached roles. This is because ORM conceptual object types act as semantic "glue" and an ORM model is a network of allied object types and relationship types. This means that roles and object types when put together, they make up a complete ORM model. Therefore, object types plus their 'glued' roles are similar to SD sectors because when both are 'glued' or put together they make up a complete model.
Evaluation form for ORM to Stock and Flow Transformation Steps

1. How relevant are the ORM to SFD transformation steps?
   □ Excellent □ Acceptable □ Needs Improvement
   Comments:_________________________________________________________________________

2. Do the given steps give enough information (guide) on how to derive an SFD model from an ORM model?
   □ Excellent □ Acceptable □ Needs Improvement
   Comments:_________________________________________________________________________

3. Overall how would you rank these ORM to SFD transformation steps?
   □ Excellent □ Acceptable □ Needs Improvement
   Comments:_________________________________________________________________________

4. Are the steps given easy to understand or interpret?
   □ Yes □ No
   If NO what do you think should be added to improve the given steps?
   Comments:_________________________________________________________________________

5. Do you think that Object role modeling is a good starting point for the construction of SFD?
   _________________________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________________
Appendix D: SFD Equations

\[ \text{Admitted\_patients}(t) = \text{Admitted\_patients}(t - \text{dt}) + (Z - K) \times \text{dt} \]
\[ \text{INIT Admitted\_patients} = 5, 2, 4, 1, 8 \]
\[ \text{TRANSIT TIME} = \text{varies} \]
\[ \text{INFLOW LIMIT} = \text{INF} \]
\[ \text{CAPACITY} = \text{INF} \]
\[ \text{INFLOWS}: \]
\[ \bowtie \quad Z = \text{CONVEYOR OUTFLOW} \]
\[ \text{TRANSIT TIME} = \text{Treatment\_duration} + \text{Examination\_duration} \]
\[ \text{OUTFLOWS}: \]
\[ \bowtie \quad K = \text{CONVEYOR OUTFLOW} \]
\[ \text{TRANSIT TIME} = \text{IF}(\text{Dilation} \leq 4) \text{THEN}(\text{Monitored\_patient}); \text{ELSE}(0) \]

\[ \text{Births}(t) = \text{Births}(t - \text{dt}) + (M - N) \times \text{dt} \]
\[ \text{INIT Births} = 0 \]
\[ \text{INFLOWS}: \]
\[ \bowtie \quad M = \text{CONVEYOR OUTFLOW} \]
\[ \text{TRANSIT TIME} = \text{IF}(\text{Dilation} \leq 8) \text{THEN}(\text{Births}); \text{ELSE}(0) \]
\[ \text{OUTFLOWS}: \]
\[ \bowtie \quad N = \text{DELAY}(\text{Births}, 0) / \text{Treatment\_duration} \]

\[ \text{Discharges}(t) = \text{Discharges}(t - \text{dt}) + (N + Y) \times \text{dt} \]
\[ \text{INIT Discharges} = 0 \]
\[ \text{INFLOWS}: \]
\[ \bowtie \quad N = \text{DELAY}(\text{Births}, 0) / \text{Treatment\_duration} \]
\[ \bowtie \quad Y = \text{LEAKAGE OUTFLOW} \]
\[ \text{LEAKAGE FRACTION} = X / \text{Treatment\_duration} \]
\[ \text{NO-LEAK ZONE} = 100\% \]

\[ \text{Enter\_hospital}(t) = \text{Enter\_hospital}(t - \text{dt}) + (A - X) \times \text{dt} \]
\[ \text{INIT Enter\_hospital} = 2, 1, 0, 2, 3 \]
\[ \text{TRANSIT TIME} = \text{varies} \]
\[ \text{INFLOW LIMIT} = \text{INF} \]
\[ \text{CAPACITY} = \text{INF} \]
\[ \text{INFLOWS}: \]
\[ \bowtie \quad A = \text{IF}(\text{MOD}(\text{time}, 2) = 1) \text{then} 2 \text{else} 0 \]
\[ \text{OUTFLOWS}: \]
\[ \bowtie \quad X = \text{CONVEYOR OUTFLOW} \]
\[ \text{TRANSIT TIME} = \]
Examination(t) = Examination(t - dt) + (X - Z - Y) * dt
INIT Examination = 3,1,3,1,3
TRANSIT TIME = varies
INFLOW LIMIT = INF
CAPACITY = INF
INFLOWS:
  - X = CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
    TRANSIT TIME =
OUTFLOWS:
  - Z = CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
    TRANSIT TIME = Treatment_duration + Examination__duration
  - Y = LEAKAGE OUTFLOW
    LEAKAGE FRACTION = X/Treatment_duration
    NO-LEAK ZONE = 100%

Monitored_patient(t) = Monitored_patient(t - dt) + (K - M) * dt
INIT Monitored_patient = 1,2,3,1,2
TRANSIT TIME = varies
INFLOW LIMIT = INF
CAPACITY = INF
INFLOWS:
  - K = CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
    TRANSIT TIME = IF(Dilation <= 4) THEN(Monitored_patient) ELSE(0)
OUTFLOWS:
  - M = CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
    TRANSIT TIME = IF(Dilation <= 8) THEN(Births) ELSE(0)

- Dilation = MAX(ROUND(NORMAL(10,8,4)),0)
- Examination__capacity = 3
- Examination__duration = MAX(30)
- Medical_persons__on_duty = MIN(2)
- Treatment_duration = MIN(24)
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Combining methods can be viewed as a way of improving model development processes and their outcome. In this thesis, we have studied how to combine system dynamics with a domain modeling method (Object-Role Modeling (ORM)). As a domain modeling method, we have used ORM. ORM is excellent at conceptualizing and explicitly representing processes in a problem domain while System Dynamics (SD) is good at analyzing and optimizing processes. Although these two methods are applied and used differently, they are both very important and play key roles in articulating and analyzing problems. SD offers a systematic approach of qualitative and quantitative analysis but it shows a lack of instruments for discovering and expressing precise, language-based concepts in domains. At the same time, the field of domain modeling has long since focused on deriving models from natural expressions.

In this thesis, we started by presenting an introductory chapter, in this chapter we defined a research problem, objectives, justification for the study and research approach. After presenting the introductory chapter, we reviewed existing literature to identify the knowledge gap, and acknowledge the work of others. Next, we used various scholarly works to come up with requirements. These requirements are of two types; general requirements and specific requirements. The requirements defined under general requirements are broad for combining methods in general and those under specific requirements pertain to our research study in particular. Through identifying these requirements, we were able to break the main research problem into smaller manageable problems.

After defining the requirements, we presented constructs and underlying principles for both ORM and SD. Through identifying these constructs, we were able to denote what can be modeled by each method (ORM and SD). By using the defined constructs and underlying principles, we were able to identify relationships between ORM and SD constructs. These defined relationships were evaluated using a focus group discussion. Basing on the identified relations, we came up with steps for the Grounding System Dynamics (GSD) method. These steps are in two phases. In the first phase, we defined steps for transforming a Causal Loop Diagram (CLD) into an ORM model, variable names were made more explicit hence, the system under study is better understood. In the second phase, we defined steps for transforming an ORM model into a Stock and Flow Diagram (SFD). In so doing we were able to improve the stock and flow diagram conceptualization.

Having defined the steps for grounded system dynamics, we evaluated the defined steps using analytical and experimental evaluation methods. Under experimental evalu-
tions, we used focus group discussions and a case study. Under analytical evaluations, we used walkthroughs. In these walkthroughs we used an instrument (concept definitions, examples and questions) as guide in our study and were conducted in pair (the researcher and participant).

During the evaluations, we received a lot of insightful feedback among which was to transform a SFD from a ‘picture’ into a working model. To take care of this remark, we came up with chapter 8. In this chapter, we study the object behavior(s) and extend ORM to show how various levels of abstraction can be seen using the decomposition mechanism. In so doing, we derived more GSD steps which we presented in chapter 9. To attain concrete results, we used examples and an ORM model that was derived from a case “Intrapartum process in Ugandan Hospitals”. On completion, we made suggestions for organizational and tool support. To sum it all up, we drew conclusions for the study showing contributions for the study and future works.
Samenvatting

Door bestaande methoden te combineren kan het proces van modelontwikkeling, en de resultaten daarvan, verbeterd worden. In dit proefschrift hebben we onderzocht hoe System Dynamics kan worden gecombineerd met Object-Role Modeling (ORM), een methode voor domein-modellering. ORM is sterk op het gebied van conceptualiseren en het expliciet representeren van processen in een probleem domein, terwijl de kracht van System Dynamics (SD) juist ligt in het analyseren en optimaliseren van processen. Ook al werden deze twee methoden op verschillende wijze toegepast, ze zijn beide erg belangrijk en spelen een sleutelrol bij het verwoorden en analyseren van problemen. SD biedt een systematische aanpak voor kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve analyse, maar het toont een gebrek aan instrumenten voor het ontdekken en uitdrukken van nauwkeurige, op taal gebaseerde concepten in applicatiedomeinen. Daarentegen heeft het gebied van domein modelleren een lange traditie in het afleiden van modellen uit expressies in natuurlijke taal.

We beginnen dit proefschrift met een inleidend hoofdstuk, waarin we probleemstelling, doelstellingen en rechtvaardiging van het onderzoek formuleren en de onderzoeksaanpak beschrijven. Na dit inleidende hoofdstuk, geven we een overzicht van de bestaande literatuur om de kennisloof vast te stellen, en het werk van anderen te erkennen. Vervolgens maken we gebruik van verscheidene wetenschappelijke methoden om te komen tot de vereisten. We onderscheiden twee typen vereisten: algemene en specifieke vereisten. De algemene vereisten geven brede eisen om methoden in het algemeen te combineren, terwijl de specifieke eisen betrekking hebben op ons onderzoek in het bijzonder. Door deze vereisten te identificeren, waren we in staat het onderzoeksthema op te splitsen in kleinere, hanteerbare problemen.

Na het vaststellen van de vereisten, presenteren we de constructen en de onderliggende principes van zowel ORM als SD. Door deze constructen te identificeren, kunnen we aangeven wat door de beide methodes (ORM en SD) gemodelleerd kan worden. Daardoor we gebruik maken van gedefinieerde constructen en onderliggende principes kunnen we de relatie tussen ORM en SD constructen identificeren. Deze gedefinieerde relaties werden gevalueerd door middel van een focusgroep-discussie. Vanuit de gevonden relaties kwamen we tot de stappen voor de Grounded System Dynamic (GSD) methode. Deze stappen zijn verdeeld in twee fasen. In de eerste fase definieren we de stappen om een Causal Loop Diagram (CLD) om te zetten in een ORM-model. Daarbij worden de namen van variabelen nader gexpliciteerd zodat het beschouwde systeem beter wordt begrepen. In de tweede fase definieren we de stappen voor de transformatie van een ORM model naar
een Stock and Flow Diagram (SFD). Daarbij konden we de conceptualisatie van het Stock and Flow Diagram verbeteren.

Nadat de stappen voor Grounded System Dynamics zijn vastgesteld, evalueren we deze stappen met analytische en experimentele evaluatiemethoden. Bij de experimentele evaluaties gebruikten we focusgroep-discussies en een case study. Bij de analytische evaluaties hebben we gebruik gemaakt van walkthroughs. Bij walkthroughs gebruikten we een instrument (concept definities, voorbeelden en vragen) als leidraad en deze werden uitgevoerd in paren (de onderzoeker en deelnemer).

Tijdens de evaluaties kregen we veel inzichtelijke feedback waaronder een voorstel om een SFD vanuit een 'plaatje' te transformeren naar een werkend model. Op deze wens komen we terug in hoofdstuk 8. In dat hoofdstuk bestuderen we het objectgedrag(ingen), en breiden we ORM zodanig uit dat verschillende niveaus van abstractie zichtbaar zijn met behulp van het decompositie mechanisme. Daarbij kwamen we tot meer GSD stappen, die we in hoofdstuk 9 presenteren. Als demonstratie hiervan geven we voor de casus “Het intrapartum proces in de Oegandese ziekenhuizen” het uitgebreide ORM model. Tenslotte geven we suggesties voor organisatorische en tool-matige ondersteuning. We geven een overzicht van de bijdragen van deze studie en geven richtlijnen voor vervolgonderzoek.
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In this study we put a domain modeling method Object-Role Modeling (ORM) to work in the context of the creation of System Dynamics (SD) models. The art of SD modeling lies in determining and representing the feedback processes and other elements that determine the dynamics of the system (typically, a process in an organization). SD however, shows a lack of instruments for discovering and expressing precise, language-based concepts in domains. At the same time, the field of conceptual modeling has long since focused on deriving models from natural expressions. We therefore turn to ORM as a prime example of this school of thought to integrate its strong natural language based modeling approach into the creation of SD models. This was inspired by an observed lack of concept-level modeling power in SD. We set out mainly to augment SD modeling by first laying down a sound foundation of domain concepts by means of fact-based ORM modeling. This eventually enables us to link the ORM model to the SD stock-flow diagram.
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